




















EDITOR’S NOTE: Reporter Juliette Proom was planning 
stories on rowing when the accident at Elk Lake occurred. 
Because of the tragedy, the following account became 
necessary. Further stories on the Parkland team will appear.
Parkland School rowers narrowly averted a tragedy on Elk 
Lake last spring.
By JULIETTE PROOM 
Review Staff Writer
m g But quick action by coach Gordon Redlin stopped an acci- S 
dent from happening. It could have ended in much the same S 
S way as the rowing tragedy that killed two University of Vic- S 
x| toria students Jan. 15. S
Redlin recalled the haunting similiarities in a recent inter- ;■•. 
;;:i view. S
The science teacher took 18 Grade lO ,ll and 12 students * 
onto Elk Lake last April. “We were down at the south end of x; 
g; thelakepractising our starts,” said Redlin. §
$: “It was fairly sheltered and the waves were about four to 5
:g sixinches. ji;
g: f'Mooked our and saw Ayhitecaps in the middle of the lake.
gi My doubles were lining up and the eights and fours were not * 
:g having any trouble.”
ig Nonetheless, Redlin sent the four rowers in the double x 
gi skulls back to the clubhouse immediately. “I told them to ii; 
ig take the short path and not cut across the middle of the lake.” S 
ig He was not worried about the rowers, since his strongest ig 
gi team members were in those light, slender boats. 2 gi
gi He started back with the larger teams. “All of a sudden the g 
ig waves were 12 inches high.” He was worried the doubles gi 
gi skulls, farther along the lake, might get pushed into the gi 
iiji bullrushes. gi
ig Redlin feared the reeds would poke through the thin skins iiji 
ig of the boat. “I left the other teams, telling the coxswains to iii 
ijii put the bow into the wind. I told them it was like sailing. S
ig “! powered off to take the doubles in, literally placing iiji 
ig myself between the boat and the marsh. By the time I laid g 
gi them in, there were two foot swells. Only two or three si 
gi minutes had pas.sed.” ’ gi
ig Redlin returned for the other two boats. “The coxswains ig 
gi did a great job of putting the skulls into the wind but water S 
gi was coming over the bow into rowers’laps.” gi
ig At the same lime, tw'o row'crs from the initional team were g 
ig heading out for a practice. “They were having trouble. Bv the S 
■gi lime they came in, their boat was partially submerged.” ’ gi 
ig All row'crs changed into dry clotlies as soon as tliey return- ig 
gi ed to the dock. “It’s a requirement of the clubhouse, gi 
gi Fveryone has to have extra clothes handy.” ig
I These rowers “are low body fat. higirlx' trained mhletes.” ig 
ig They get colder than the average person, faster than the g; 
gi average person, said Redlin. ig
I “It was almost a panic situation," he recalled. g
ig There were several patents on the dock. “No one could g: 
■gi believe it w'as happening at the time.“Two or three hours gi 
iiii later, the lake was once tigain ctihn, gi
gi “This incident and the recent iiiigedy hits given inc a new ii 
gi re,speci for the lake," saiti Redlin, gi
ig Tw'o University o( Victoria students died Ian, I5 when their ii' 
gi skulls overturned in high winds. Dead ate l‘) yeiu olds Dtn lyl gi 
gi SmiihnndGiireih I ineen
ig In the aftermnih of the accident, the Stianich scho(rl board | 
gi ha.s suspeniled high school league rowing on the hike until gi 
ig after the invcstigtition is complete. gi
ig Also, league coaches tnet after the tragedy to establish a gi 
gi series (jf guidelines for sessions on Idk hake, ’ ;g
ig* Most of the prrH'edure.s were aheatly common piaetiee for ’g 
gi the high schooheams, hut the iiew gnkidines I'ormali/e them, ig 
ig Continued on Pago A2 g
IT WAS A CHEERY Saturday morning for Charlie Cunn­
ingham of Brentwood Bay, who started the torch on 
the way Into Victoria from the Colwood overpass on 
the Island Highway. Day 68 of the Olympic Torch Relay
saw the flame shared by many residents of the Saanich 
Peninsula, but It seems Charlie was one of the hap­
piest ones.
r
An ad hoc committee of 
representatives from vjirious in­
terest groups w'ho are noi 
satisfied with a draft master
farmer, an eciue.strian user and a 
member of the Vicloriii Natural 
History Society.
•.... ............................................ . Park.s cornmiliee members .v. v
plarr on Island View Beach said they were not satisfied with dcparimeiit staff will he 
Regional Park will have the a draft ma.sicr plan prepared by assisting with the vvrdk ihroiigli, 
chance to recommend changes. the Lombard North Group of North Stianieh Mayor Uttda
Victoria,
An April deadline has been 
set for recommendations froin 
the team to be forwarded hack 
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SERENE I.AKE can bocomo daiidly In minutes
ByGl.EMN WEHKMAN 
Review Staff Writer
The Capital Regional District 
park.s committee passed a mo­
tion Irr establish an ;idvisory 
planning team, during its 
meeting l;»st Wednesday.
The team and committee 
ineuibeis will he walk jug 
through the p,irk within the next 
two months u> investigate 
dainajie done by equestrian 
ii.seis and pi.iu lot fuiute u.sc of 
the park.
“ Tire team shall address the 
contents of the inavier plarr in 
pariieular the level and location 
of equestrian use, and sltall seek 
a eonsenstjs reiVarding manage­
ment mid <levf!opmeni of the 
park," CRD parks ad- 
minsirator Ramona Herrick 
recommended, The e«Hnmiilee 
approved the recommendation 
after discussion.
The ttlatrning learn will eon- 
■sisi ot a local resident, a hveal
Comrnillt'c ehairman Norma 
Senlcy said she has had a con­
siderable volume of calls and 
complaints against the proposed 
plan,
“VVe need a Inoad ranging 
commiltec l*.r work towards 
recommending a sohiiion,” she 
suggested.
“What troubles me that 
after going through one process 
we have to go through another 
process, cuiiiineuicd Central 
Saanidi Mayor Ron Cullis.
“There is considerable com- 
menf and eonri'm in the (•nni-
Michaluk suggested that itll 
members of the commiiice pai- 
licipate. “Let’s get everyone 
(ogctlner to look at this area,” 
she said,
Scalcy said the committee will 
have to look at the site to come 
to a soluiion. ,Slic stressed (he 
exercise i.s not for one group on- { 
iy. but all must work logellici, |
Culli.s agreed it i,s iruponant | 
for the committee to acrjuaini f 
iiscll with the site. 1
“ I lie park has sal (here tor 
22 years and very little has been 
done,” he .said.
I nrubarfl North rimup pl-tn
rnunify, particularly from ner Jim T’arllow defended the
1 e.sidcni,s attending and con 
Iributing to the public 
vsmrkshopx, that several jsf the 
conclusion,s contained in the 
rlrafl cxccutisc summary sscre 
prcilciennined and that 
rcpreseniative remarks and 
comments have not been 
seriously considered.” Cullis 
said
plan, which cost the CRD 
MO.fkVi. “The context of tlie f 
plan was for a nature .apprecia i 
lion park,” he said. |
T It e p I a a r e c o rn n uo»d ]
building road;., diiehe.s, I 
washrooms, nature inierpreta- | 
tion trails, picnic areas, raised I 
boardwalks and teirkine lots in I 
Conllnuiitl on Pngo AT V,
Tlic search enteted titfy 
(wo yesterday foi a simdl, 
locally chariercd [ilane that 
went missing Sunday ivitli 
four Royal Road.s Niiliiary 
College sindcnis onboard.
. riiree liour.s al ter die of­
ficer cadets failed to relurn 
from their sigltiseeini' lour 
of Vancoiiver and the Gulf 
Islands, .Ilian Air reported 
lheL'es;.!ia 172 niissing. | 
An elec ironic search I 
bertan iinmediuidy, scann- | 
ing radio wa\‘es for | 
iransinissions from ihei 
|)lane's ciuergenv. v li kSUoi i 
iransiniiici'; |
'. Monday mornim!, ri'v„'ue f 
(earns staitcU a visual 
search using iluec l.al .rador 
tielicopiers from CLH Com-
'Co‘ I'- «s
by the l''ro\ancial (micrgeri- 
cvT*ri’'(uaru in Nrinaiuio, A 
'C S. CcytiM ('5 Hard
be M X ', »'c ? <: ;t j. ,5
Ameiiran svaiei's betw-een |
d'H: i.iuii Isl.Ulds , isia.i the
Mamlaiuj.
riu" Canadian inainu- 
rescue auxihars' s'csrc! .I'.ick
''y
■mMii
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Negative confirrieiits greet Gordener's plon
Eagle Ridge fallout may be 
affecting the developers of 
Gardener’s Pond. Architects 
holding a public information 
meeting last week heard a lot of 
negative comment about many 
construction projects in North 
Saanich.
“The majority of people who 
attended showed concern about 
the overall concept of develop­
ment in North Saanich,” said 
architect Phil Chang. “Many 
people were upset that develop­
ment seems to be going away 
from the hobby farm concept,”
■ ;*■. >\ V' ■.
JF
he added.
About 50 people attended the 
meeting called by Saturn 
Developments to unveil plans 
for a housing development 
around Gardener’s Pond on 
Tatlow Road.
The company wants to build 
18 housing units on the 18-acre 
parcel and create a public area 
around the pond. In order to 
meet this goal, lots would be 
smaller than one acre, the 
minimum lot size allowed under 
zoning regulations.
Saturn Developments has not
® Hair Care 
® Facial Treat 
® Tannii!^ Stud5®»<«.
® Manjcuares & Pedicures 
* Make-Up
(Aji^kation & Instmction) 












o Sculptured Nails 
® Extensive Retail Boutique for All Your Beauty Needs, 
Gifts and Accessories ■ ■
7 HIGHLY TRAINED TO serve YOU
‘For tk test in You - You are worth it
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK — THURS. TIL 9 PM,












PADDY’S NRS Sunshine Realty Ltd. Quiz:
When you want to list your home for sale, do you want:
a. A local-nationally affiliated sales team to expose your home to more potential buyers 
across Canada, the U.S.A., and Hong Kong?
b. A local office/sales team that is familiar with your market area?
c. An evaluation of your property so you are able to place a realistic price on it that is 
relevant to the current market?
d. All of the above?
Some quizes are more difficult than others. At NRS Sunshine Realty Ltd., it is our aim to make the 
sale of your home as easy as this quiz. For more information about the 
"NRS Advantage”, call Paddy today.
(Paddy) Padd ison C D
NRS SUNSHINE REALTY LTD.
. AN INDEPENDENT WEfViBER BROKER
1205 VerdierAve.,Brentwood Bay, B.C. VOS 1A0 (604)652-5171
OFF SALE
This sale lasts only 5 days 
— Wednesday, Jan. 27th to 
Sunday, Jan. 31st. Unique 
to Vancouver Island the 
sale includes every book in 
the store both paperback 
and hardcover. Tanner’s 
offers an extensive selec­
tion of titles and stocks a 
large inventory. We do not 
bring in books. “For Sale 
This is our regular stock.
1J
(Layaways and Spoclal orders Not Included)
AIIOOKSTORE^MOKE
2436 Beacon Avenue
Opon every day 
8 a.m. -10 p.rn.
yet applied to subdivide the pro­
perty. It wanted public input 
first, said Chang.
“Some people were very sup­
portive of our intention to 
preserve the area and keep the 
pond for the enjoyment of all,” 
he added.
• Architects are reviewing com­
ments made at the meeting. This 
week, “We will meet with our 
client to look for ways to refine 
our plans and see if the project 
is still financially feasible,” said 
Chang. “Digesting the informa­
tion is critical.”
More close cal!
Continued from Page A1
Coach boats and coxswains will carry flares. Coxswains 
may also be fitted with an air horn and smoke flares.
All rowers will now be required to demonstrate their ability 
to swim. Prior to the accident, they only had to say they could
swim.
Seesreh
Continued from Page A1
Simpson, the Queen of 
Storm and the RCMP vessel 
Skua joined in the search, 
as did two coast guard 
hovercraft.
Dan Richardson of Bur­
naby was flying the plane. 
Ray Koebel of St. 
Catherine’s, Ont., Frank 
Jablonowski of Brantford, 
Ont., and Scott Mac- 
Monagle of Oakville, Ont. 
were passengers.
The aircraft was 
chartered from Pat Bay 
Airport.
Everyone will learn what to do in an emergency prior to go­
ing on the water, and team members will drill at least once a 
month.
Each team will be closely supervised. There will be one 
adult in attendance for each eight rowers in the water.
If there are more than eight people practising at a time, at 
least one adult will remain with a power boat at the dock, 
prepared to assist if required. The backup person will be able 
to alert emergency vehicles if required.
If there is only one adult with the rowing team, a maximum 
of three shells will be permitted on the water.
High school rowers will only be allowed to be on the lake 
during daylight hours. They have traditionally rowed from 
dawn to 8 a.m., after school until dusk and mid-day on 
weekends.
A personal floatation device must be available for each 
crew member. Last year, coaches were required to have a 
number of PCDs in the coach boat. That has been boosted to 
one for each person on the water.
“We’re adding thermal space blankets, 15 metres of 
buoyant rope and flares to the kit in the coach boat,” said 
Redlin.
Many safety devices have been purchased by the team with 
donations from Slegg Lumber, Canoe Cove Marina, Canoe 
Cove Manufacturing Ltd., Smitty’s/Emerald Isle Motor Inn 
and Pharmasave.
Without the business support, the school couldn’t run its 
program, Redlin said.
No wheels 'for transportation boss
A transportation supervisor 
has lost his licence for six mon­
ths and been fined $400 for 
drunk driving. Harold Aitken 
pleaded guilty to the charge in 
Sidney provincial court last 
week.
The 37-year-oId father of two 
was stopped on Beacon Avenue 
Sept. 16. He told police he had 
about a dozen beer while wat­
ching the Canada-Russia 
hockey game at Sidney Hotel 
and the Travelodge.
When asked to submit to a 
breath test, Aitken told police, 
“Yeah, I’ll go for it. It’s about 
time I was caught,” Crown 
counsel Derek Lister told the
drinking problem, said defence 
lawyer Mayland McKimm. The 
transportation supervisor for 
G.R. Pearkes has also cut back 
on his consumption of alcohol.
Judge Darrell Collins said he 
was not willing to give Aitken
the minimum fine, even though 
this was a first offence. “You 
had been drinking to excess,” 
he said as he fined Aitken $400 
and suspended his driver’s 
licence for six months.
Fight results in fine
court. , .
Breath samples showed 
Aitken had .21 and .22 grams of 
alcohol per litre of blood. The 
legal hmir isjLOiglP'
Aitken has ' gone-‘ to - a 
psychiatrist’' Tdrv help' With his
A man who ruined his ex- 
wife’s clothing during a fight 
has been fined $200 and ordered 
to pay restitution.
Douglas Farquharson plead­
ed guilty last week in provincial 
court to assault. He was charg­
ed after an incident on Harbour 
Road Nov. 9, 1987.
The couple had a conversa­
tion through their vehicle win­
dows, said defence lawyer 
Thomas Irwin. Farquharson 
found it difficult to speak to her 
through the three-inch opening 
in her window, so he opened her 
door, added Irwin.
came over to see what was going 
on.’’
The estranged wife requested 
restitution. She needed new 
lenses for her eyeglasses^ repairs 
to her torn angora sweater, dry 
cleaning for her skirt and 
money for drugs prescribed to 
her after the incident. The bill 
totalled $250.25.
“The incident happened. on 
the day before the c.qupie’s. 2;5th,,
f M . AWT.., r i ' 1 T' 'wedding ahniversary, ” said Ir­
win! Farquharson: and his ex- 
wife no longer see each other.
Delivery on all Brands 
of vacuum bags 
Repair service 
Available for all Brands. 
Free Pick-Up and Delivery
Sidney Vacuum Service
“She apparently felt 
threatened and began to honk
her horn. It embarrassed him, 
and he tried to stop her,” he 
said. “None of the words she 
spoke to him provoked the 
violent manner in which he 
reacted.”
Prosecutor Derek Lister said 
the accused “pulled her out of 
the car and pinned her on the 




Letterheads - Envelopes - Business Cards 
Flyers - Brochures - Carbonless Business Forms





CDP creative design printing inc. 
4"10025 Galaran Rond, Sidney
Saanich school district 
funds in the First Pacific 
Credit Union are fully in­
sured. The district will con­
tinue keep its accounts in 
the Brentwood Bay branch.
Trustees asked a commit­
tee to meet with credit 
union management after 
reading press reports. 
Rumors abounded that not 
all funds would be 
guaranteed.
“All funds deposited by a 
school district or 
municipality are fully 
guaranteed,” said Trustee 
Graham Hill, chairman of 





2481 BEACON AVE. 656-0911
COME IN AND SEE WHAT’S 
NEW IN THE OFFICE?
AN INNOVATIVE WAY TO 
RENEW YOUR AUTOMOBILE 
INSURANCE THIS YEAR
(5 MONTH AUTO PLAN POLICY AVAILABLE)
OPEN SATURDAY 9 to4 PM
AUhLfc: bbtIUU;
HiniimilimUlNIWflBMmM
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TSAWOUTS SIGN:
More steps in restaurant approvol
A proposal by Swiftsure Developments of Victoria to build 
a restaurant, gas bar and shopping centre on Tsawout band 
lands in Central Saanich may have final approval within a 
month.
A 21-year lease agreement for the southeast corner lot at 
the intersection of the Pat Bay Highway and the Mt. Newton 
Cross Road went before Tsawout Chief Louis Claxton and 
council members last week for their approval and signatures, 
said Eric Pelkey, Tsawout band manager.
The agreement was recently approved by the federal 
department of Indian Affairs in Nanaimo.
The next step in the approval process is for the lease agree­
ment to go to the department of Indian Affairs in Ottawa for 
an official stamp and approval on behalf of the Queen,
Pelkey said last week.
“It could be on its way to Ottawa by the end of the week,” 
he said.
Swiftsure Development spokesman Norm Eden said he will 
not release details on what companies will be subleasing pro­
perty in the retail complex until all the approvals have been 
given.
His proposal is to build a 3,000-square-foot restaurant, a 
4,000-sq.-h. gas bar, and retail spaces totalling 10,000 square 
feet. The agreement also calls for Swiftsure to build a new 
home for the band family now living on the property.
Once final approval is given more details are expected to be 
released by the developer. Earlier reports indicated 
McDonald’s restaurants and several major oil companies 







«700“ VALUE (Total gem weight over 1 carat)
IT’S EASY TO ENTER
Just keep your receipt after your meal. Simply I 
till in your name, address and phone on the | 
back ol receipt and put In ballot box. Enter as 
often as you wish, winners will be announced 
every second Friday Lunch Hour.
652-0212
fores take bock seat, hotelier soys
^ FAMILY RESTAURANT
7810 East Saanich Rd. Saanichton
BREAKFAST 2 Eggs Hashbrowns
SPECIAL 2 Sausages or (Toast or
Tain-11 am 2 Bacon Pancakes)
.................................................
TO SERVE YOU BETTER
WE NOW HAVE IN 
OUR SIDNEY YARD
GRAVEL MART
To some city cabbies working 
the Victoria International Air­
port, Sidney fares are hardly 
worth the effort.
Other times, 
asks for the 
no Sidney 
receives the
By GEORGE LEE 
Review Staff. Writer
So the customer is cheated, 
information from several 
sources shows.
Two divers from Red Deer, 
Alta., unfamiliar with the area, 
were dropped off at Travelodge 
Jan. 8 — even though they 
specifically asked for a trip to 
the other side of town, the 
Hotel Sidney.
.A-,ieUer,,to' Hotel Sidney from 
Roberf'iS'^Wulfe and Mike 
Hussey says, “Having^^ ho 
knowledge of the area we 
assumed we were at our destina­
tion and got off there.”
But they weren’t where they 
wanted to go, so they had to 
walk all the way to the other 
side of town.
Hotel Sidney manager Denis 
Paquette knows this type of 
problem all too well. Cabbies 
often dump unsuspecting fares 
who don’t know the area at the 
closest Sidney stop, then zip 
back to the airport for more 
valued clientele — the ones 
heading into Victoria.
Divers often have package 
deals with Paquette’s hotel and 
Sidney Surf and Scuba. The 
Travelodge, although closer to 
the airpot, is no .substitute in 
tho.se situations.
But Paquette isn’t the only
hotel affected, 




The cabbie simply claims 
everything’s full in Sidney, the 
customer is taken to Victoria — 
and the fare is between $20 and 
$30, instead of $4 or $5.
“It’s not fair to anybody,” 
Paquette concludes.
The problem continues, 
despite past investigations and 
complaints by Paquette.
A cabbie was once singled out 
and suspended, but was spotted 
“back at work the next day,” 
Paquette claims.
Peter Deritro of Travelodge 
said fares not looking for his 
hotel have been dropped at the 
office “a coupled of times.”
The cab companies working 
the airport come under the con­
trol of two organizations — the 
airport itself and the Motor 
Carriers inspector.
Inspector George Blogg said 
driver complaints are handled 
on a one-to-one basis.
“We will investigate com­
plaints when they come in," he 
said.
Passengers who have been 
cheated by cabbies should take 
down the time, and driver and 
company indentification.
Motor Carriers, a provincial 
department, can ultimately 
revoke a cabbie’s licence, Blogg 
said.
Cab drivers arc also licenced
by the airport to be part of the 
taxi que.
They must follow “a whole 
set of rules,” said Des Easthom 
of T ransport Canada.
Customers are picked up on a 
first-come, first-serve basis. 
Short fare or long, the cabbie is 
obligated to take the fare unless 
the person is drunk or the cab­
bie has another reason to feel 
threatened, Easthom said.
Public complaints are taken 
seriously, he said. If an in­
vestigation shows the cabbie er­
red, the airport can suspend him 
from working the airport.
The airport requires more in­
formation than just the color of 
the cab, however, which is often 
all it receives. “Someone says it 
was a black cab. There are four 
five cab companies with
honest. Most realize that 
cheating a Sidney fare isn’t 
good for business in the long 
term.
And the first-come, first- 
serve rule applies to the cabbies 
only. The public has the right to 
choose any cab or phone a cab 
rather than pick one from the 
que, Easthom noted.
Paquette of Hotel Sidney has 
a suggestion for those heading 
to his establishment or other 
local destinations: use a local 
cab company.
• MASONRY CEMENT 
® PORTLAND CEMENT
® TARGET CONCRETE MIX
• TARGET TOPPING MIX
• TARGET MORTAR MIX
• CONCRETE BLOCKS (Building) 
® PATIO BLOCKS
• CONCRETE INCINERATOR KIT
• CONCRETE SCREEN BLOCKS 
® REBAR-TIE WIRE
IN BULK WE HAVE:
or
black cars,” Easthom pointed 
out.
But Easthom is quick to em­





Homestyle Cooking & Baking
10% SENIORS DISCOUNT
OPEN 7 AM-7 PM 
Brentwood Bay Shopping Contre
« COARSE SAND (For the kid’s sandbox) 
® NAVVY JACK
* TOPSOIL —#1 SCREENED
® BARK MULCH — #1 SCREENED
* DRAIN ROCK 3/4 tot”
> READY MIX CONCRETE- 
(Ready to pour per meter only)
® PEATMOSS
* POTTING SOIL




Tho wls« choice for all 
your eye wear needs
BRENTWOOD OPTICAL 
652-6222
7103 W. Saanich Rd. Trafalgar Square
SAANICH PENINSULA’S ALTERNATIVE
^'-R.R.S.P’s
DID YOU KNOW THAT:
GURNEY SMITH & ASSOCIATES ARE AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVES 
FOR THE FOLLOWING TRUST COMPANIES
BEDDING 
EVER - SAVE 50/. 
ON ALL SIZES
A good rest is your best investment
All beds are delivered and set-up in your home — all 
for your convenience — at no extra charge to you.
• FIRST CITY TRUST • CAN WEST TRUST
• NATIONAL TRUST CONFED TRUST
• MONTREAL TRUST • HOUSE HOLD TRUST
.::;':<*::ciNTRALTRUCT^
« MAJOR CAN AD 1^^^
• WESTERM
• MUTUAL FUNDS
FE INSURANCE COMPANIES 
& PACIFIC BANK
OTHER SERVICES WE OFFER:
GUARANTEED INVESTMENT GI£RTIF!ICATES
• LIFE INSURANCE • TAX^ P & PLANNING
• DISABILITY INCOME INSURANCE
♦ GROUP BENEFIT PROGRAMS « ANNUTIES • R.R.I.F.
264®’^
CURRENT INTEREST RATES AVAILABLE
ONE YEAKl TWO YEARS THREE YEARS TOUR YEARS PIVE YEARS
9.37S 9.50^^
RATES RIIR.IP0T TO OHANOE WITHOIff WOViOK - ^
OFFICE HOURS: MON TO FRI 
SATURDAY
0AM T06PM 


















POSTURE LUXURY II 
TWIN SIZE 




2 pc. Rag. 020.0»
551:5464®’'
QUEEN SIZE vi 
2 pc. Rug. lOJU.Ii!)
SAVE 50% e:4 noT
BEST '
MEDICAL LUXURY III 
TWIN SIZE 
2 pc. Reg. 009.05
551:5*™ 449®'
FULL aiZfc 










BEAUTY — QUALITY -- VALUE Whoro else hut..,
ISLAND FURNITURE MART Htorft
2513 Ikac ort Av«iiue, Sidney, MON,‘SAT. i) AM to 6 PM 656.3724 (Sw>
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Torch relay activities in Sidney were at once e.x- 
uberating and disappointing. The torch, it appears, 
stole the show.
Organizers report that an evening dance at Sanscha 
Hall was disasterous, a variety show drew about 150 
people at its peak, and a free pancake breakfast at­
tracted 100 fewer people than the anticipated 300. 
Children’s entertainment was successful — and so was 
the actual torch ceremony.
As the flame made its way towards Sidney, crowds 
gathered at intersections along the Pat Bay Highway. 
People set up tripods in the perfect positions. One 
w'alkway sv/ayed with the weight of 50 people aw'aiting 
the torch.
Then, on a fresh Saturday afternoon in Sidney, the 
ceremonies took place down town. Estimates of the 
crowd’s size range upwards from 2,000 people.
It was an enjoyable day — even though the main 
event didn’t prompt much participation in the other 
events.
Good move over Island View
The Capital Regional District is correct to bow to 
pressure and rethink the master plan for Island View 
Park.
After angering horse enthusiasts with a draft that 
moved equestrian uses to an inadequate site, the parks 
committee is setting up an ad hoc committee to come up 
with a park more will enjoy.
Local government can never please everyone. But in 
this instance, it seems more were displeased than pleas­
ed. That’s a good enough reason to backtrack. E.xtra 
months in the process are a small price to pay. The pre­
sent move will be less costly, by many definitions, than a 
park developed along the current draft’s guidelines.
Morth Saanich progress
V _ North Saanich Mayor Linda Michaluk said it 
diplomatically, but her message to the Chamber of 
Commerce was clear: the municipality has no desire to
land base,
or its environment in the name of progress.
dictionary definition and a little game of 
ll§|rpantiQS,.she demonstrated that. North Saanich is not 
• ’anti-progress. It’s just that progre.ss in North^^^^^ 
imearisldimiting development because the bettermenrof 
the community, by its standards, does not come from 
unbridled development. T ^ ^
North Saanich and the Chamber of Commerce will 
always have differences —- more differences than the 
chamber and Sidney because North Saanich is not a 
business-oriented municipality. Life there is based on 
the desire to e.scape the rat race. Even downtown Sidney 
is too big-town for the rural types that populate North 
Saanich.
But that doesn’t mean the chamber and North 
Saanich can’t work together. With a little mutual 
respect, certain degrees of progress, by all definitions, 
can be carried out.
All Michaluk is saying is that her municpality does 
not accept development at any cost.
Neither should the chamber, and an occasional 
reminder doesn’t hurl anybody,
pOSSl&LE SOLUTIOM TO THE COMFLICT ^TWEEN 
WATEgFRPlVT CONDblWNlUM C^I/ELORVSEWT 
AMD TRADlTlOMAL MARNE iMOlSTRIES'-
renovations
Editor:
Re: municipal renovations and 
addition.s.
Please note that I am opposed to 
the propo.sai renovations at an 
estimated cost of 5400,000.
An c.xpcnditurc of this mag­
nitude seems inappropriate for a 
municipal hall accommodating 11 
inside workers, six councilrncn 
and a mayor. All this to serve our 
liny municipality.
Is 5400,000 the toutl project 
cost? Or i.s this only the construe- 
lion cost? If so, what arc the vari­
ous fees, and whai costs arc 
budgcicd for engineering .siudic.s 
and soils tests? Possibly $600,000 
is a closer estimate.
No doubt with all this new 
space some nesv furniture will be 
rcciuired, and, perhaps, additional 
staff to nil it.
Comments in our local press, 
quoting aldermen Gordon and 
Venneer, leave the impression 
that only some very' shallow and 
.superficial consideration Is being 
given to this project and its costs.
Aid. Gordon’s suggestion that 
in five years the cost may be 
5700,OCX) indicates a lack of un­
derstanding of the construction 
industry. At this time, many of 
our company’s projeci.s which 
had to l>e pnsiponal for several 
years due to restraint arc now
coming in at a lower total project 
cost than originally budgeted 
some years ago.
Twill endeavour to contact each 
council member to express my 
concern, and I will urge all mem­
bers of the Ardmore property 
owners’ association to do the 
same.
I urge you to reconsider this 
project. In any case, if Jan. 31 is
the deadline for working draw­
ings, and the architects have not 
yet been commissioned to prepare 
them, then it would seem a physi­
cal impossibility to get them done 
in time. Nothing will be lost by a 
review, and preferably a plebi­
scite, so that the voters who have 








VICTORIA—If 1 sec that tel­
evision commercial in which 
MacMillan Blocdcl a.ssurc.s us 
that the survival of our fore.st.s is 
foremost and forever on the 
company’.s mind, I’ll get ill.
Nor is Mac Bloc the only 
foic.st company eager to win 
public approval with sinccrc- 
soundirig proiniscs, Take B.C. 
Forest Ih(Kluct-s, the company 
which wants to log pan of the 
Sicin Valley, wc.st of Lytion.
'Hie company say.s it doesn’t 
want a confroniaiion with op­
ponents of the logging .scheme, 
hilt wants to hiiiltl a road into 
the area exactly where a 
broadly-based advisory eom- 
miltcc saiti it shouldn't go,
Hie company ,says it has a 
gocHl resource management 
track record, but didn’t do so 
well when it logged the Ivosi 
Creek wtuershed, north of Mis­
sion,
11ic company says it needs 
the Umber in the Sieill Viilley. 
even Ihougli it accounts for no 
more than four per cent of the 
total in the LilltKiet Tirnlwr 
Supply Arcti, an area in which 
the annual cut right now is HO 
per cent over the susiaincd- 
yicid iitaik.
Chri.s O’Ctinnor, woodlands 
mariagtJr for l.ytlon Lurnter, a 
l(x;al lirm with tin excellent 
reputation, told tnc recently in a 
spirited rlcfence of H,C. I'orcsi 
Pioducls that one of Ihc proh- 
Icms with the .Stem Vtilley con­
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with whiclvcritics pursued their 
opiwsition to the plan.
All riglu, Let’s keep emotions 
out of it. Let’s not uilk about the 
beauty of the SicIn, Let’s not 
wax poetic about the valley’s 
importance to native Indians. 
Let’s just take a Itxik at whether 
B.C, Forest Products is likely to 
do what's Ixjst for the most
O’Connor made a few good 
points in favor of logging the 
StciiT which I dealt with in a 
recent column. He wasn’t emo­
tional about it. Kc produced the 
facts as he saw them,
Well, the Other side also has 
IK'OpIc who do ilicir homew-ork. 
.Hoine ul lliern, Irx), tnc coldly 
tinalyiical. Clinton Webb i.s one 
of them.
Webb works tis a forestry re- 
search consultant for the West­
ern Caiifidian Wilderness Com- 
rniticc, An cco freak, yon say? 
Weil, not quite, Webb has a de­
gree in ecology all right, but for 
seven years lie worked in the 
ILC. forc.si ministry's recretiiion 
i and silviculture depanmofii.
He quit last year tvaaiuse he 
iKTauic convinced that some­
thing liail to 1k', done about the 
way in which our forests ate
managed anti the government 
wasn’t doing it, If ihaimakes 
him an eco freak, so be it,
When I talked to O’Connor, 
he said B.C.’. I'Vxe.st iTodncls 
had an enviable irack record in 
the maniigcmciu of forest 
rcsonrcc.s. 1 said at the time that 
since I conkin'I. conic iip wiUi 
anything lo (he eonirary. I'd li:! 
it go for llic irioiiicni.
Webl) say.s the conqiany's 
record was anything but eiivi- 
aide in the logging of ilic Ijasi 
Creek waierslied, near Mission,
Well into logging one of the 
remaining part.s of the 
watershed, the conip;)oy,, in 
1983. a.skcd the forest ininisirv 
for pcrmi'csson to signilicamly 
increase die rate of cut, The 
forest service ap[uov(.'(| the ap 
plie'ition wi(!'( ' only vni'V’r 
cliangcji, despite grave concerns 
vnicct! by the provinci.il fish 
tint! wildlife branch • and die 
watershed manageim'i'it branch.
The concerns included fears 
di.'it the tiroposed cicar-tiii ol 
two ‘ stiiuire miles michl caiisi' 
fiasli floods which could c.'tuse 
the demolition of ro.ids aiitl 
biidgcs. .Some of those Icais 
later proved to he snhstanliiiied.
M(tc f,p the {Xiitii, a public lid-
No way
vi.'.diy conimillce, comprising 
teprcscnuilivcs from the mini­
stries of forests and environ­
ment, the federal fisheriesmin­
istry, as well, as sport.s fishing 
organi/atioiis and envirnnmen- 
lal groups, recwimrnended in 
198-1 dial any road into the 
.Sieiti Valley be locaied on the 
south .side of die ,Stein river “lo 
avoid major conlTictswith mule 
deer, goals, g.ri'//ly bear and 
black bear,”
What docs ILC, Forest Pro- 
(liicis svant to do? It phin.s to 
move the road to the iiorili side 
for about 17 kilometres, in clear 
contraveminn of tlie 1984 
recommendation. The [loint is; 
how eoirimu(i:d (o the public’s 
interest is a company which ig­
nores a major recommcndaiion 
iK'fore it even .starts?
Finally, Td like to know just 
how imporiam llic limber in ilic 
.Stein IS to U.C. Forest I'rodncis 
and the communities wlUcIi 
h.'ive an eeoiinmie Make in dn' 
iruiller,
Wilh the annual cut in the Til- 
looci 'Tiirdx’r Supply .'\rca run­
ning y. ‘^'9 p.T rent abuve 
sustained-yield level at die. mo- 
ineiit (partly to comb,'ti IktHc 
iiifesialioiis), doe.s the tndiisirv 
believ.(; that logging the Stem 
will as,sure (ulurc supply? Or is 
the Stein to lie tlw priee to Iv 
extraetotl in pani.-tl payment for 
past sins?
'riic Sicin Valley conifover.sy 
isn't over ycl, Not by a long 
shot. In fact, I believe ii'.s bare­
ly Ix'gun, Slay tuned.
Editor:
A.s the wife of a former Central 
.Saanich fireman who served his 
community lor 15 years, I would 
very much like in take exception 
to Aid, Eric Lewis’s comments 
with rcsficct to articles appciiring 
in the press.
I would ask Lewis if he feels 
that alTof die hours spent not 
doing voluntary work at their 
own choosing, i.c, during the 
plca.sanl summer months, bin 
when the community has an 
urgent need for their services be it 
in the dead of night, at mealtime, 
liuring the svorst weather, during 
work hours when wages are lost, 
Of during ihcir somclimc.s very 
precious few leisure Tiours, docs 
not have a basic titoiiciary value, 
all of,which is given freely and in 
the spirit of community .service, 
then why is he complaining dint, 
"There are till sorts of little 
freebies’’?
I do not for a inomeru think that 
Lewis can [xissihly imagine what 
it would feel like to walk in a
Editor:
This town never ccitsc.s to 
am.uc in.,', Having h,cd lictc fur 
IK years I found sonic loctil mer- 
chanis most incrcdilily stubborn 
iind .shon-siehled. No woruHr 
they scratch their hciids wondcf- 
ing why iiiost people, shop 
rlowntown,
I am talking of the art ga1Icfi&, 
in Ibis town, wliicli claim 'llicy 
only feature local art, which 1 
.supiio.w has .siguificaiice: perhaps 
arli.sts’ buying their iiiiiiciials lo­
cally or some (eatured work
iX 'A 'A r'J -1
Central Saanich voluniccr fire- 
man’s shoes. Can he imagine 
what it i,s like for the volunteers 
not while tlioy arc at a scene, be­
cause they do what they have, to 
do at the lime, but in the hours, 
days and at times weeks adcr 
they have had to stand shoulder to 
.shoulder around a brutal scene to 
keep the curious public from 
peering into other people’s iragc- 
dy, to stem the How of blood 
(rorn a wound while, another, 
breaks out the emergency sup­
plies, try to lircailie life, into ti iwr- 
son. often times a little cliiUl or 
baby, in an effort to try to lesiis- 
ciuiic dicm, put a burned victim 
ora drowning victim iiiio a body 
bag, and many other emergency 
.siliialions iliai they are called tii 
give, aid at?
I definitely think not.
The voliinicer.s are not paitl.
L am not angry idler reading 
about Ibis, 1 am disgusted,




Savc-OU'>F’<HHls, at cetiaiu times 
of the year cuiistiiuies sig- 
iidiCiUH'e; how unethical!
I ariproaclicd these galler ies last 
w'cek with some original con- 
imnpornry ad of toy ..i.Os I’.v. vvho 
is a native Victorian, luniiug wiih
any sligliLimssibiliiy that "my"
town ol .Sidney wonUI be a little
ojicn-heaiied.
One gallery looked and agreed 
that her diversified nti had a 
Wiininli and consi.sicncy and in 
the same hrciiih noted it wnnIdiTt 
.sell in Sidney,
s^uiniounii on I'ago At>
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Road side hunters never storve
HUGH’S VIEWS
HUGH NASH
I sometimes use Uiis space to talk economics in an attempt to 
share my insights into this deadly science with any who might 
be interested.
There have been a few readers who suggested, impolitely, tliat 
I either stick to a subject I know something about or shut up. 
However, the vast majority (at last count it was three to two) say 
I have helped them through difficult financial times and I feel 
quite chufl^ed about that.
I am therefore encouraged, nay, impelled, in the face of cur­
rent talk about recession and hard times, to speak on economic 
survival once again. Those two who don’t like it can turn to the 
funnies.
When money is in short supply, people’s chief concerns nar­
row down to food, clotliing and shelter. I know nothing about 
shelter and less about clothes but I do have more than a passing 
knowledge of food. I’ve been eating the stuff almost from tlie 
beginning as, perhaps, have many of you.
Getting the maximum nourishment for the minimum buck is a 
goal to pursue, with diligence. Proper nourishment is impossible 
without protein. This comes in meat which costs an arm and a 
leg, so to speak.
A few years ago, our family’s prospects of becoming 
vegetarians loomed near and the impetus to find a meat source 
other than grocery stores forced me to look further afield.
I found an alternative that can only be described as dirt cheap.
Have you ever noticed tlie wide variety and large number of 
small and medium sized animals resting at the edges of our pro­
vince’s highways? And did you speculate on the condition and 
tastiness of their meat?
I did too. I can now report that most of it is not nearly as bad 
as you might suspect.
From time to time I am pressed into whomping up dinner for
our family and unknown to tliem, unless they read Uiis piece, 
they have been dining on road kill - a long ignored source of 
valuable protein.
We have enjoyed delicious stews of porcupine and weasel, 
shish kebabed skunk chunks, broth of unknown bird and in­
numerable ground meat dishes suiuibly spiced to eliminate tlic 
faint hint of Goodyear that often lingers.
As you can well imagine, salvageable road kill usually runs to 
the smaller species. But I well remember one day, when out 
shopping on the Malaliat, spotting a small deer tliat had been 
bumped into tlie ditch. It couldn’t have been lying there longer 
than three of four days.
I butchered what the flies had not got to, and wo dined royally 
for almost a week on roasts and steaks all of which I cralitcd to 
the generosity of my hunting brother who sometimes tosses such 
tidbits our way.
But a family would be foolish to depend on finding haunches 
of deer, mcxisc, bear, wolf, cougtir and tlic like on a regular 
basis. At best, tliese windfalls would come once a year, like 
Christmas.
For the most part, smaller animals will form the backbone of 
road kill culinary delights.
While gathering background material for this piece, I searched 
for a Monty Python volume, the correct name of which escapes 
me, which I tJiought 1 had but it seems to have vanished. The 
Pythonians had devoted a full page to tlie correct method of 
carving rat.
Although finding whole rats at the side of tlie road happens all 
to infrequently, there are plenty of tasty squirrels.
The illustrations and deuiiled instructions, if followed correct­
ly, virtually assure any carver with a modicum of skill that he 
will avoid the embarrassment of clumsily chasing a slippery 
roast rodent around a platter and perhaps having the carcass By 
onto the table cloth and making a stain.
Another tip. When shopping, don’t assume that very Bat 
specimens arc not worth picking up. They make nourishing soup 
but it’s best to strain out the bits of hair and bone before serving
Oh dear, I’ve used up all the space this journal allots to me 
and I’ve hardly begun. Please write if you’d like more.
Those of you who don’t think the above mentioned animals 
exist on Vancouver Island are welcome to drop over for dinner 
anytime - if you wish.
Would a foreign-owned company be better ?
Editor:
Reading your Jan. 20 editorial 
about the Olympic torch coming 
to Sidney, I was puzzled by your 
gratuitous references to the relay 
sponsor - Petro Canada - as “... 
the people’s oil company many 
Canadians love to hate,” and for 
local residents to “... share the
Canada in other says.”
Bamq/ eypriV if ypur^ politics, :; 
don’t allow you to support Peixo
What’s all this supposed to 
mean? I have no particular brief 
for Petro Canada, but would it 
have been better to have the Ca­
nadian Olympic torch relay 
sponsored by a foreign owned 
multi-national oil company such 
as Shell, Standard, or Esso?
persistent concern expressed by 
Canadians, particularly with 
OPEC building muscle, was that 
90 per cent of oUr oil industry — 
one of our mo.st critical national 
resources — was foreign-owned 
and controlled. So the govern­
ment of tlie day responded and 
created a Canadian owned oil
In the i96ds one consistent and
company , that would give us a 
^stake in uur owh-m^uSlfy." /
Now that Canadians arc players 
in the game, operating fully com­
petitively with foreign owned oil 
companies and keeping some 
measure of development funds 
and profits in Canada, we are 
supposed to hate it? And make 
the company carr>' political bag­
gage into the marketplace?




Isn’t it ironic that the 
municipality of Central Saanich, 
after a decade of refusing to join 
Sidney and North Saanich as a 
participating member of the 
Panorama Leisure Centre, is now, 
officially and actively through 
their recreational director, invit­
ing the Saanich Peninsula Arts 
and Crafts Society, a long time 
(35 ycar.s) traditionally Sidney 
and Nortli Saanich basctl organi­
zation, to legitimize Central 
Saanich’s propo.sed cultural 
centre by paying for part of the 
construction in exchange for a 
lease?
Central Saanich Mayor Ron 
Cullis, as late as last year, failed 
to respond to an invitation from 
the chairman of the Panorama 
Leisure Centre, Eric Sherwood, to 
di.scuss die possibility of partici­
pating in the construction of new 
tennis courts. So much for inter- 
municipal interest or co­
operation.
Sidney and Nortli Saanich have 
recently funded a study of the 
current recreational and cultural 
demands for our area. This has 
set the stage for the provision of a 
new multi-purpose facility or 
facilities to satisfy these 
demands. The participants in the 
study include the municipalities 
of North Saanich and Sidney, the 
Memorial Park Society, Sanscha, 
School District 63, and the
Panorama Leisure Centre.
If this group is to be successful 
in its endeavors it is vital that all 
locally based societies and orga­
nizations with an interest in bec­
oming part of such a facility indi­
cate their full .support.
This community effort CAN be­
come a reality, but it won’t unless 




Sunset member accepts award for others
Editor:
I was .selected recently to 
receive a community service cer­
tificate for ongoing work wilh the 
.Sunset Riding Club. The clul^ was 




I, like Drew Irwin and Bob 
Gartsidc, regret the shorl.sightcd 
approach tliai Siilncy council con­
tinues to show to the marine 
Itiuies and iHraicrs of ihis area, ll 
was not enough to remove Mcn- 
zies Sicnidrivc (Voitt the Sidney
Continuod from Pngo A4
Well my deani, I believe in my 
.sister's wirrk and as she ap­
proaches her 40ih year Ihis year, 1 
thought it well lime her turn to 
exjrre.ss what she loves best to 
whoever would consider her an.
I found the firsi gallery 1 ap- 
proacheil in Victoria not only 
welcomed her art wilh open arms 
but probably having five times 
the overhead of any gallery in 
Sidtiey, has one irf the most 
jncr.'.igioun locatirnV;', between the 
Empress Hole.l and liaion's.
Thank you very much, Sidney 
galleries. 1 think that not only ha.s 
my sister the chance to display 
her art. but .she will have the 
greniesi chaitee of "classic lasie," 
to judge her w(\rk,
’htaiik you for “pushing me" 
to Victoria. The ivid cliche 
"ihcre’.s no accounting in tu.sie," 
has never iH'cn so prevalent to 
me,
Sidney
walcii'ront, but to put in jeopardy 
tho,sc few bit,sines,ses left on the 
1 larbour Road waierl'rom is a retd 
ibretit to the reptilaiion of this 
area as a haven of wooden and 
custom boat builders.
In fact, evidence trf this alii’iia- 
lion can be .seen in tlie article in 
the Jan. 29 Review chronicling 
the launching in Victoria harbmir 
of a new line of In.stiry yachts 
built in Esqiiimalt by crafiMucn 
from the “hub (tf Isoat IniiUling 
on ibe .south coast" ... Sidney.
While sales vvill Iw; handled 
from tlic Harbour Road area, it is 
a shame that the craft be cim- 
siructed by local talent in a dis­
tant cousin municipality.
In addition, any reduction of the 
GI Marina zone Itodes ill for lo­
cal boating cnihusiiists. If G.'iri 
side’s experiences in Englarnl and 
tlutw' writK'n of in the rjctidwr 
Cruising World magazine issue i- 
materialized here, we will no 
longer be able to avail ourselves 
6f clo.se waterside services such a 
boat constriiciiou and repair, 
engine sale.s and service, propid- 
ler and driveline repiiir. and even 
ship chandlery access.
Harbour Roatl’.s GI Marin.i 
zoning i.s vital lo .Sidney’s marine 
trades ami services fuitirc, l.ei's 
not eroilc m lo.se it!
ICiM'lii X-ti'fidlfuigt*
Sidney
w'iih objectives to encourage in- 
slruction in the care and training 
of saddle horses; to explore, de­
velop and maintain riding trails 
and a riding ring, and encourage 
all etpieslrian activities of a com­
patible nature, in North Stianich.
Gur club, like any club or orga­
nization, docs not function well 
with a few people doing the w'ork 
and in the ptist years countless in - 
ilividuals and families have 
served in many c.'ipacilies to pro- 
rnoie SRG’s objcciives,
'i hc riding ring wsis temporarily 
l(x,'aied on pro|Xiriy Iwlouging to
three different families before 
being (lcvelo|xd on tlie pro|'icrty 
of .Susan Walker, West Saanich 
Road, 19 ycar.s ago.
Many mcmlxsrs have served on 
the executive, built and 
maintained equipment, organized 
horse shows, training sessions, 
lire booth at Saanich Fair, cooker! 
meals and developed the ex­
tensive trail .sy.stcm being built 
for all North Saanich icsidcnts.
1 accept this award on behalf of 





TOP GF THE PILE
SIDNI'Y C'r )l iNGII. offered official commeodiiiion to the ef­
forts of town employees duitng the forcli reltiy cclelMidions Stiiitr- 
day. At the Mondtiy mcctiim. it was noted that almost a full crew
!;cpt fhii,g:> 1 eniiiug ■,nm\Mhly on a Nvdnmcct ba-.i:,, by the v..'iy.
A l.E,TT|:;K in last week’s Review w’as ti little on the Jumbled 
side, because of ottr errors, not the writer's, L. Buckle*,s letlei con- 
tamed severtd tyiios — tlie word ’'stgu" beeame ’’smg,” 
"tuvroseope" beeame “language,” and "ihe Tnitb and (be IJgbi” 
became " It uih is the Idiithi." All we can say is, Ooiw,
IIIRIIIY’S IN Sidney is eclebraimg its tliiid .uuiivctsary, So 
haveabapiiy, Ibiifis loods.
CBC RADIO’S :Mruiimg'-ide show.wiib I’etcr Gzowski, tnelud 
cd someibiug worth loe;d meittiou, A poem liy Maurice L'hazoiics, 
it weMeiai cot respoudent lot the show who just imppeus to live iii
.’iit'i qvuH(..vM>\vi Oiw tvu .
t ♦
Your ENSIGN CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH 
representative in Sidney Is
BRIAN SHEPHERD





I hope to see you at the 
Auto Show Jan. 27 •
31/88 at tho Trident 
Hangar - VIct. Int'l.
Airport.
THE CORPORATION OF THE DISTRICT 
OF CENTRALSAANICH
SNOW CLEARING
In the event of .snowfall, property owners/occupiers are advised 
that Ihe District of Central Saanich By-Law No. 251 requires you to 
clear snow and ice from the .sidewalk in front of your premises,
The District of Central Saanich will endeavour to keep major 
arterial and collector streets free of snow and ice whore possible. 




tJA I ■ J/r ''In. eurfnoii' , let me dii u emientioeor ((irinmi
ii7 /
t' 4 ' I'lU imike unique mu/ pin.vrnuil
’III*
mxp4BeBally /m pwM.
, yj r:i/('i/m nil II. uMbns .(iml Tcvillv me
t«nugiv4,
1 ' 7 ’’ A Sn let'',/(Cl i()ge(/iei mu/(/(Ml I nrtemi
'y Ilf vimemu' M»0»l!
(ilHffHH t>t WA/ I// f>
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or Robert Birley 
479-7908
DINE & DANCE 
LIVE MUSIC
at the
Friday 8i Saturday Night 
January 29 & 30
Enjoy quiet dinner music by 
SERGE LALANCETTE 
ON KEYBOARD 
Then dance the night away on 
our new hardv/ood dance floor
ALL YOU CAN
^ 1 to February 7
___ t ^ef Ribs, Garlio Lemon Chicken
Wingjs witK Caesar Salacf and Potato
656-1822
RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED 
SIDNEY BY THE SEA 9732 - 1st Street
FRIENDSHIP 
BAPTIST CHURCH
7820 Central Saanich Road 








10030 Third SI. Sidney 
652-1909
Saturday Mass r MsSunday ass. 6:00 p.m. 10:30 a.m.
OUR LADY OF 
ASSUMPTION 
Roman Catholic Church
7726 W. Saanich Road 
652-1909
Sunday Mass .... .....................8:30 a.m.
Sunday Mass ................ . 12:30 p.m.
THE PARISH OF ST. MARY’S 
SAANICHTON 
January31sl
0:15 a.m.................... . Holy Communion
10:00 a.m............................ Mornino Prayer
Sunday .School& Nursery 




Meeting at the 
Seventh-Day Advenllal 
Church lor Worship at 0:30 AM 
10469 Resthavon Drive in Sidney 
Come Join our Growing Fellowship 
Rev. Peter Coulls — 6755-3548
ST. STEPHEN’S 
ANGLICAN CHURCH







Last Siinrtay Only Evensong
SAANICH PENINSULA 
CHRISTADELPHIANS 




Ron & Eunice Freeman Wolcomo you lo
PENINSULA ALLIANCE CHURCH 
4ih & Ml, Bahor. Sidney 656-9937
SUNDAY 10:30 am Family Worship 
and Sunday School





Sunday Service 9:30 a,rn.,11:00 a.m. 
tlEV. O.R. PAUL DAVIS 
8S6-3213 (Home 65S-.1(III4)
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BRENTWOOD ANGLICAN
CHURCH
792 Sea Dr. 
Brentwood Bay
10:30a.m. Family Service
REV. ALISTAIR PETRIE 652-3860
652-5025
Sidney Ponlecoslol Assembly
10.164 MoDonalil Park lload 
Sidney, B.C, Vlll 371 
Paalor: Dave Hausrif
#•45 am.. . ................ • • • Bumlay Sohool
11:00 am ft e oo pm Smutay s.*rvini.s




W. Saanich anrJ Mills Rd. 
Sunday Sorvicea 8 a.m. and 10 a.m. 
Sunday Sehool 1(1 a.m,
REV, D L. MAl.INa -658-.MJ3
Busy sapsucker pecking holes in free
Alec Porteous, McTavish Rd., telephoned. He has had the yellow- 
bellied sapsucker woodpecker at his place twice this week. He notes 
that it is busily pecking holes in the bark of his May tree, as is the 
normal practice wilh this bird as it commonly taps sap reserves in vari­
ous trees and the insects which often become entrapped in it.
Several people have telephoned, asking about the flocks of tiny 
greyish brown birds which flit actively about in their trees, often 
reminding them of the antics of our chestnut-backed chickadee. These 
are common bushtits and they do belong to the same family as the 
chickadees.
When I mentioned that they are quite common here, an elderly lady 
responded by saying that she has been here for 60 odd years and that 
she is reasonably certain that they were not around when she was a 
small girl picking blackberries and walking in the woods in search of 
wildflowers. And she is right! The first Vancouver Island nest of this 
interesting small species was found near Victoria in 1945. Now there 
are a goodly number of them in this region of the Island.
These small rather nondescript birds, lacking wing-bars, eye-rings 
and eyebrow lines, construct incredibly long, intricate nests woven of 
spider webs, insect cocoons, plant fibres, mosses and lichens. The nests 
are bag-like, a good deal longer than those of noahem orioles, and 
usually dark in general color because of die incorporation of quantities 
of bear’s hair lichen from the branches and u-unks of trees.
The very small entrance is on the side, at the top. The nests are 
suspended from twigs in rather dense thickets usually. This is a good 
time to look for them since the old leaves which tend to obscure them 
have fallen.
And here is one for the birds! Two for the birds! Three to make ready 
and ... Aid. Herb Addison, Sidney, tells me that his pair of killdecr 
nested on the roof of his house again last season and hatched out four 
chicks which made it to the ground .safely. Two years and running! The 
first such records that I have been able to report since these shorebirds 
are almost exclusively ground nesiers.
Anne Laws, Bradley-Dyne, reports that some time ago she had to do 
a double take. When she looked out of the window, a Cooper hawk was 
bathing in her bird bath! The,se long-tailed predatory birds are usually 
very shy and tend to carry on their activities in the protective shelter of 
a growth of trees. When one sees them, they are usually slipping silent­
ly and quickly from one thicket to another in pursuit of a sm^lcr bird.
Several people have telephoned about swans and their identification. 
Those with the black bills are trumpeters while mute swans have 
orange or pinkish-orange bills with black base and a black knob on the 
forehead. The greyish birds are immature. 'Fhere is still a good comple­
ment of trumpeters on the Martindale Flats. Mutes are often seen along 
our shores in marine waters.
This year, a few bushtits have joined the chcsmut-backed chickadees 
seeking nightly shelter under the roof of our open carport. The adult
T/SAiJiUHTONliBrEFELLOWSHIP
Kanllng ElittuBnlory School 
6643 C, Sannlch Rd, 
Communion Sorvico 9;.10 fl.m.
Family Sorvico  ................ I1;00 a.m,
Nursory, Sunday School, 
Youth Qrotipa, DIhIo Studioa 





goshawk has been seen again in the woods south and west of the Vic­
toria airport. I secured the photo for our column today several years ago 
from a blind erected high in a tree next to one in which a pair of 
goshawks were nesting.
While the birds were extremely wary at first, the blind was left at 
half-height for several days in order to allow the birds to become ac­
customed to its presence. For the shutter-bugs who may read this 
column, the portrait was taken at a distance of three feet, three inches, 
using a 135 mm lens.
GOSHAWK PORTRAIT Cy Hampson photo
Intermittent sentence for drunk driver
A diver at Undersea Gardens 
in Victoria will be allowed to 
serve an intermittent sentence 
for drunk driving, despite pro­
vincial court judge Darrell Col­
lins’ dislike for the method.
“I’m not pleased with the 
way it is administered,” said 
Collins. “The concept is fine. It 
it were administered properly, I 





L . ^ CONSTITUENCY OFFICE
■ 2388 BEACON AVE.
MEL. COUVELiER SIDNEY, B.C. TERRY HUBERTS
David Price to 90 days in 
Wilkinson Road jail, to be serv­
ed between 8 a.m. Saturday and 
8 p.m. Sunday.
Price was pulled over at the 
corner of Mills Road and 
McDonald Park Road on: July 
18. Police stopped the yellow 
Toyota he was driving; after 
another driver cornplained he 
had been run off Galaran Road 
by a small yellow car.
Police noted Price had trou­
ble maintaining his balance, 
said prosecutor Derek Lister. 
The accused willingly submitted 
to a breath test, blowing .20 and 
.19. The legal limit is .08.
The 28-year-old had been div­
ing four or five hours that day, 
making him more susceptibe to 
the effects of alcohol, said 
defence lawyer Ann Levyis. “He 
admits she should have taken 
this into consideration,” she ad­
ded....
Price sold his car after the in­
cident; said Lewis. ; He 'jnpw'..3
relies on his bicycle and public 
transit.
“Seldom, if ever, will I im­
pose an intermittent sentence,” 
said Judge Collins. However, he 
imposed weekend service so that 
Price could keep his job.
Dances
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Another r
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Continued from Page A1
the park. Private land worth an 
estimated $750,000 will have to 
be acquired prior to develop­
ment.
“The natural resources in the 
park must be protected,’’ 
Partlow said. Five permament 
jumps in the park were ear­
marked in the plan as being in a 
special preservation area and 
were slated for removal.
The report, prepared by 
Partlow and Tim Hall, recom­
mended that limited equestrian 
use be permitted and five ex­
isting jumps in a dune area 
designated special preservation 
of the park be removed by CRD 
staff.
The plan also recommended 
that the old field areas of the ex­
isting north parcel and the pro­
posed park expansion be used 
for horseback riding.
Letters from the Sunset 
Riding Club, the Victoria/- 
Saanich Horse Trials Associa­
tion, the Elk-Beaver Lake 
Equestrian Society, the 
Victoria-Saanich Pony Club 
and the Garden City 
Horsemen’s Club were received 
by the parks committee oppos­
ing parts of the master plan.
Two athletes who will be 
representing Canada at the 1988 
summer Olympics in Seoul have 
trained at Island View, Brenda 
May, secretary for the Vic­
toria/Saanich Horse Trials 
Association said.
“Events have been held there 
for the past 18 years,’’ she said. 
“We have worked with the land 
owners.’’
$30,000 worth of 
time and donated 
to build permanent 
jumps have been invested in the 
Island View course by the 
association, she said.
Flora Michell, part-owner of 
land at Island View Beach, said 
her family has been working 
with the horse riders since the 
mid 1960’s without any pro­
blems.
“Let them use it,’’ she said. 
“Parks are for people, all kinds 
of people ... enjoying all sorts 
of activities.’’
The horse trials consist of 
dressage and jumping events 
held at the Saanichton 
fairgrourids'.Tsla:hd View is used 
for a cross country event during 




Organizers of an annual 
three-day horse trials event 
in Central Saanich are 
pleased with a decision by 
the Capital Regional 
District parks committee 
last Wednesday to allow use 
of the cross country course 
for competition in August.
“It is the best possible 
thing that could have hap­
pened,’’ commented Bren­
da May, secretary of the 
Victoria/Saanich Horse 
Trials Association, which 
organizes the event. May is 
also a member of the B.C. 
Combined Training 
Association and the Cana­
dian Equestrian Federation, 
which sanctions the event.
“I’m really very glad that 
we have permission,’’ May 
said.
May told the parks com­
mittee about two Olympic 
athletes who have trained
and competed on the course 
at Island View Beach. Both 
will be representing Canada 
at the 1988 summer Olym­
pics in Seoul, South Korea.
“Events have been held 
for the past 18 years,’’ she 
said. “There have been no 
serious accidents.’’
May also cited volunteer 
work and about $30,000 in 
donations of materials for 
jumps that have been put 
into the park by the associa­
tion, in co-operation with 
land owners in the area.
“We are asking for a per­
mit for the August event 
and some assurance of per­
manency for use,’’ May 
said.
The committee granted 
permission for this year and 
is investigating develop­
ment of the park, with some 
planning for equestrian 





THIS WEEK’S WINNER OF DINNER FOR 2 
☆ GORDON FOX ☆E.EINARSEH ☆JULIE DEL MONTE
TO ENTER:
Just fill out entry from or fill out back of 
your receipt with name, phone and 
address and what your guess is and drop 
it in our ballot box. All entries are eligible 
for our $300.00 CASH draw. Draw is 
every Friday at 12:30 for 3 DINNERS for 
2 and February 13th for $300.00 
Giveaway. All draws are by a member of 
the Review staff. This offer applies to 
TAKE OUT & DELIVERY also. Employees 
and family members of Saanichton Town 
Restaurant are not elidible. Good Luck!
GUESS 





3 DIMNERS FOR 2
—WEEKLY DRAW—
WHAT
IS IT ................................................. .. ....
NAME ............................... ...................... ..
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iow’s the tiiii§ to byf and 
siMi oil Armstroiig floors ro. a limited
Dozens of Damerns and colours, 
thousands of yards of high-quality flooring 
at terrific savings. Come early for the best 
choice. Here are justa few of ojur special 
sale items.
DETAILS ON THE FOLLOWING SAI F {TEMS
The only no-wax floor with the richnes,s of inlaid Color TM
It’s made different to look different
Armstrong
DESIGNER SOLARIAN
The most natural-looking Armstrong no-wax floor ever,
SAVE AT LEAST A SQUARE YARD
NO-
Armstrong
An excellent value In no-wax floors in over 30 great patterns and colors 
available in the popular 3.66m width,
Come and see Two NEW
INLAID COLOR FLOORS





2046 KEATING X ROAD 652-1121
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SENIORS AND HANDICAPPED 
VOLUNTEER SHOPPING SERVICE
‘WED. And THURS. • 9 A.M. to1P.M.‘
DEUVERY LINES ONLY - WEDNESDAY ONLY IN SIDNEY & MILL BAY
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Boneless. 5.47 kg Reg. or B.B.Q. 2.18 kg PREV. FROZEN 6.57 kg
p'.r-'i'v-:!











I ,5 ^ SCHNEIDER’S KENT
MAYFAIR GREAT SUPER BOWL SNACK! GRIMM’S | CRISCO
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SHAVED OR SLICED 





OUR OWN HOMESMOKED RINDLESS
BACON
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Mayor defines progress, N.S. style
SIDNEY CENTRE
Prestige office space for rent. Only 
2,000 sq. ft. left. Spacious hallways, 


















PETITE FILET of BEEF, Sauce Bernaise 
LAMB CHOPS, Hint Demi-Giace 




SOUP, SALAD, DESSERT, COFFEE or TEA 
All Entrees Served With 
VEGETABLES and POTATO or RICE.
Regular Henu Also Available — Reservations Please
THE SUNDOWN MENU IS SERVED 
TUES. THROUGH FRI. AND SUN. FROM 4:30 UNTIL 6:30
im LATCH RESTiOKAMT
2328 HARBOUR RD, (In Sidh©y)
iS6-6@22 For.;:-:'-'^T:-,Roservations
Progress and North Saanich 
are not mutually exclusive. 
Mayor Linda Michaluk told a 
75-person Saanich Peninsula 
Chamber of Commerce lun­
cheon Thursday.
By GEORGE LEE 
Review Staff Writer
But progress shouldn’t mean 
the destruction of the rural 
lifestyle and agricultural land, 
she said. The community seeks 
to preserve those qualities 
through municipal legislation.
Michaluk called progress a 
“gradual betterment” of the 
community, and unbridled 
development doesn’t fit that 
definition.
Mockingly-made quips that 
North Saanich is home to the 
Flat Earth Society and that it 
keeps its residents protected 
with a moat stem from “the col­
orful past” of North Saanich.
Despite the explosive 
meetings of yesteryear, 
meetings at the town hall today 
are often “as boring as 
anywhere else.”
The mayor admitted that the
belief North Saanich is resistant 
to change is “to some extent 
true.”
The largely well-educated, 
young-to-middle-age residents 
of North Saanich are “deter­
mined to per serve those 
elements that attracted us to 
North Saanich in the first 
place,” Michaluk said.
But the tower municipal stan­
dards, perceived by some as 
backward, have their benefits 
— the lowest taxes in the area 
and no municipal debt.
The municipality’s communi­
ty plan calls for the preservation 
of the agricultural base and 
rural character. An avoidance 
of commercial uses that destroy 
the rural character or pollute 
the environment is emphasized.
So if council strives for those 
goals in North Saanich, that’s 
progress.
Progress is work towards dry­
ing sludge for use as fertilizer. 
Progress is ihe joint work of 
North Saanich, Sidney and the 
airport management to bring 
fish back to Reay Creek — the 
first coho salmon in years are
spawning there.
But progress isn’t necessarily 
“a store on every corner, curb 
and gutter on every street, a 
house every 100 feet.”
During a question-and- 
answer session, Michaluk told 
chamber members that the 
future of the airport lands re­
mains unsolved.
However, airport privatiza­
tion shouldn’t involve local 
government, she said. “My per­
sonal feeling is that municipal 
government doesn’t belong in 
the airport business. Let’s leave 
the running of airports lo air­
port people.”
Michaluk also said she 
believes economic development 
is currently well-handled in 
North Saanich by exisiling com­
mittees and the community 
plan.
Sewering North Saanich was 
also discussed, with Michaluk 
pointing out that Dean Park 
Estates is already sewered, with 
the waste treated at the Bazan 
Bay plant.
A survey of septic users is 
currently under way. Michaluk
said the exact problem with sep- ' 
tic fields must be discovered j 
before action is taken. North ; 
Saanich may turn out to be a 
bad area for septic fields. The 
soil may not be able to handle 
the fields or the septic fields ^ 
themselves may be inadequate.
But if sewering is the answer, 
it will be an expensive one. ,
“It could cost $3,(X)0 to 
$4,0(X) per lot, per year, for 30 
years. I don’t know how many 
homeowners can assume that 
load.”
Michaluk’s speech was 
designed in part to demonstrate 
North Saanich isn’t the anti­
development, Flat Earth Society ^ 
many percieve it to be.
Then it was the chamber’s 
turn to clear up its image.
Director Bryan Scott- 
Moncrieff said the chamber, 
like North Saanich, doesn’t sup­
port unbridled development 
with no concern for the environ­
ment or rural character.
The chamber’s ideal world 
isn’t one covered with pave­
ment, he emphasized.
Knights sponsor poster contest 





• CHICKEN CHOW MEIN





S & S BONELESS PORK $ K 75 
• TEA OR COFFEE ONLY il
FAMILY
• ■D.-F. PRAWNS '-• -S-&0 BONELESS PORK
• D.F. CHICKEN WINGS
• CHICKEN CHOVf MEIN 
•BEEF CHOP SUEY
• SERVES 4-5 PERSONS ONLY
The Sidney Knights of 
Pythias Lodge is taking up arms 
against drinking and driving by 
soliciting the help of secondary 
school students.
A poster contest, featuring 
cash awards, will help students 
express their feelings on a sub­
ject that continues to be in 
public eye.
Contest chairman Stan Wall­
ing said: “I think we’re hitting 
it at the best time in the world. 
Drinking and driving is so much 
in the forefront.”
Students in two age divisions 
r- one for Grades 6, 7 and 8, 
the other for Grade 9 — will put 
their imaginations to work. 
First, second and third places in 
each division will recieve S 150, 
$100 and $50, respectively. Half 
of each prize is from the grand
lodge, the other half from the 
local lodge.
A talented Grade 9 student 
could go on to win a $1,000 con­
test sponsored by the Grand 
Lodge.
Only students from the 
Saanich district are eligible to 
enter the Sidney lodge’s contest.
Rules are available from 
teachers and principals in the 
schools, or from Knights of 
Pythias members.
Wading can be reached at 
656-3036.
In other news from the 
Knights, Pythians are planning 
a 124th anniversary celebration 
of the order Feb. 19.
The Sidney lodge, along with 
the more than 1,0(X) other 
lodges and more than 108,000
other Knights thoughout the 
Canada and the U.S., will mark 
the birthday of the first ever 
fraternal order chartered by the 
U.S. Congress. It was a sugges­
tion from President Abraham 
Lincoln that resulted in the 
Washington lodge being found­
ed in 1864.
“The distinguishing prin­
ciples of the Knights of Pythias 
are friendship, chairity and 
benevolence,” says a release 
from the local lodge.
“Membership is open to men 
over 18 years of age, regardless 
of color, race or religion.”
Men interested in joining 
should contact Ken Mollet at 
656-2737.
In B.C. the Knights sponsor 




- FULLY LICENSED -
Open 11:00 am Tues.-Sun. (Except Holidays)
812 Verdier, Brentwood Bay 652-3622
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Ronald George Carlton has 
been found guilty of dangerous 
driving and failing to stop for a 
police officer.
The 20-year-old Sidney man 
was charged following a high­
speed chase along Pat Bay 
Highway and McDonald Park 
Road Oct. 31, 1986, which
reached speeds of 160 
kilometres per hour.
When Sidney RCMP Const. 
George Garbiilt saw a dark blue 
Carnero-type car driving down 
Beacon Avenue with no 
headliglits, he tried to flag it 
down. It slowed.
However, “As I entered the 
fast lane to cross in front of the 
car and speak to the driver. It 
appeared to accelerate rapidly,” 
the officer testified.
Garbutt jumped out of the 
way. “I think I would have been 
struck by the vehicle.”
He lost sight of the vehicle as 
it turned northbound onto Pat 
Bay Highway. A marked police 
car driven by Const. Warren 
Muiiersbach took up the chase.
“1 was able to clock the vehi­
cle at 160 kilometres per hour,” 
Muttersbach told provincial 
court judge Darrell Collins
Thursday. “The posted speed 
limit was 80 kmh.”
The dark blue car turned on 
its lights somewhere along the 
highway. It turned left onto 
McDonald Park Road without 
signaling.
After running the stop sign at 
the corner of McDonald Park 
Road and Mills Road, it went 
off the road, struck a fire 
hydrant and stopped in a ditch.
“We came to a stop 20 feet 
behind the car,” Muttersbach 
testified. “I saw a male person 
standing up on the driver’s side 
of the car. He began to take off, 
running across an open field.”
The young man stopped after 
being yelled at. Muttersbach 
said the young man lie stopped 
and later arrested was Carlton, 
the accused.
Carlton’s testimony concur­
red tliat he fled from the scene, 
“A week before the accident, I 
got into trouble in Victoria for 
possession of marijuana, I'hey 
had warrents out for my ar­
rest.” he explained,
The small, lltin Victoria resi­
dent said his older brotlier Rick 
was driviiig the car, “I vvas sit­
above-mentioned highway safe­
ty poster contest. University 
scholarships and thousands of ’ 
dollars in support for cerebral 
palsy treatment centers are also 
provided.
In 1986-87, the Knights of ; 
Pythias in B.C. donated : 
$30,000 to various causes. The ' 
10-year todal is more than 
$360,000.
Says the news release: “To­
day, more than a century after 
the founding of the Knights of 
Pythias, men of goodwill and 
friendly persuasion, together 
with their sister organization, , 
the Pythian Sisters, carry on the , 
proud tradition and seek to - 
disseminate friendship in all 
parts of Canada and the United ■ 
States.” ■
ar.iinr-j i r.ii
ting in the back, behind the , 
passenger seat.”
Carlton’s father gave similar 
testimony, adding he was sitting 
in the back seat of the car, 
drinking from a bottle of scotch 
whiskey. The family drove to 
Sidney Halloween evening “for 
something to do,” said Ray 
Carlton.
“1 was taken away in the cop 
car. I don’t know what happen­
ed to Rick. I was wondering 
why they took Ron away,” Ray 
Carlton testified. The man was 
lodged in police cells for being, 
dnmk in a public place.
Neither Carlton has seen 
Rick, the 22-year-old who they 
claim was driving the night of 
the chase. “He's up north 
somewhere,” stiid Ray Carlton, 
adding, “he’s not allowed on 
our premises,”
Judge Darrell (.’ollins saiti, “1 
was not impressed with Mr. 
Carlton. In fact, I don’t think 
he recalls any of the events 
which happened ihai evening.” 
He found Ron Caillon guilty 
and will sentence him on lY'b. 
34 in a Victoria courtroom.
MAUKIil IN(j 
SYS'IT.-M
PENNY BAKER CATHY EARL
Tho Managornenl and Staff of N.R.S, Block Broa. Sidnoy Officn, 
uio voiy pluH8(3d lo woicurno utitiy Ltnl and funny Baker lo Ifio 
Saanich Ponlnsuol‘8 FInost Boal l-slnlo markoling, loarn. Calfiy 
and Ponny hiivo boon vary nctivo over Ifto peat tow yonrs and ro- 
qutisl Uial iftolr many past clionts and purchaaots contact ifiom at 
Itioif now ollico Hot piornpt conttoou.a tind proknajionih aotvico 
calf Cathy and Penny at f)50-55fl4
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CAN EXPLODES
The Vincents were having a 
family dinner on their Melville 
Avenue home in Sidney around 
7 p.m., Saturday, when mother 
Wendy heard an explosion 
upstairs.
When she checked upstairs, 
she found her oldest daughter’s 
bedroom engulfed in flames, 
said Larry Buchanan, Sidney 
fire inspector. All four children 
and visiting grandparents were 
ushered out of the house before 
Fred Vincent called the fire 
department.
Sidney volunteer firefighters 
soon controlled the flames. “It 
appears as though the explosion 
was an aerosol can bursting,’’ 
said Buchanan.
“The cause is under in­
vestigation.” Buchanan 
estimated the fire caused 
$35,000 damage to the duplex.
Disruption to the family is 
worse. The Vincents lost all 
their clothes, bedding, linen and 
bedroom furniture. They sold 
many household goods before 
moving the Sidney from Win­
nipeg in mid-September.
Donations will be accepted at 
Miracle Bowling Lanes, 2375 
Bevan Ave. The family includes 
three girls, 6, 9 and 16, and a 
six-year-old boy. Anyone 
wishing to have a donation 
picked up may call 656-9418.
quachin Lane was gutted by 
fire.
“The entire upper floor was 
aflame upon arrival,” said 
Terry Towle, North Saanich fire 
chief. Full crews for all three 
pumper trucks and a tanker 
truck were called to the fire.
“It didn’t take long to knock 
it down and get it under con­
trol,” said Towle, adding that 
the nearest fire hydrant was 
several blocks away on 
McTavish Road.
The cause is suspicious and 
under investigation, said Towle.
PLUMBER’S TORCH 
Work by a plumber on a 
duplex at 9977 Fifth Street went 
awry when a wall caught fire at 
2:40 p.m. Jan. 20. Sidney 
volunteer firefighters soon had 
the fire under control.
“It appears to have started 
accidently by a plumber’s 
torch,” said Sidney fire inspec­
tor Larry Buchanan. He 
estimated damage at approx­
imately $15,000.
BEACH FIRE
Sidney firefighters were call­
ed to douse a beach fire at the 
foot of Bevan Avenue Jan. 20. 
“It was a big one” for this time 
of year, said Sidney fire inspec­
tor Larry Buchanan.
PAUQUACHIN FIRE 
Fire struck a house on the 
Pauquachin Indian Reserve for 
the second time in four weeks, 
last Friday night. An unoc­
cupied house on the corner of 
West Saanich Road and Pau-
CHIMNEY FIRES 
Chimney fires broke out at 
two Sidney residences last week. 
Firefighters were ' called to 
monitor fires at 10490 
Resthaven Ave. Jan. 20 and at 
2182 Amherst Ave. Jan. 22.
There was no damage at 
either house.
FIREFIGHTERS FROM Sidney quickly change an ox­
ygen tank on Peter Harrison’s back before sending him 
back into a smoke filled house. Changing the bottle is 
Gordon Shadboldt while Garry Blain looks on.
Cancer society comes to Peninsola
Cancer patients and their 
relatives are now a few steps 
away from Canadian Cancer 
Society support.
Due to an increasing popula­
tion on the Saanich Peninsula, 
the Victoria unit of the Cana­
dian Cancer Society has decided 
to set up a separate unit to serve 
its residents.
“Victoria has’ been;, serving 
half the population of Van­
couver Island,” commented 
Jane Proctor, co-ordinator for 
the Vancouver Island district.
‘‘Services will now be 
available on the Peninsula,” she 
said. The Canadian Cancer 
Society provides support to 
alleviate the stress and trauma 
people with cancer must face.
The major goal of the society 
is to eradicate cancer. To do 
that many volunteers arc re­
quired. There arc only two paid 
staff members of the Canadian
Cancer Society on Vancouver 
Island, and one of them is in 
Victoria. ,
Sidney residents Brent Alley 
and Jim Cumming are looking 
for volunteers to help with the 
various fundraising and support 
services they, require.
“The society realizes that a 
large amount of support is re­
quired to alleviate the stress and , 
trauma people with cancer 
face,” said Alley.
To help it reach its goals the 
society has asked a number of 
its volunteers to form a new unit 
on the Saanich Peninsula to 
cover Sidney, Central Saanich
and North Saanich. The three 
municipalities now have a 
population of more than 
30,000.
The volunteers, through the 
unit, will help the society with 
fundraising. They will also offer 
educational programs on 
methods of cancer prevention 
and early detection. Eighty per 
cent of cancers are preventable.
Volunteers also offer help bn 
a one-on-one basis for those 
seriously ill from cancer. They 
provide transportation to treat­
ment centres and doctors of­
fices. The society also offers 
financial support for those who
qualify.
Volunteers are trained in dif­
ficult support services.
The unit on the Saanich 
Peninsula wil begin operating 
Feb. 1. More volunteers are 
needed and anyone interested in 
helping support the needs of the 
community is asked to phone 
either Brent AUey at 656-9503 
or Jim Cumming at 656-4860.
“With help we can all make 
the Peninsula a better place to 
live,” Alley said.
Say you saw it in the Review
BREADNER VETERINARY SERVICE
DR. SHELLEY BREADNER D.V.M.
We care for small animals and birds and provide 
a mobile service for horses.




WE’RE 2 YEARS OLD & 
TWICE AS BIG! Hurry in 
Saturday for sensational 
savings and store- wide dem-^ 
onstrations! Cheek out our 
new produel lines! vSee Ihe 
latest in innovative designer 
displays! And don’t miss our 
new West CnasI mural by local 
artist Leanne Hodges-wiiitc, 





















«10‘2 l\k" COLONIAL CASING 25t/ft. 
'003 2'/," MIRACLE CASING 25<t/ft. 
"104 COLONIAL CASING 39t/ft.
"216 2'/,” OG nASE39C/ft. . '
"218 3'4" OG BASE 64C/ft. M
"415 3'/;" BED MOULD 79e/ft. i 
"416 2'T' BED MOULD 59<t/ft. ^ nn 
"602 3“ CHAIR RAIL G99/ft.
THESE PRICES ARE LOWER
) lOJ.
)ion
THAN UNFINISHED HEMLOCK! lioa
HARDWOOD 
FLOORING
RED0AK %x2'/tT/VG $4.13 
PRESANDED OAK PARQUET $ 2.69 
PREFINISHED OAK PARQUET $ 2.89 
UNFINISHED RED OAK PARQUET $ 2.49 
GLUE FOR PARQUET FLOORING 
4 Litre Pails (Covers 60 .Sq.Ft.) $X4.9B
'y',
1..p.
SECRETARY OVERLOAD? ACCOUNTING DEPT. BURNOUT?
THE AFFORDABLE SOLUTION0 w u
Ineliiilea
#■ LiXior AT'IBM Conip>'i'ihi« Compiler
- Fnlurif.dd Knyhoarii
- Amhcf/nfflfln Monitor
•• Gtoieeto Mng H.iiH Oiivrr 
» aohndrit1Z12APtintf!i 
■■ Notir l.iitlfii (liinUty 
Rnflwirn
- Bf)(il(jrd Actioiinllnp .
Woid Puflod -- Word Pincr'emno
~ lime — riilng Pffifltnm 
~ Spro.idfiheot Ftogi.im 
* 3 Yu,I On Cite Waitaniy
• PflilB and I .ihour lot romplele (.yslem 
•r $d00.00 Wolth of Ti.ilnlng and CI.M«e(> 
Ongoing Snppoit






REG, S5.10 SALE $3.99
VICTORIAN SPINDLES
2x2x36" (HEM!
REG, 85.10 SALE $3.99
EMPRESS NEWAL POSTS 
















REG. 8,i1,95 SALE $24.95
Wf I'VITV I'.irl Nt'i I'HS.il'V
liiiild Vonr firi'.iii'i MiiirniM'
THE ISLAND’S NUMBER 1 
COMPUTER RETAILER
SIDNEY
7lh ^ npAcmn Ave,P 'Y •Y' It
PhonB the olfice eomst you tor Instant action on VOUR solution}
DUNCAN VIC rORIA CAMPIlia.L HIVIiK









LET THE DIRTAWAY GALS 
p TAKE CARE OF ALL YOUR 
® O'--' INDIVIDUAL CLEANING
Call Sherry 652-0644
for in home estimate^ ay
COMPLEMENTARY ROSES FOR OUR CLIENTS^
RENEWAL
TfIViE?
PEMBERTON THIS YEAR LET US INSURE 
HOLMES'”*!^' your VEHICLES WITH OUR
PRIVATE INSURANCE PROTECTION
2481 BEACON AVE.
656-0911 OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
MEMORIAL SOCIETY 
OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
Find out why over 130,000 British Columbians have 
joined the Memorial Society. Most share a
GENUINE CONCERN FOR PRE-ARRANGED, 
DIGNIFIED & INEXPENSIVE FUNERAL
SERVICES
Phone 385-5214 for a free brochure.
(We do not solicit in person or by telephone)
Room 519, 620 View St., Victoria, B.C. V8W 1J6
INDEPENDENT LIVING FOR SENIORS
ATTHEGLENSHIEL
• PRIVATE ROOM WITH MAID SERVICE
• 24 HOUR SWITCHBOARD
• EXCELLENT HOME STYLE MEALS
® ACTIVITIES ® CLOSE TO BEACON HILL PARK
• HANDY DOWNTOWN VICTORIA
• ONE BLOCK TO PROVINCIAL MUSEUM 
ENQUIRIES: THE GLENSHIEL - 606 DOUGLAS ST. 383-4164
YOUR BUOC STCFS HERE
Put your R.R.S.P. funds to work 
where they do the most good — 
right here at home.
WE'RE FLEXIBLE! Stop in and 
sec us today about a Regis­
tered Retirement Savings 
Plan that suits your needs.
OUR R.R.S.P. BENEFITS
Local Trustees
Instant Tax Receipts . Fee Transfer
HI Gashablc Same Day
Fully Guaranteed






All ilvpnMis .iiul Mtiiirciniiiy shares are Hilly Huaraim.'cil, withiuit linm, hy the 
fiethl Oiiiim l)e|iosii liisiiiaiite Cairpiirailoii ni Ih'iHsh Cnhiinhia.
THETOMMYKNOCKERS
STEPHENKING
The newest addition to Stephen King's iong list of 
breathtaking stories has appeared on bookshelves. I was 
lucky enough to find mine under the tree Christmas morn­
ing, Usually the first copies disappear too quickly and many 
avid fans are loft empty-handed.
A groat many onlookers are errantly tagging Mr. King’s 
followers a cull, Wo aren't. His dovolteos are people who 
apprecialo tlie fine honing of the writer’s craft, The solid 
gaurantee of fine quality in writing, "Tommyknockers'’ rein­
forces King's commitment to his profession.
Horror wriiing is not much different from other cotegorlos, 
You have a wide range of quality from G,xcellont right down 
to trash. Some prefer to capitalize on the gore while ot,her 
writers will emphasize suspense and character rdevelop- 
mont, King is of the Inter school,
I was extremely pleased with “Tommyknockers" and found 
It a pleasure to read. While I have all of King's books, under 
his own natne as well o.s Richard Bachman, and all of them 
are good, “Tommyknockora'' has a special appeal lo mo. 
Characteir development has always been one of Stephen 
King's strong points but the method he has used to untold 
the lives ol the two main citatactois, Bobbl Anderson and 
jini Gardener, is truly a delight, King doesn't create thorn in 
one breath, he slowly builds page by page.
The plot Itself is relatively simpli.stlc but has tho n{3cessary 
turns for a thrlllor, As always,"Tommyknockers'' la tho 




A BOOKSTORE & MORE
4thARfiacon Opun 8 am-10 pm EVERY DAY
WALKING HIS DOG is Ted Alliston, a disabled Sidney 
resident who has benefited from money raised by the 
Kinsmen Mothers’ March. Alliston uses several neat 
little gadgets provided by the Kinsmen that make his
day-to-day life so much easier. His chair is equipped 
with a pager system in case he gets in trouble while 
out with his Old English Sheep Dog, Muffy.
Progrom offered for over 55 age group
You don’t need to be sick to Fully Alive After 55, a 
gel better. o “wellness” program brought to
That’s the philosophy behind^ the Peninsula by two nurses.
A SALUTE TO 
OUR BESTSELLERS
«3 MICHAEL EMERSON
Carl Nielsen, President of Block Bros. Realty Ltd,, takes pride in 
cofigratulaling the Bestsellers lor tire month of December, 1987',
Consultants Betty Anne 
Smith and Linda Martin will 
help participants over the age of 
55 cope with their problems and 
be healthy. And that doesn’t 
necessarily mean aerobics, they 
emphasize.
The eight-session program 
begins today and carries on each 
Wednesday until March 16, at 
Panorama Leisure Centre from 
I to 3 p.m.
“We try to make it very 
positive,” Martin said.
Much preparation goes into 
the activities, but the class itself 
defines the program as it pro- 
grc,sses, she and Smith say.
And people with all variety of 
needs arc among a normal 
group. Some are looking after 
aging parents. Others arc cop­
ing with grief. Some arc lonely. 
And some are unhappy.
Based on a .successful pro­
gram in Alberta, the two con­
sultants don’t take a single ap- 
proadi to helping people. 
Medicine is not considered in 
isolation of nutrition, for exam­
ple.
Activities must be tailored to 
individuals. Someone in a
wheelchair with arthritis, for ex­
ample, obviously can’t go jogg­
ing — but that doesn’t mean 
they can’t do anything.
Many aging people also 
define themselves as “old.’.’ 
They say, “I shouldn’t be doing 
that at my age.”
Others who take the program 
“really put us to shame” with 
their exuberance, Martin says.
The program also brings peo­
ple together. They become 
friends and support each other.
Often, 10 or 20 years of age 
separate the new friends, the 
consultants have noted.
The formula has proven 
popular elsewhere and the con­
sultants hope it will work here, 
too. In fact, the pre-55 age 
group may be interested.
Registration costs $60, in­
cluding a “well-being” inter­
view. Sessions by the two 
registered nurses include group 
discussion, mild exercise, self- 
study, socializing and nutritious 
snacks.
Anyone iniorestcd in more in­
formation, call Smith at 656- 
89%.
BLOCK BROS. REALTY 656-5584
Park meeting Feb. 3
INVITATION 
TO TENDER
An interpretive nature palli is 
one of ilie ideas lo be discussed 
at Ihc Friends of .lohn Dean 
Park annual genei'al ineeling, 
Feb. .3.
In order to make (he Park 
truly a pan of the eommuiiily,
to all that creeps, flies and 
grows in our park and learn 
how it all fits logetlior in one 
beautifully balanced environ­
ment.”
‘a naiurc irai! will he needed
In its capacity as Agent for Canada Post Corporation,
for the projects or services listed below, addressed to 
the Regional Manager, Contract Policy and Administra­
tion, Pacific Region, Department of Public Works, 
Canada, Room (301, 1166 Alberni Street, Vancouver, 
B.Q, V6F: 3W5 until the specific closing time and date. 
Tender documents can be obtained through the above 
noted Department of Public Works, Vancouver office.
SERVICES
PR 660224 - Building Cleaning & Grounds Maintenance 
- Federal Building, 2423 Beacon Avenue, Sidnoy, B.C. 
Toridef docuriienls cun also bo obtained from llie 
Postmaster, Sidney, B.C,
ClosingDate: lUOOAMPST-February 19,1988.
Interested Contractors are requested to attend on on­
site Inspection and briefing al 1:00 PM on Monday. 8 
February 1988 at the above location.
Thw towo.«t or any fondor not noco.’isarily accoptod.
CANADA POST CORPORATION
which will show the various 
typos of foicsi, rock and 
aquatic cnvironrncnis available 
in I lie park.” .said Friends prosi- 
dcni Fdo Nyland.
“The idea is that children can 
go to (his fjicili(y wilh Ilicir
The ini(ia(ive would require 
some e.xpendidire, said Nyland,
Both proposals will lie fully 
di.scussed at the annual meeting 
at 7:.30 p.m., Feb. 3, at the 
pavilion al Agrieuhnre 
Canada’s Research Station, 
8801 East Saanich Road.
Thursday 
March 3rd
Tickets on sflle 
at front desk
—^5.00 OR—
2200 Doecori Ave, 
656-1176
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LOCAL HIGHLAND dancers entertain during torch activities at Sanscha Hall.
: Engineers in North Saanich 
'.will try not to disturb yards 
iwhile conducting a sewage study 
iover the next few weeks.
However, “It will be obvious 
■ we’ve been there,’’ said consul- 
'tant Rick Guiton. “We’ll ask 
residents where they prefer we 
dig our holes and we’ll put turf 
back,’’he added.
prior to construction of a new 
septic field.
In some ca.ses, the hole will be 
dug with a shovel. However, a 
backhoe will be brought in oc­
casionally.
Engineers will not dig a hole 
in every yard in the study area. 
“We will look at the slope and 
.vegetation on a site. Sometimes 
'twe will dig a hole to open up the 
ground and look at the soil pro-
“A backhoe has to be used 
when we want to get down deep 
quickly,’’ said Guiton. “It may 
be necessary when we want to 
get below a confining layer of
soil.’’
file.’
Holes will also be dug for 
perc tests, which measure the 
rate that water is absorbed into 
'ground'sufrouriding the hole. It 
'is staiidard’hesf ■"’cbnductdd
The engineers will survey 
parts of the southeast quadrant 
and Deep Cove to assess why 
some septic fields have failed 
while others seem to work. Soil 
conditions in both types of lots 
will be examined.
■ “It is not our intention to dig 
in everyone’s back yard. 
However','' ’ we ‘”rhust‘ dig in
enough representative lots to 
analyze an area,’’ he told the 
North Saanich council meeting 
in committee of the whole Mon­
day night.
Dry weather would have 
hampered the study if it had 
been conducted in the fall. 
However, an abnormally wet 
December has resulted in 
average conditions in septic 
fields.
. “I anticipate a good impres­
sion of what to expect in 
average weather conditions,’’ 
he said. “A study now will give 
results for fairly normal cir­
cumstances.’’
Guiton will spend the next 
week studying existing reports 
on North Saanich sewage 
disposal.. Field studies, start next 
week.'' ^







through Prudential Assurance 
Company Ltd.
• SPECIAL DISCOUNTS For Safe Drivers 
® OFFERS FULL Replacement Cost on New Vehicles
2481 BEACON AVE. 656-0911
Dances
every





THURSDAY EVENINGS 7:30 P.M. 
Informal Folk Music Jam Session
SUNDAY 11:00 A M. 
Stonehouse Chess Club meets
OPEN 7 DAYS AVt^EEK
Call for Re.servallbns or Uirections 656-3498
STONEMOVSEPm
2215 Canoe Cove Road, Sidney, B.C.
MR. BUSINESSMAN:
K your Dusincifis Phono Miinibor Is now or has boon roconlly chnng" 
od, pittflso cnil us and wo'll run It troo ol chnrgo for a period ol Ihroo 
months. This sorvico limitod lo tho Review's Trading area.
New Business 
Phone Listings
Oampfiny Nome Phono Number





(u) CflplUil Eloctric........... ..
( ri Davo’o Stoak & Prlmo Rib .
(Id) J. J. H. Eloclric............
I u) Monk Offico Supply.........
(IS) Roninsulft TV &
Ebctrioiilcs ....................
( n Sonnlchton Town RostAurniit..................
(Ml Sidnoy Vacuum Sorvico ..........................
(7) Slncoroly Your#....... .
(ai Standard Furnifurio ............................ ...
( e Strohannao Jowollory..................... .....
(ai Trifila Pawn's Facial Moasagii ........... ...













Although it is always delightful to go off on holiday, it is 
double-delight to come horhe again. I was thrilled lo find that 
the house-plants, usually kept in the greenhouse, but moved in­
side to the guest-room while we were away, looked just fine on 
our relurn.
The room looks like a jungle, but the important thing was to 
k(3ep them warm, since I was determined lo turn off the heat in 
the greenhouse as a precaution against fire. They now have to 
go back outside, but I tim fighting a delaying action since some 
of them arc loo heavy to carry alone, and “himself’ is so 
crippled up from that long drive, I can’t ask him lo help.
If we have overnight guests they will just have lo come 
equipped with an elephant gun and lake their chances!
We found that the starlings look advantage of our absence and 
completely cleaned out all the bird feeders in the place ... some 
of the ones made of hanging marrow bones were on the ground, 
so I can just imagine the fights that must have taken place! We 
were concerned tliat we might have lost all the birds, but once 
we had food out it didn’t take long for the juncocs, bushtits, 
chickadees, towhccs and finches to discover it, and this morning 
“himself” saw one of those shy little woodpeckers, the downy, 
back having a look around, so wc haven’t lost them after all.
The fish-pool was a real mess, full of rotting leaves, and a hor­
rible grey milky colour, so yesterday we took out a hose, and set 
about trying to siphon off at least a part of the polluted water. 
This is no easy operation for the two of us.
First I accidentally swatted him with the hose, which in the 
cold is about as rigi(i as a piece of pipe.
We got over that (wilh much bowing and scraping on my part) 
and then proceeded to try to set up the siphon. I was in charge of 
attaching the hose lo the faucet, and he was in charge of stop­
ping the flow of water at the drain.
If you get things properly synchronized, the water will flow
out of the pool, down the driveway, and into the drain at the 
end. Our greatest difficulty was caused by the house, which 
stood between us. He couldn’t really hear me, nor wilh the water 
running could I hear him.
There were several increasingly hcat(3d exchanges, and quite a 
lot of muttering (I’m sure I heard him call me a “stupid twit”, 
and there was something about “deafness” and a “post” that I 
didn’t quite catch).
Anyway, we finally got the water running, and this morning 
we have started to re-fill the pool. I found several large chunks 
of cement resting on the wire (normally just under tlie surface), 
and a couple of large rocks as well, so I guest some youngsters 
had fun making large splashes while we were away.
The last of the winter flowering irises made a lovely splash of 
colour by the front door when we arrived home. These are Iris 
stylosa, much prized as winter-flowering plants. The winter jas­
mine is just about over, but tlic soil is heaving up with daffodil, 
tulip and hyacinth making their appearance, and two pots of 
crocus look almost ready lo bloom.
To my disgust several people have announced they have seen 
or have snowdrops flowering in their gardens. Not a sign of 
them here as yet.
A tour of the garden revealed a lot of dead foliage that should 
be cut off and composted, but it was lovely to sec the turnips 
looking fat and sassy, the leeks as strong and thick as sapplings, 
the beets going strong, lots of Brussels sprouts wailing for us, 
parsnips ready to be dug, and the winter cabbages, cauliflower 
and broccoli still standing after all the winds.
I cut off and stored the Belgian endive before we left, but 
haven’t as yet had a look at them. I must stand them up in a 
deep pot, cover them with a heap of soil, and then cover that 
with another deep pot and await the results.
It was very interesting to me to comparison shop while we 
were in Phoenix. Arizonians (if that’s what you’s call them) 
don’t seem to know much about our winter vegetables. One 
newspaper was extolling the virtues of squashes, about which 
they seem vague, and turnips, parsnips and beets are in short 
supply.
I never did see a Brussels sprout, nor a leek. Meat is a terrible 
price, and they don’t seem to eat any “innards.” I asked a 
butcher for some chicken livers (we love them for Sunday 
breakfast) and he looked positively shocked. I suppose they are 
used to make dog and cal food, along with heart, beef liver and 
kidneys. Next week I’d like to pass on some of our other obser­
vations.
The Review provides this com­
munity calendar free of charge, 
space permitting. Preference will be 
given to local nonprofit clubs and 
organizations. Deadline for adver­
tising upcoming events is Friday at 
5 p.m.
WINTER BIRDS
Naturalist leads bird walk through ■ 
Island View. Beach. Meet-at park 
kiosk 9:30 am Jan. 30. S
ROUND THE BUOYS 
7th annual sailing race Jan. 30. 
Registration and skippers meeting 9 
am, Sidney and North Saanich 
Yacht Clubhouse. 656-1368.
PROJECT BRAINPOWER 
Peninsula volunteers needed to 
work with people with brain 
damage, immune system dif­
ficulties, strokes. Ariadne Sawyer 
656-3144, 537-2125, 537-4556.
BREASTFEEDING 
La Leche League meeting, 9484 
Eastbrook Dr. 7:30 pm, Feb. 3. 
655-3225 or 652-2707.
OUR LEGACY IN LAND 
Maeve Lydon gives first talk in 
month-long world development 
series sponsored by local churches. 
St. Elizabeth’s Catholic Church, 
8:30 pm Feb. 4.
TOASTMASTERS 
Sidney club meets 7:30 pm 
Tuesdays at Senior Citi/,ens’ Centre 
on Resthaven across from the 
library. Everyone welcome.
ROWING CLUB
Parklands Rowing Club will be set­
ting up tables at Sanscha Flea 
Market on Feb. 7. to raise funds for 
spring sca.son. 656-7416.
TOUGHLOVE
Peninsula parent support group 
(practising toiighlovo) meets 7;3() 
pm Tuesdays, .St. Steplien's Church 
Itall off Mt, Newton Crossroad, ,
DEVELOPMENT ISSUES 
l•'ollr sessions on economics ;iiul 
politics of international devetop- 
ment. Victoria V, 7:30-9:30 pm 
beginning Feb. I,
PRE-SCHOOL STORYTIME 
Stories, fingerplays, action rhymes 
and songs at library. 1:30 pm 
Wednesdays, Brentwood branch; 
10:30 am Tuesdays or Thursdays, 
Sidney branch.
FAMILY UNDER FIRE 
Parenting series continues; Jan. 27 
film contains explicit information 
on abortion and the pornography 
industry. Not recommended for 
young audiences. St. Stephen’s 
Anglican Church. 7:30 pm, Jan. 27. 
652-4311.
INNOVATIVE CRUISING 
Phil Leitch and Tim Knight talk 
about innovative cruising techni­
ques at Sidney and North Saanich 
Yacht Club. 7 pm, Jan. 29.
FIRST AID
St. John’s standard first aid course. 
Panorama Leisure Centre. 7-9 pm 
Mondays and Wednesdays beginn­
ing Feb. 8.
CPR HEARTSAVER 
Canadian Heart Foundation ap­
proved upgrading course. 
Panorama Leisure Centre. 7-10 pm 
Feb. 8.
HEALTHY SENIORS 
Fully alive after 55 program at 
Panorama Leisure Centre. 1-3 pm 
Wednc.sdays beginning Jan. 27.
LEAP YEAR FAIR 
Dutch auction, food, midway, 
bingo, cabaret at North Saanich 
Middle Scliool fair. 5:30-8:30 pm, 
Feb. 5.
CALLING ALL DIVERS 
Recreational divers forming new 
club. Organizational meeting 7 pm 
Feb. 3, Sidney Hotel Banquet 
Room. 656-9202, 655M06,
MAY QUEEN
Girls 15-18 interested in Greater 
Victoria Festival Society May 
Queen contest must apply before 
Feb. 12.382-3111.
SINGLE BEDS NEEDED 
St. Vincent dc Paul Society urgently 
needs single beds. 382-3213,
BRAINSTORMING 
Coalition for Democratic Process 
holding brainstorming session to 
develop strategies of protest against 
Premier’s style of leadership. Fair- 
field Unite(i Church lower hall,
7 :30 p m J an . 2 7
EMINENT CHEMIST 
University of Ottawa professor • 
Howard Alper delivers three public 
lectures at UVic Jan. 28. 721-7640 
REAL WOMEN
Crisis in Education topic of 
Realwomen meeting. Windsor Park 
Building, 7:30 pm, Jan. 27.
NORTH COAST
Archeologist Jim Haggarty 
recreates visit to Dundas Islands, 
near Prince Rupert. Newcombe 
Auditorium 7:30 pm Jan. 27.
HEALING MINISTRY 
Canadian Guild of Health meeting 
features retired Rev. J.A. Davidson 
on the healing ministry of Jesus 
Christ. St. John’s Church Hall, 
Quadra St., 1:30 pm Jan. 28.
UKRANIAN CHILDHOOD 
Nora Lupton speaks of recent visit 
to Ukraine. 106 Superior St., 7:30 
pm Jan. 29. 384-19.30
VIENMESE MUSIC 
UVic School of Music chamber 
concert features music from Vien­
na, Recital Hall, 8 pm Jan. 29 
BURNS NIGHT
Sons of Scotland Benevolent 
Association hold annual celebra­
tion, Holyrood House, 5:30 pm, 
Jan. 30. 652-9629.
2()th CENTURY MUSIC 
Final concert in Victoria Sympliony 
Spectrum series, UVic Centre 
Auditorium, 8 pm J;m. 30 
SCRIPTS NIGHT 
Popular evenings of script reading 
returns lo Belfry Theatre begins 
with “Renfield” by local 
playwriglit Pliil Wagner. 8 pm Jan. 
31.
EMILY MURPHY 
UVic law professor John McLaren 
delivers Lansdowne Lecture on ear­
ly police magistrate Emily Murphy, 
UVic Begbie 158, 12:30 pm Feb. 2 
ENGLISH CLASSES 
Beginners and intermediate English 
as a second language classes offered 
at Victoria Y beginning Feb. 2. 386- 
7511.
BETWEEN THE LINES 
Four' study sessions') >on‘:'pressi 
coverage of the third world. Vic­
toria Y, 7:30-9:30 pm beginning 
Feb.3.
VALENTINE’S DANCE 
Islands Big Band Society dance at 
Crystal Gardens ballroom. 9 pm-1 
am. Feb. 12. 727-3908.
UJ
FUN AND FITNESS 
Instructors workshop sponsored bv 
Red Cross. I•■eb, 1 A 2. .182-3159. '
JON KIMURA PARKER 
National Arts Centre Orclicstra 
plays with Leeds piano competition 
winner at Royal Theatre, 3 lun Jan. 
31 and 8 pm Feb. I
Peninsula Community Association: 
phone 656-0134.
SINGLE GROUP 
Single group for women recently 
separated or divorced begins Feb. 
2, 7-9 pm. Semi-structured pro­
gram. Phone Judy Monday, 
Wednesday or Tlnirsdav.
DRIVERS NEEDED 
Volunteer Services of IR’A urgently 
requires volimtccr drivers,
BIRTH CONTROL CLINIC 
Sidney Birth Control Clinic now 
open Thursday evenings, 7-9 pm, 
lower parking lot entrance of 
Sidney Healtit Unit, Appointments 
656-1188.
WEIGHT PROBLEM?
For young people only. Confiden­
tial. Sidney Library side entrance. 
Tuesdays 4-5:30 pm, starling Feb. 
2. Phone Camille, 656 0134.
40-•'








Courtmy Tho Bmlmw BSe-1151
QUESTION: My principal 
rosldonco Its locntod on my 
farm. I am solllno tho wholo 
works as a packago. How 
would I flQuro tho capital 
gain lax In this situation? 
ANijWER: Any gain on tfin 
Gain of your homo md one 
aero ol ndificonl land is lax- 
(rots, Tho gain on the lornaln- 
iiig pfupudy will ihun bo t.i.iu- 
locltotho capital gain lax,
As tin altornatlvo. you can 
enlnnlatfs tho Tqain Ctn 
ovorything, than dociuct 
.$1,000 and an extra $1,000 
for orich voar yoti lived ihcvn 
altnr 1071 Tho rWsnIiant nain 
(if any) Is thon takon into ac­
count in computing your in- 
como Ono luitf of tluj gain ir, 




WHEN SELLING YOUR 
HOME & FARM, you con 
chooso botwoon (wo ways 
to calculnto your taxablo
gain.
...THINKING OF BUYING 
OHSELIINQ 
Don't 0<»l»y - Phooff Today




presents the piano bar 
stylings of
ED WEBBER
Thiirsclay - Friday-Saturday 
8:00 p«m. - midnight 
Fathoms Waterfront Lounge 
in the Hotel Sidney
umieiii
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The old Hydro property on 
Brentwood Bay is getting a 
facelift, and residents who walk 
in,the area are the ones who will 
benefit, says the manager of the 
project.
By GLENN WERKMAN
R e vie w S ta ff Writer
“In the long run people will 
get to appreciate it because they 
will be able to walk all the way 
around the bay,” said Mike .Ab­
bott, site manager for Basia 
Developments of Vancouver.
Earth moving equipment and 
workers have been busy 
developing parkland and 
walkways on the 18-acre loca­
tion where the old B.C. Hydro 
power house was between 
Josephine Avenue and 
Delamere Road along the coast 
of Brentwood Bay.
Basia Developments is cur­
rently waiting for final approval 
from Central Saanich council to 
start building a 125-unit hous­
ing development on the site. In 
the meantime Abbott is concen­
trating on the natural areas of 
the property.
“They don’t require a permit 
to alter contours, move rock 
and make other (cosmetic) 
changes,” commented Al 
Mackey, Central Saanich 
municipal engineer.
A trail winds through the 
woods on the east side of the 
property, crossing a stream and 
small waterfalls via a new 
bridge before linking up to a 
wide promenade that borders 
the bay.
The promenade runs along 
the bay for about 880 feet from 
a pond on the outskirts of the 
woods before linking to a 
pedestrian access route off 
Delamere Road.
Above the site will be a newly 
dedicated park, known locally 
^ as Hardy Park, but never an of­
ficial park until now. In all the 
developer has dedicated more 
than the required amount of 
land for parkland as stated in 
municipal bylaws.
“Eventually the parkland will 
become municipal property,” 
commented Mackey.
Workers took advantage of 
an e.xtremely low; tide last week 
lo Q(2tntplete>rook-Avork along the^^ 
coast. Abbott had looked at/' 
many different options for 
developing the coastal area, in­
cluding building mooring 
facilities out into the bay. That 
idea was shot down because of 
the narrowness of that area of 
'■^water and concerns raised by 
the Coast Guard.
“We picked the things that 
make most of the people hap­
py,” Abbott commented. 
“We’ve been doing a lot of 
work to the area.”
An application for rezoning 
the land from parkland to 
multi-family housing received 
third reading from council in 
September. Documents are en 
route from the Central Saanich 
solicitor to Basia Developments 
for signatures.
Once council receives ihe 
documents back and signs them 
„ a covenant coniaining details of 
the agreement will be registered
at the Land Title office. Council 
can then give the rezoning 
bylaw final adoption.
“It could be as early as mid- 
February to get the rezoning in 
place,” commented Mackey. 
“Actual building could start as 
early as March.”
“We’re going to start at the 
top of Wallace Drive. We’ll put 
maybe 10 units in and then go 
further down,” Abbott said.
“It will certainly take a 
number of years to build it all 
out,” he said.
“There are nice levels on the 
site,” Abbott added. “We arc 
going to work it so everyone 
gets a view.”
Single family homes are plan­
ned for the higher areas of land, 
with a string of low level multi­
housing developed closer to the 
water. Development will begin 
at the top and move lower as 
housing is completed.
The agreement Basia is en­
dorsing calls for the company to 
spend $264,000 on off-site ser­
vicing, $93,500 on the water­
front promenade and $3,000 
towards construction of a 
public small boat launching 
ramp.
Parkland, off-site services 
and the boat ramp will eventual­
ly become the property of the 
municipality. A location for the 
boat launching ramp has yet to 
be determined.
“We’re going to make it a 
real showplace here.” Abbott 
said. “It’ll add to the whole 
concept of Brentwood Bay.”
The Siianicli school distiici is 
getliug $125,000 from ihe 
federal governtneni for iis com- 
puierizotl liicracy lab.
Thai's in ticldilion lo ihe 
$93,0(X) Ihe provincial ethica- 
lion ministry kicketl in and 
$36,(M,K) coniribuied by ihe 
ministries of advtmced educii- 
tion and job irtiining tmtl social 
services anti hotising,
T'he loijil COM of tlie lab is 
estimated at $300,000, Senior 
high school siialenls aiul adulis 
will learn to reatl using IBM In- 
iuWinUovv touch scit.ens, which 
tverc first iniroduced in ihc in- 
formitlion booihesai lixpo H6, 
rhe fedeiid money has been 
eaimatketl toi a jiei main, m 
home for the compuier hib, li 
svill spend ils firsi period td 
opi'nilion ill Koval Gak St'hool.
.Stiidems vviih learning dif* 
ficulties throughout the iliKtrict 
will be bussed to Koyjil Oak to 
spend their atieiiioons eetiinu 
high-tech rcathng lesson,s.
“We have not deteitnined the 
eventual loctuion id' the litciiiev 
lab,” said .loe l,oil, Sittinieh 
school board chairman, “W'e 
will make that decision ;dicr the 
Icdcrai grant at roes.
This sale lasts only 5 days 
— Wednesday, Jan. 27th to 
Sunday, Jan. 31st. Unique
sale includes every book in 
the store both paperback 
and hardcover. Tanner’s 
offers an extensive selec­
tion of titles and stocks a 
large inventory. We do not
£ £ 3 3
I ;
This is oor regular stock.
(Layaways and Special orders Not Included)
Open every day 





the right to 
limit quantities
i)
EXPECT THE BEST, GET THE BEST FOR LESS 




2531 BEACON AVE 
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FROZEN BUHER BALL .jca
YOUNG TURKEY ha3.73 ha
'• NO. 1 SLICED
SCHNEIDER’S'
SIDE BACON...... .........5009 2®®,
•KENT BONELESS «i7Q
SMOKED HAM...,.,,.,6.15ha £ I,r,
UH. A'iJtkh JCOBLADE CHUCK STEAK...... 3.70ha1 .S






ROAST (Hnivos)........ 2.36 kg
WHY PAY MORE
FRESH SHOULDER BUn .440
BONELESS PORK ROAST........2mI 1
lb.
FRESH
PORK HOCK ...... ,.i96h„
FRESH SHOULDER BUn .4 40
PORKSTEAK. . . .. .3.28ho I iiv
FRESH BREADED
PORK CUTLETS , , ,.3.95h„
GAINER'S PULLMAN ‘4090




SIRLOIN STEAK.... . 5,71 h„
WE ALWAYS PRODUCE MORE FOR YOUR 












B.C. CAN. NO. 1 .3,0.00979®
CARROTS
127ISLAND FARMS CREAM OR 2%COTTAGE CHEESE. ,,5000
ISLAND FARMS PLASTIC TIJD
..... ....2 LVELVET ICE CREAM




• HIGH LINER 4
FISH CAKES.......... ,......:3oog 1
• SEA FRESH >4 Af
BATTERED FISH . ......
llix BEAUTY ^<7
SOAP BARS “It.,.00........... 1 '
CHRISTIE’S A <17
CHIP AHOY COOKIES ...6008
PLASTIC BAGGIES 497
SANDWICH BAGS BREAD........ . .7508
KEM-L-RATIONDOG BURGERSA»t'd.....2k0O" KELLOGG’S CEREAL jcyRICE KRISPIES................. 350g
FANCY FEAST #%CAT FOODAtMu...,...a5oX/D7^ GREEN AWAY 4 77GRANOLA CEREAL r,';',..,9fl7gr^
TAMPAX COMPACK 41S7
TAMPONS ........ ...rs i
HUNT’S THICK & RICH 4A7
SPAGHETTI sauce:::!:,..,.796 mLi
JAVEX FOR UNBLEACHAHLES #*77BLEACH POWDER .... 3lO''




CONVERTED RICE .. 
o.r.F.













Im: . ..750 niL
......vl®'























NO MONEY DOWN, NO INTEREST, 
NO PAYMENTS FOR 6 MONTHS!
5.<S?S5.'@f*iS®
il --\ s
Natural Rattan 5 Piece Dinette — leather binding — 




Palliser contemporary study centre in 
village oak finish. Lighted hutch. 







PICK OUT THAT NEW SOFA, 
CHAIR, WALL UNIT, TABLE, 
DINETTE, DRAPERY, 
MATTRESS, SECTIONAL, 
RECLINER, LAMP OR 
SOFA BED AND JUST WALK 
OUT WITHOUT PAYING! 
NO MONEY DOWN 
- NO INTEREST - 
NO PAYMENTS 





"Manhattan” 4 pee. group: 2 chairs, 
loveseat, coffee table.
SA LE U‘ Q' " Natural Lacquer
SALE^^fSi^^White Lacquer 





‘‘WESTMARK” 11 pee. Bedroom Suite. A stately, modern bedroom suite. Finely 
crafted in solid oak and oak veneer — dove tailed drawers on rollers, with dust 
covers between the drawers, illuminated pier bridge and cabinets, bronzed wall 
mirror, Triple dresser with tri view mirror and lewellery drawers, 
compartmentalized armoire, and 6 pee, headboard wall system.
.„LSy|
“ ’"A i'S !i "'I
Rog. $3,346.00 NOW
BaskehA/eave Upholstery
Distinctive Casual Furniture by Honry 
Link of North Carolina, Choice of sola 
lovosoal, chair, and chalao, Four 
framo colours, choice of fabric,




Palllsor Colonlal stylo 7 pee, dining Quito, Oak 
solids veneers, Foaturos solid oak tiiblo, lighted 




THF.Y WON'T ItT IN STCXlK l ONO AT THIS PRICTI
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FREE DELIVERY INCLUDING 








Building houses, writing stories: the two careers of Gurr
Author David Gurr is better known in Greater Victoria as a 
man who puts houses together, not stories.
By JULIETTE PROOM 
Review Staff Writer
However, the Ardmore resident’s renown in book circles 
has just been cemented with a nomination for a Governor- 
General’s literary award.
Gurr is being considered for the honor because of his latest 
book. The Ringmaster. The complex novel, a pyschological 
study of Adolph Hitler, departs from his previous genre of 
thrillers.
“This is my first serious novel to be published,’’ he says. 
After enjoying success on his first book, Trioka, Gurr ap­
proached his publisher with a serious novel.
It didn’t make it onto the stands, and Gurr switched from 
Methuen to Viking Press for A Woman Called Scylla. The se­
cond thriller was at least as popular as the first, a spy story in­
volving a British Naval officer’s dealings with Krushchev.
However, the Viking Press did not want his second novel. 
“It was a more ambitious book and came within a whisker of 
being published,’’ recalls Gurr quietly.
“As it was, I kept telling myself 1 had to write thrillers to 
make money to live on.’’ The 51-year-old has done well in this 
genre. Six of his books have been published in the 12 years 
he’s been writing.
He and his wife Judith live comfortably in a secluded 
waterfront home. Stereo speakers dominate the living room, 
hall walls are lined with books.
When Gurr needs reference books, as he did while working 
on Ringmaster, a son brings them home from the University 
of Victoria library.
Gurr moved to from England to Langford with his parents 
when he was 12 years old. “It was a strange transition from a 
British public school to Belmont High.’’
Upon graduation, he joined the navy by way of HMCS 
Venture Naval College. “I stayed in for 16 years, driving 
ships around./Gne of my old sweeps (minesweepers), the 
James Bay, ended up as a Greenpeace boat.’’
Much of his naval training shows through in his books. The 
thrillers usually have a military component and include the 
highest technology of the day.
He left the navy in 1971. “I quit over unification mainly.’’ 
Gurr had a choice between following a career in computers, a 
favorite pastime, or construction. He opted for construction.
“I’m better known around here for what I’ve built, not 
what I’ve written,’’ says Gurr. He’s pleased with a house he 
built on Queenswood and another at the bottom of Locarno 
Lane near Queen Alexandra Hospital.
“Ones on Denison are quite nice.’’ Gurr designed and built 
two houses atop Gonzales Hill with cantilevered living rooms.
The author is quietly proud of his accomplishments in 
building.
The hometown has perhaps been a harder market to crack 
in the writing field. “It gives you a moment’s pause to put 
your credit card down on a bookstore counter, beside a stack 
of your books, and not have the clerk connect the two 
names.’’
Worldwide sales have resulted in a steady income. “I’ve 
made money since I started writing.’’ Gurr’s books are sold in 
most English-speaking countries.
Hollywood has been interested in screen rights to a few 
books, but none have been produced so far.
“The toughest thing to realize is a writer must have talent 
and must work hard, but luck has a lot to do witli the final 
outcome.’’
Gurr has considered adapting Ringmaster to the stage, a 
form of writing he enjoys. “I’m not sure if the world is ready 
for my version of Hitler,’’ he says, chuckling.
Dialogue attracts Gurr to stage writing. It’s also wliy he 
thinks Ringmaster would adapt well. “When Hitler comes in­
to a scene in the book, he doesn’t just say,‘Good morning.’ 
He goes on for three pages without taking a breath.’’ Most 
other characters are not given much to say.
“I was told by my first editor that my writing was very 
unusual because I’d advance the plot through dialogue.’’ He 
found he had to repeat some information because some 
readers skip over the dialogue.
Other readers have entered into a dialogue with Gurr. 
“Letters from my readers give great satisfaction.’’ He’s just 
received a letter from a woman in Stoney Creek, Ont., who 
was struck by Ringmaster.
“The overriding satisfaction from what 1 do is to strike so­
meone else’s wavelength, to reach a knowledgable, sympathic 
mind.’’
The other side of the coin is to contend with the opposite 
reaction, he says. Many reviewers have not enjoyed 
Ringmaster. An article in a journal distributed to American 
libraries did “not recommend it for delicate sensibilities or 
general fiction collections”
Adverse criticism won’t stop Gurr from writing. “It’s the 
most challenging thing I’ve done out of three fairly challeng­
ing things I’ve done with my life.
“The only limit as to how good a book can be is how good 
you are. I can have a vision of an absolutely fantastic house, 
but I must find someone willing to pay for its construction 
before I can make it real. A book doesn’t have that limita­
tion.’’
Gurr is pleased with Ringmaster, and doubly pleased with 
his nomination for a Governor-General’s award. He doesn’t 
expect to win.
He thinks judging will be like the Luxton Fair, when as a 
12-year-old he entered his pet rabbit.“1 didn’t realize the 
ladies had it sewn up.’’ One year, one would be a judge and 
award top bunny to her friend. The next year, the roles would 
reverse.;
AUTHOR David Gurr spends eight hours a day writing 
in his Ardmore home.
“A lot of considerations other than rabbits will go into the 
judging of this contest.’’ Gurr says he’ll be pleasantly surpris­
ed if he comes out on top.
Meanwhile, he’s keeping up his wriiing schedule as he 
works on three projects. From 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. daily, Gurr 
can be found at his keyboard, producing his next best seller.
Medal winners from 
three municipalities
Top Peninsula athletes were 
awarded Celebration ’88 
Medals last Saturday, when the 
Olympic torch passed through 
the area.
Kelly Mahon was selected top 
female athlete for Central 
Saanich. Mahon has also been 
singled out as most vlluable 
player at the Belmont Invita­
tional Basketball Tournament.
In rowing, she has many firsts 
in provincial and national 
championships. Internationally, 
Mahon placed fifth in women’s 
doubles at the junionr world 
championships and fifth in 
women’s singles in 1987.
Tom Michell took top male 
athlete in Central Saanich. He’s




















THIS PROFESSIONAL DUTY 
SAW HAS ALL THE FEATURES 
YOU WANT. INCLUDING 10 AMP 
POWER AND ALUMINUM BASE.
BONUS: 60 TOOTH CARBIDE 








i ALL BRUSHES AND 
ROLLER SLEEVES. . 25% OFF
81/4” MITRE SAW
I IDEAL FOR MOULDINGS &
TRIM, PICTURE FRAMING & 
HOME SHOP PROJECTS. 
INCLUDES BLADE BRAKE, DUST 
BAG a CARBIDE BLADE. CUTS 
5-1/8” at 900 
and 31/4” at 45“
SALE
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PLYWOOD PANELS WITH WALLPAPER 
STYLE FINISH. IT ONLY LOOKS EXPENSIVE! 










AUTO FEED ROLLERS WITH 
OVER THE TOP RETURN 
ROLLERS. COMES 
COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED 
AND READY TO RUN. 13 AMP 
MOTOR. TURNS ROUGH 
STOCK INTO FINISHED 
MATERIAL IN MINUTES!
1 ONLY 115 VOLT 





EUROPEAN DESIGN - VERSATILE
- CROSSCUTS - MITRES - BEVELS
- COMPOUND MITRES
ACCURATE
' " i I'
LEVEL LOOP 100% NYLON
FOAM BACK
- REAL VALUE FOR REC ROOMS 
OR BASEMENTS
4'xr SHEETS ONLY




,.4,! ,4i ,1 i il': ■ i,'-.. , ft ? } i I 44'”" ^
• aiMPLE TO install
• FULLY l■XPAMOAnlE
• INSTANT AND DELAY GII1CUITS
• TAMpr n pnooF desicsn
• niniTAi. coNtnoL nox . ,
• pnOORAMMAWLII COOIjS „
» PROTKCTS YOUn HOME AND 







- FOR HIGH TRAFFIC AREAvS
- COMMERCIAL OR RESIDENTIAL
NYLON SAXONY PLUSH
•» 100% STAIN RELEASE NYLON





RED OAK PLYWOOD 
FLAT SLICED G1S ONLY
OAK LUMBER
F.A.S. 6" - 12” WIDE 
fl’ANPLONGER ONLY
y ^ BIRCH PLYWOOD 
GOOD 2 SIDES






CRYSTAL CLEAR FILM/EASY TO,INSTALL 
WITH DOUBLE-SIDED TAPE. ASSORTED SIZES 
TO FIT MOST WINDOWS.
s.v;
'■ K '. ’£■££’,
Ba»£v0£f»£Wgl»
.■;■■•»'■• T.' ■■■'..■>■■'' I ■ *
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Chamber booth at car show
The Saanich Peninsula 
Chamber of Commerce pro­
mises to add to the excitement 
of the Victoria International 
Auto Show at the Trident 
hangar, this weekend.
Chamber members will give 
out Sidney shopping dollars 
redeemable at some retail 
stores. They will also distribute 
information on the Peninsula to
crowds aathered to look at new
cars.
This year’s show is billed as 
the largest collection of new 
automobiles ever displayed on 
Vancouver Island. More than 
150 cars from manufacturers all 
over the w'orld will be included.
The show opens at 1 p.m. 




SIDES AND SLICE PACKS 
PLANT SPECIALS AND REGULAR STOCK
“PROCESSED LOCALLY - KNOWN WORLD WIDE”
PACIFIC SEAFOODS INTERNATIONAL LTD.
10210 BOWERBANK RD.





You now have the
OPTION to buy
private insurance on 
your automobile this year
® speedy claim service 
® no interest payment plan656-0911
2481 BEACON AVE.
MINI-OLYMPIC RELAY team members carry simulated school students from all over the Peninsula par- 
torches down Lochside Drive Saturday morning, ticiapted in the 12 kilometre run before the actual torch 
escorted by the Mounties. Elementary and middle arrived.









available for ail j 
Vancouver Island.
Ideal for Hikers,






Thursday, Jan. 28 
0405 hrs 10-4 ft 1045 hrs 10.8 ft 
0645 hrs 10.1 ft 1930 hrs 2.5 ft 
Friday. Jan. 29 
0430 hrs 11.0 ft 1105 hrs 10.4 ft 
0900 hrs 10:3 ft 2015 hrs 2.2 ft= 
Saturday, Jan. 39 
0515 hrs 11.4 ft 1200 hrs 10.1 f1 
1025 hrs 10.0 ft 2055 hrs 1.9 ft 
Sunday, Jan. 31 
0545 hrs 11.5 ft 1255 hrs 9.9 ft 
1110 hrs 9.8 ft 2135 hrs 1.8 ft 
Monday, Feb. 1 
0610 hrs 11.4 ft 1355 hrs 9.8 ft 
1125 hrs 9.5 ft 2210 hrs 1.8 ft 
Tuesday, Feb. 2 
0645 hrs 11.2 ft 1450 hrs 9.6 ft 
1155 hrs 9.1 ft 2245 hrs 2.0 ft 
Wednesday, Feb. 3 
0655 hrs 11.0 ft 1550 hrs 9.4 ft 
1220 hrs 8.7 ft 2320 hrs 2.4 ft
BOAT CENTRE
wv£tm
2204 Harbour Rd. Sidney. B.C. 656-0153
The Low'er island Youth Soc­
cer .Association restarted last 
w'eekend after the Christmas 
break and two weeks of bad 
weather.
In 3-B Division play at 
Hampton Park last Saturday, 
Peninsula Pacific Business 
Equipment United scored five - 
unanswered goals against Gorge 
United.
Graig Combs and Phi! Sin- 
noit combined in goal to keep 
Gorge off the scoreboard, said 
coach Mike Woods. U 
With Sinnott in goal for the 
first /haif, -Combs took the op­
portunity to knock in two goals 
from long cross passes from the 
wings.'
Striker Mike Boland also 
scored two while Deric 
Soochoff notched a single.
The back line of David 
Woods, Ben Burns and Mike 
Wilson played a strong game, 
limiting Gorge to just three 
shots on goal.
Wingers Jason Gray and 
Graham Shulz continually 
poured beautiful crosses into 
the penalty box and four of the 
five goals came from these 
crosses. :
Midfielders Jason Reynolds 
(rated as the star of the game), 
Malcolm Yates and Jeff Colley 
controlled the middle of the 
field excellently.
The Peninsula Pacific 
Business Equipment United 
team played another strong 
game the foiiowina dav against
Lakehill at Reynolds Park. The 
Division 3-B Lower Island 
Youth league game was held 
Sunday in good w’eaiher.
Playing a game that was 
cancelled back in December, 
Peninsula took its record to 12 
.wins and no losses with ah 8-2
victory over Lakehill.
Graham Shulz and Jason 
Gray each scored a hat trick 
with singles going to Deric 
Soochoff and .Mike Boland.
Boland now leads the team 
with 17 goals on the season. 
Winger Brandon Wilson, the 
only forward not to score, 
counted three assists.
Midfielders Phil Sinnott, 
Gerry .Atleo and Soochoff 
played a strong game, hustling 
back to help the back three of 
David Woods, Ben Burns and 
Malcolm Yates. They also 
pressed forward to feed the 
strikers., >
Lakehill’s first goal came as a 
result of a slippery ball squirting 
through the hands of goalie 
Craig Combs.
The team’s second goal came 
off a nicely taken direct free 
kick from the edge of the 18- 
yard line.
Next week the Pacific 
Business Equipment team will 
play Bays United, which has on­
ly one loss on the season. This 
game will decide the leaaue
championship.
The game will be played at 
Lansdown School beginning at 
2 p.m. Saturday.
win
The Parkland Panthers 
Junior Boys basketball team 
topped the honor roll last 
weekend in the Reynolds/Lam- 
brick Invitational Basketball 
Tournament.
They won the twelve-team 
tournament after playing four 
games against some tough 
teams.
Besides team honors, two in­
dividuals from the Parkland 
squad received special mention. 
.Alike Wonnacott vvas named the 
tournament .MVP and Mark 
Bunting was named to the first- 
team allstnr squad.
Parkland opened the tourna­
ment with a game against Lam- 
brick Friday night. The Pan­
thers rallied to a 58-52 win in 
the close match.
Saturday saw the Panthers 
first matchup against Van­
couver’s Howe Sound. They 
chalked up their second win by 
defeating Howe 61-52,
This advanced the Panthers 
to the semi-finalsWhere they 
played a dynamite game against 
Ocean View from Powell River.
It was no contest as the Pan­
thers won the game 72-33.
On to the final. Parkland met 
Lambrick again, and turned in a 
repeat performance of the first 
game of the tournament with a 
57-50 win.
Daryl Lawes topped the scor­
ing during the final with a 14- 
point performance. Bunting 
was one point back with 13. 
Steve Lefebvre also played a 
strong game, scoring 10 points 
in the final. Wonnacott rallied 
for 8 points while Dave Milligan 
scored 6.
The tournament was a com­
bined effort by both Reynolds 
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Atoms win one, lose one
BEVAN SQUARE
The Peninsula Eagles .-\tom 
hockey team are quite happy 
with the results of a road trip to 
Campbell River. They went in 
last weekend for two games, 
and came home with one win 
and ono loss.
They also gained the ex­
perience they will need when the 
Campbell River squad ftokls an 
invitational tournaineiu in 
Marcfi. >'
The Eagles won the first 
match with a 4-,i score. In ihe 
return match the Eagles played 
a good game, but did not 
manage to win. Each team 
scored one goal each anvi vvere 
both working for anotltcr when 
the Campbell River squad pull­
ed ahead 2-1;
The score remained the same 
through the third period ith 
the Eagles trying desperately to 
tie it up. They vvere unsuc­
cessful, and the home team 
scored with lb seconds left in 
the game to make the final score 
-Ti.
The previous weekend the 
.Atom Eagles plaved luwt to 
Fuller I.ake at the Panorama 
l.,eisure Centre,
"Wc thought wc were in big 
trouble," commented’ manager 
Mike Matthews. The Eagles 
were without, their regular 
goaltender and their two top 
defensemen. „
Despite being shorthanded, 
they put on a good hi,eh-‘,coring 
show, .Action went end to end
with both teams rippling the 
net'.. It vva-. a disappointing but 
well-fought game that ended in 
a S-7 loss for the Eagles,
In between the two weekend 
games the Eagles played host to 
Saanich at Panorama Jan. Id.
This was another high scoring 
game as the Eagles rallied to a 
10-8 win.
I'he .Akims.play again beb, 2 
in a game against Raequci Club 







$6 Per Article Seniors/Dlsabled S4
SOFIA BRIGHT 
Call Collect 0-537-5188 (Saltsprins)
MiiewiiWMimM'
JOIN capital IRON in 
SIDNEY'S NEWEST RETAIL CENTRE
GLASS* UPHOLSTERY
RETAIL COMMERCIAL SPACE 800-5000 sq.tt. AVAILABLE 




PHONE TUDOR ESTATES LTD. at 382-9111 or 388-5464 pager i6m
navus
ST08M WINDOWS , 
THERMAL RENOVATIONS 
WINDOW CONVERSIONS 
ALL VOUR GLASS NEEDS
.^5-10025 GALARAN eO. 656*1313
A local culling link lias 
won a herih m the IslamI 
Mixed Curling Champion- 
ships, by winning iwo 
straight gamc.s oti .Ian. Ih in 
south Isltmd plavihnvns ai 
Oak Bay,
The Doug 1‘avlik rink of 
Saanichton with ( athv 
Savard at tliird, Kelly 
Loveli second, anti linul 
Langiile dead ail ctul 
from the Glen Meailows 
club,
i he hxtals routed Barry
Harvey of Victoria U)-.l tit
the first ' .game, before 
mother VUtori.t
tcjkm, Brad Clarke., 5-2 in
the qualifying round.
The Olcn Meadows rink
r,' Vcb. 12
to 14 M .compete for the 
fi$ht so f represent Van- 
couwer l.Uand'at the .B,C', 
^'Champion^.hip''. in Oliver.
Ti i
Old Country kicks in Area medals awarded
The Peninsula Old Country 
Rentals soccer club started the 
second half of their season with 
a bang, after a long layoff since 
Christmas.
The Rentals scored a season 
high six goals to down visiting 
Gordon Head 6-4 in Division 1- 
B play this past weekend.
After 35 minutes of play Gor­
don Head held a 2-1 lead but 
Old Country started to click, ty­
ing the game just before the half 
time buzzer sounded.
In the second half the team 
rallied, scoring four goals to 
register the win.
Scoring for the Rentals were 
Jason White, Mike Newfield, 
Wesley Nelson (with two), Chris 
Martain and Rob McNec, who 
headed in a beauty from a 
Nelson shot.
Jeffrey Cross also came into
LOWER ISL.\NI) YOUTH 
SOCCER ASSOCIATIO.N 
LEAGUE S TANDINGS 
as of Dec. 31 (Boys Only)
Division 1-B
Team GP W L T Pts
Oak Bay 9 8 0 1 17
Saltspring 9 6 12 14
Prospect l^kc(l) 9 5 2 2 12
l^kc Hill 7 3 13 9
Prospect Lake(2) 8 4 4 0 8
Duncan 6 2 4 0 4
Gordon Head 8 16 1 3
Peninsula* 8 16 1 3
Juan dc Fuca 8 0 6 2 2
(*) Peninsula Old Country Rentals
Division 2A
Team GP w L T Pts
Gordon Head 9 7 0 2 16
Lake Hill 8 5 1 2 12
Oak Bay 9 4 4 1 9
Duncan 9 4 4 1 9
Peninsula* 4 3 1 0 6
Cordova Bay 4 2 1 1 5
Prospect Lake 4 0 4 0 0
Gorge 9 0 9
(*) Peninsula George Clark & Son
Division 3B
0 0
Team GP W L T Pts
Peninsula* 10 10 0 0 20
Bays United 11 10 . 1 0 20
Saltspring 11 5 5 1 11
Uke Hill 10 4 5 1 9
Prospect Lake 11 4 6 1 9
Gorge 11 3 7 1 7
Sookc 10 2 8 0 4
Juan de Fuca 10 2 8 0 4
(*) Peninsula Pacific Business Equ
Division 4A
ipment
Team GP VV L T Pts
Gordon Head 9 6 0 3 15
Gorge 8 6 1 1 13
Bays United 8 6 2 0 12
Prospect Lake 9 4 3 2 10
Juan de Fuca 9 3 5 : F 7
Gordon Head(2) 9 1 8 0 : 2
Pcnihsula’f,1! 1!. b It ■ 'L^ VO 0
DakelliU 9 0^ ■8 1
the scoring, setting up the first 
four goals.
Ryan Hill had a strong game 
in the nets to hold Gordon Head 
to four goals. Also putting in a 
strong performance were full 
backs Clav Hayes, Kevin Law 
and half backs Darryl Simon 
and Brent Strechman.
DIVISION 4 GIRLS
Meanwhile, Division 4 girls 
have been out practising for 
their first game of the second 
half, to be held Saturday 
against Lakehill.
Although they haven’t been 
playing, they haven’t been idle. 
Megan Cross and Dana Keller 
recently took part and passed 
the youth referee course.
Both girls worked hard to 
pass the course and have 
already been refereeing some 
games.
Division 5A
Team GP W L 'T Pts
Gordon Hcad(l) 9 9 0 0 18
Gorge 9 7 1 1 15
Bays United 9 4 3 2 10
UkcHill 9 4 3 2 10
Cowichan 9 4 5 0 8
Cordova Bay 9 18 0 2
Gordon Head(2) 8 0 7 1 1
Peninsula* 2 0 2 0 0
(*) Peninsula All Routes Express
Division 5C
Team GP W L
Cowichan 11 9 0
Bays United 11 8 3
Peninsula* 11 5 2
Juan de Fuca 10 4 5 1 9
Cordova Bay 112 8 1 5
Gordon Head 10 0 10 0 0











10 1 7 2 4
Division 8 North 
Team 
Peninsula*





(*) Peninsula West Coast Savings









W L T Pts
9 1 1 19
8 1 1 17
4 6 1 9
2 5 4 8
3 7 1 7
(*) Peninsula Taiincrs Books
GP W L T Pts
9 8 1 0 16
9 6 1 2 13
9 5 3 1 11
9 4 3 2 10
10 4 4 2 10
10 17 2 4
8 0 8 0 0
(*) Peninsula Harvey’s Sporting Goods
Division 8 West
Team GP W L T Pts
Cordova Bay 11 11 0 0 22
Peninsula* 11 9 2 0 18
Gorge 11 3 6 2 8
Juan de Fuca(l) 10 4 6 0 8
Juaii de Fuca(2) 9 2 5' 2 ’6
Lake Hill 10 0 10 0 0
(*) Peninsula Magic Color
Continued from Page B1
a committed volunteer and 
organizer in the local running 
community.
Michell usually finishes in the 
top three or four in running 
competitions on Vancouver 
Island. Recently, he placed 
third in the B.C. cross-country 
championships and represented 
the province in the Canadian 
championships in Halifax.
Ruth Trelawny raised five 
children before turning to 
athletics and earning a Celebra­
tions ’88 medal as top female 
athlete in North Saanich. She is 
plays field hockey, tennis and 
golf.
Trelawny has achieved 
recognition as a participant and 
couch at national and interna­
tional levels.
Pentathelete Ian Soellner was 
honored as top male athlete in 
North Saanich. His is ranked 
first Canadian junior modern 
pentathlete.
Soellner has competed in 
Spain, Italy, England, France 
and Korea in the past two years, 
placing well in all five events.
Julie Jespersen received her 
medal for top female athlete in 
Sidney for her success in row­
ing. She has been world cham­
pion twice and has helped coach 
classmates.
Jespersen is a graduate of 
Parkland Secondary School. 
She currently rows with the 
University of Victoria rowing 
team when she is not attending 
classes.
David Myerscough accepted 
the top Sidney male athlete 
medal for his son Richard, who 
was in Singapore windsurfing 
last Saturday. Richard has place 
first in seven world events. He is 
always anxious to help build up 
the sport of windsurfing.
Myerscough senior made a 
quick dash from the Beacon 
Avenue stage to Swartz Bay 
ferry terminal. He was schedul­
ed to skipper the 3 p.m. sailing 
of the Queen of Saanich. The 
torch entourage was aboard 
that voyage.
Later in the day, MP Pat 
Grofton awarded 12 additional 
medals to several other 
noteworthy Peninsula figures.
Central .Saanich .volunteer 
Muriel Knott was honored for 
her service with the Brentwood
Bay Community Club for more 
than 50 years. Knott was an ac­
tive badminton player for much 
of this time, assisting many 
junior and adult players.
Audrey Fox was named most 
noteworthy official in Central 
Saanich. A district commis­
sioner of the Pony Club, she has 
worked for years for the better­
ment of the horse and riding 
world.
Fox is a member of the Cana­
dian equestrian team commit­
tee. She has contributed to 
many shows and workshops, 
and has helped accommodate 
the Fraser Valley Hunt on its 
visits to the Peninsula.
Edward Gait, owner of 
G.W.G. Rentals, was honored 
as top sponsor in Central 
Saanich. The Lions Club 
member has financially spon­
sored many junior sports ac­
tivities, including baseball, over 
the years.
Lynne Owen was named top 
coach. The initiator of Victoria 
Horse Trials, a three-day event, 
she’s also a competitor who 
enters several meets in B.C. and 
the United States.
Owen has been an outstan­
ding coach, in proficiency and 
developing strength of character 
and self-di.scipline, said the 
awards committee.
Elaine Sigurdson is North 
Saanich’s top volunteer. She 
has given hours of her time to
the formation of a swim club 
and more recently to Track ’86.
Swimmer Brian Sibley was 
named top official in North 
Saanich. He organized a 1987 
provincial swim meet. Sibley 
earned Level 1, II and 111 swim­
ming officials’ pins and has 
been awarded honorary masters 
swim officials’ pin.













Services from your church or 
with either of our chapels at







and don't know 
which way to turn, 
call the
You’ll be glad you did. 
hostesses at;
(Sidney & North Saanich) 
Theresa Thom 656-7746 
Claudia Parfitt 656-7898 
(Brentwood & Central Saanich) 
Roz Odgers 652-4506 
Vicky Jackson 652-5689
Welcome Wagon Answering 
Serving 479*3385
OFF SALE
This sale lasts only 5 days 
— Wednesday, Jan. 27th to 
Sunday, Jan. 31st. Unique 
to Vancouver Island the 
sale includes every book in 
the store both paperback 
and hardcover. Tanner’s 
offers an extensive selec­
tion of titles and stocks a 
large inventory. We do not 
bring in books. “For Sale”. 
This is our regular stock.
(Layaways and Special orders Not Includod)
ABOOKSTOM&MORE
2436 Beacbri Avenue









Panthers prey on arch rivals
COMESEEAND HEAR 
THE AMAZING STORY 
of ex-convict
Harold Morris on Film 
“TWICE PARDONED”*
will be shown at
PENINSULA PENTECOSTAL ASSEMBLY 
(Formerly Oldfield Road G&spei ChapelJ 
5506 Oldfield Road 
on Friday, January 29, 7:30 p.m.
EVERYONE WELCOME
Viewing lime - 85 min. - a freewill offering will be recerred 
"a "Focus on the Family” Film Production
The Parkland Panthers 
Senior Boys basketball team 
played notched two wins in 
scheduled league games last 
week against schools in the 
Greater Victoria High School 
Basketball League.
Coach Joe .Milligan is pleased 
with the results, now- that the 
end of the season is only a 
month away.
The Panthers defeated their 
arch rivals, .Mt. Douglas, last 
Tnursday to qualify for a 
playoff berth late ne.xt month.
The locals came out pouncing 
to start the game but were 
quickly held at bay by the 
Ramblers’ answering baskets.
The score was tied at eight 
halfway through the first 
quarter when the Panthers 
found new life and built a 14-8 
lead by the buzzer.
In the second quarter the 
Panthers kept their momentum, 
scoring five unanswered baskets 
thanks to some good reboun­
ding. The first half ended with 
the Panthers on top with a com­
fortable 34-17 lead.
Coach .Milligan must have 
stressed defense for the second 
half as the Panthers %vorked 
harder at controlling the ball 
and runnng out the eCLsecond 
dock before shooting. Their 
shots were good, too, and the 
lead was extended before .Mi. 
Doug rambled forward with 
some hard fought baskets, br­
inging the score to 42-23 when 
the third quarter ended.
In the final frame, the Pan­
thers kept on with their defen­
sive play, while centre Paul 
Johnson took his time waiting 
for the right opportunity.
•Ml. Douglas stood no chance 
as the Panthers scored five 
baskets to open the quarter. The 
two teams then traded baskets 
up until the final '.vhistle went to 
end the game with a 56-43 vic­
tory.











Open for Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner 
7:00 am -11:00 p.m.
SEVEN DAYS
THE GREAT FAMILY RESTAURANT
Voted nl on Vancouver Island 
Fabulous salad bar, famous rotisserie chicken 
Take out service 




more than just 
a pretty view
On a dear night from 
Dunsmuir Lodge you can see 
the lights of Grouse Mountain 
in Vancouver. But w'hat plans 
does the University of Victoria 
have for the place with the 
breathtaking view, anyway?
Province of British Columbia
K.-- ;■
(Public Inquiries Act, R.S.B.C. 1960, Chapter 315)
Barry M. Sullivan, Q.C.
has been appointed as Commissioner with a general mandate to review education in the 
province of British Columbia, kindergarten to grade 12.
Public hearings Vi/ill be held at:
Victoria, Tuesday February 16, — 7 p.m.
Victoria Secondary School, 1260 Grant St.
Victoria, Wednesday February 17,11 a.m.
St, Andrews High School, 880 McKenzie St.
The Commissioner will receive written briefs and verbal submissions from individuals and 
organizations.
All representations to the Commission must be made either at a hearing, or by a written 
brief, or by letter, addressed to the Secretary.
Telephone (24 Hours) 
Call collect 
(0) 660-4010
On behalf of the Commission:
Mr. John Walsh, Secretary 
F^oyal Commission On Education 
f/350- 900 Howe St,,
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Hornusiylo Cooking A Baking
10% SENIORS DISCOUNT
open; AM-7 PM DAILY 
Broniwood Bay ShoDpInn Conire
Part of the answer is an eclec­
tic line-up of events for Penin­
sula residents at the former 
Gillain Manor on McTavish 
Road, spread over the next 
three months.
A standing committee has 
come up with four reasons to 
visit the lodge — and maybe en­
joy the view during breaks.
Those intent on wrestling 
with moral dilemmas may 
choose next Wednesday’s 
seminar on new questions in 
biology, particularly reproduc­
tive technology^
Featuring Dr. Christine St. 
Peter of the university, it starts 
at 10 a.m. at the Panorama 
Lounge and is followed by a 
buffet at extra cost.
The full series is w-orth S20, 
each activity separately is S6.
-' Meals and drinks, where ap­
plicable, are extra.
Second on the schedule is a 
musical treat from members of 
the school of music, March 11. 
The evening in the Panorama 
Lounge starts at 5:45 p.m. with 
a no-host bar, dinner follows at 
6 p.m., and the program of 
period music — complete with 
instruments and costumes of 
years gone by — starts at 7:30 
p.m.
On April 8, Dr. Norma 
Mickelson of the University of 
Victoria offers her experiences 
abroad as an educator, with 
particular emphasis on China. 
That one starts at 10 a.m. in 
Room 150.
The most local subject for 
Peninsula dwellers is April 21, 
starting at 9:45 a.m. in Room 
256. Dr. Nancy Turner, an 
ethnobotanisi, will guide at- 
tenders on a short walk along 
the ground.s’ trails, after her il­
lustrated presentation on 
Saanich Peninsula forests.
The Dunsmuir courses arc a 
first for the university, and they 
could lead to another offering 
in the fall, said committee 
member Brent Alley.
The lodge was bestowed to 
UVic by a Calgary-based com­
pany headed by George E. 




Jan, Bih lo 3l8t 
COMBO FOR ONE
•CHCIKEN CHOW MEIN 
•CHICKEN CHOP SUEY 
• SIS BONELESS PORK SC/S 
♦TEA OR COFFEE ONLY U 
l8l2VertlicirAvfl. Bi.n(w(iod b., 6S2.3622i
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the game, while Jo Down, a 
guard and one of three return­
ing Grade 12 players, scored 12.
Other top scorers were Ron 
Kipot. a 6 ft.. 1 in. rookie senior 
forward, who scored 10 points 
on the night. Sean Hern scored 
nine points and Darren Udd 
raiiied for eight.
The previous Tuesday the 
Panthers hosted the Stelly’s 
Senior Boys at Parkland for a 
league game that added another 
mark in the win column.
■‘\ke had no problems,” 
commented .Miiiisan. The Pan­
thers played a strong game, 
building a healthy iead to 48-17 
by the time the first half ended.
Johnson had a sensational 
game as he led the Panthers 
with 2" points on the night.
Other team members aid well 
as they brought their team to a 
81-49 win.
SENIOR GIRLS 
In senior girls high school 
basketbaii action. Parkland 
beat the Steliv's ziris 52-45 in a
game held previous to the boys’ 
match last Tuesday.
Tammy Braithw'aite scored 17 
points and Bev Love scored 13 
to bring their team to victory.
On Thursday the Panthers 
girls suffered a disappointing 
loss to Mt. Douglas.
They were leading for the ma­
jor parts of the game and were 
playing strong up until the final 
few minutes of the game.
The Mt. Doug squad pulled 
some tricks out of their purses 
to score seven unanswered 
baskets in the final minutes to 
come from a 41-40 deficit to a 
47-41 win.
Braithwaite scored 23 points 
in one of the team’s few losses 
of the season so far.
The Panthers are hitting the 
books this week instead of wor­
rying about basketball. They 
write exams for the most part of 
the week before going to the 
Totem Classic eight-team tour­
nament in Port .Aiberni this 
weekend.
aloft is Deep Cove resident 
Kim McCullough who carried it down Beacon Avenue 
and onto the stage for ceremonies Saturday after- 
University of Victoria student and former
was all smiles as dignitaries from local municipalities made speeches 
the Olympic Torch Relay’s IS-mlnute stop on 
the way to the Swartz Bay ferry terminal. ^
They arc back.
UW.'V All Star wresi 
returns 10 Sanscha Hall in 
Sidney for ii one-niglu engage- 
niem.
The all-male cast will kick, 
punch and beat ibeir way into
your nicmorie.s as iliey take tc 
the ring Friday, l-eb. 5, beginn­
ing at 8 p.m.
rickets lor the event are on 
.sale at Ty’s Hooks and Gifts on 
Beacon Avenue in Sidney, Cosi 
is $7 for adults, $5 for suideniis.
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Celebration ’88 certificates 
were presented to the following 
Sidney residents and groups, 
Monday:
Aden Bishop, active sup­
porter of Peninsula Community 
Association, particularly in her 
work with the thrift shop which 
raises funds to support pro­
grams.
Army, Navy and Airforce 
Vets, Branch 302, support of 
youth activities for many years.
Bonnie Braithwaite, active 
supporter of sport for youth, in­
cluding coaching of softball, 
soccer and basetball, also an of­
ficial for the swim club and 
three years on the recreation 
commission.
George Braithwaite, outstan­
ding community service, par­
ticularly with schools and 
children, beyond his regular 
police duties.
Tammy Braithwaite, dedica­
tion to excellence in sports, par­
ticularly in softball, soccer, 
basketball and cross-country 
running, achieving high awards 
despite physical handicap.
Allan Cooper, active support 
of sport for youth on the Penin­
sula, particularly in lacrosse and 
minor hockey, which he has 
successfully coached, managed 
and officiated.
Terry? ' excellence dri ;
summer swim club and 
coaching the Parkland " swim 
team.
Eric Etherington, dedicated 
volunteering and hard work in 
developing and maintaining lit­
tle league fields.,
G.A. (Art) Gardner, 
dedicated service to community 
as volunteer fireman for 35 
years, was instrumental in foun­
ding the Saanich Historical Ar­
tifacts Society and has actively 
supported the Saanich Pioneer 
Society and served as a town 
councillor and local water 
board member.
Kevin Gardner, outstanding 
wheelchair athlete who has 
displayed dedication to ex­
cellence in many sports, in­
cluding tennis, track and field, 
volleyball and basketball, has 
competed successfully at all 
levels, including international.
Donna Godwin, active sup­
porter of various pregrariis 
sponsored by community 
organications for youth, the 
awards committee calls her 
“one of those dedicated people
who appears when there is a 
need,’’
John Hall, dedicated and ac­
tive support of youth in the boy 
scout movement, having work­
ed with clubs and scouts for 30 
years.
Wayne Hannan, active sup­
port of sport for youth, par­
ticularly as official and coach of 
little league baseball.
Nell Horth, former member 
of North Saanich council, has 
also made a contribution 
through committees dealing 
with the library, the hospital 
and the adult day care centre.
Lorraine Hyne, dedicated to 
excellence in sport, successful in 
many, including basketball, 
grass hockey, softball and 
figure skating, now an active 
supporter and coach of young 
figure skaters.
Jennifer Lindsay, 
outstanding dedication to ex­
cellence in highland dance, she’s 
“a world champion who has 
brought many honors home to 
Sidney.’’
Camille Martin, unselfish 
devotion to youth, particularly 
those at risk, she has been in­
volved with youth for more 
than 14 years and is best known 
for her association with STAG.
Fred Musclow, volunteer 
fireman who has unselfishly 
devoted 53 years to firefighting 
and ambulance services in the 
community, has been involved 
with building fireballs in 1936, 
1946 and 1965.
Harold Norris, a volunteer 
who has given active and loyal 
support to local softball.
Allan Porter, dedication to 
excellence in the sport of swim­
ming, a proficient coach who 
has been successful in leading 
others, particularly the young, 
in their quest to improve 
through hard work and physical 
conditioning.
Diane Robson, dedication to 
community service in support of 
parent-teachers, PCA and other 
voluntary services, including a 
number of years with Shaw 
cable as a volunteer on both 
ends of the camera.
Marie Rosko, outstanding 
contribution in promoting the 
community as a fine place to 
live and do business, works with 
the chamber, Sidney Associa­
tion of Merchants and at all 
community activities.
Eleanor Sowerby, a dedicated 
and proficient athlete in her 
youth who later devoted herself 
unselfishly to community ser­
vice, including service on Sidney 
council.
Andrew Stev/art, a prominent 
Canadian academic, he has 
devoted himself to the support
of many community activities in 
Sidney; since coming here he 
has supported planning com­
missions, art shows, the 
Memorial Park Society, PCA 
and STAG.
Mark Woodard, active sup­
port of Canadian Power and 
Sail squadron’s training of local 
boaters in seamanship and safe­
ty afloat, for more than 16 
years.
Grace Bosher, longtime 
citizen who has contributed 
much to the community and is 
still active with the historical 
society.
Don Trivett, outstanding 
dedication and leadership in the 
promotion of local com­
munities, has been involved in 
Sidney Days for several years 
and other activies, such as the 
torch relay Saturday; the com­
mittee calls him “one of those 
truly marvelous individuals who 
spends countless hours working 
with not nearly enough credit 






In conjunction with the 
Olympic torch relay, the federal 
government is awarding deserv­
ing community volunteers for 
their efforts.
The following people were 
awarded Celebration ’88 cer­
tificates in North Saanich, at a 
special ceremony in the 
municipal hall Monday:
Diane Gross, a distinguished 
weaver of highly-prized and 
award-winning tapestries.
James Cumming, former 
mayor of North Saanich, for his 
outstanding contributions to 
local politics and history.
Harvie Currie, long-time 
voluteer to the Canadian 
Cancer Society, for co­
ordinating the Cancer Society’s 
annual Christmas holly sales.
Wallace du Temple, pro­
mpter of the international 
language Esperanto, for his in­
fluence in education, of peace 
through understanding.
Gerard Edwards, for 10 years 
of dedicated service to the bet­
terment of the community in 
programs which have helped 
make the Peninsula a better 
place to live.
Evelyn Gwynne, co-ordinator 
of Meals on Wheels for North 
Saanich and Sidney since 1970.
Bernice Hinchcliffe, founder 
and teacher of Deep Cove 
Weavers and Spinners, avid 
worker and dedicated member 
of St. John’s United Church in 
Deep Cove.
Raymond Kitchen, former 
referee and coach of the Penin­
sula Soccer League, for his 
volunteer service to the soccer 
association.
Eric Jespersen, accomplished 
sailor and crew member of 
Canada II.
Dr. Cyril Hampson, for his 
unselfish contribution lo the 
community in areas of educa­
tion and the environment.
Marguerite Lovejoy, for her 
many years as a dedicated 
volunteer of St. John’s Am­
bulance.
Edna May John, one of 
Sidney Museum’s founding 
members, for her years of 
dedicated service to many 
Peninsula organizations.
Norma Nairn, accomplished 
spinner and weaver, for 
dedicating her time and sharing 
her knowledge of her craft.
Rubymay Parrott, 20-year 
school trustee, for her years of 
service to the youth of the com­
munity and education and for 
the knowledge of North Saanich 
history which she shares.
Joe (Buck) Milligan, 
Parkland School basketball 
coach, for his involvement with 
students which goes beyond 
school hours into areas of trek­
king and outdoor activities.
Lara Melville, an outstanding 
athlete dedicated to excellence, 
particularly in volleyball which 
she has played at all levels.
............. " t
RACK OF LAMB
• NEW YORK STEAK
OR
• VOL AU VENT
(PufI pat.lfy Shull will)
.Shrimp, Crab, Asparagus & Groom)
Inciudoo soupt sntad, dosoort
or two
OPEN FOR LUNCH 
MON.-SAT. 11:30.2530 
OPEN FOn DINNER 
MON. SAT. IS pm till closing








1/2 BLOCK FROM AUTO SHOW
OPEN EVENINGS & WEEKEND FROM JAN. 27-31
FOR TRIDENT BUILDING AUTO SHOW




through Prudential Assurance 
Company Ltd.
« EMERGENCY ROAD SERVICE ... no charge 
» LIMITED VEHICLE DEPRECIATION ... no charge
2481 BEACON AVE. 656-0911
' HELD OVER!
15®® Special
Includes 4 litres 10/30 oil. Oil Filter, Free 
Brake Inspection, Plus 15 Point Safety 
Check.
(WE ALSO DO WINDOWS 







3 up & 9 up sheets 






CATCH THE SPIRIT 
OF THE PENINSULA 
PLAY
Noon-11 Daily
30 extra games Fri & Sat
9842-3rdSt.,
Eric Sherwood, soccer coach, 
former mayor and alderman, 
library trustee, recreation com­
missioner, and piano and accor­
dion volunteer entertainer.
Nancy Sibley, organizer of 
Piranha swim club, for years of 
service to local swimmers.
Lorrene Soellner, hard 
worker and organizer of the 
Sunset Riding Club for her pro­
motion of an excellent trail 
system in North Saanich.
Connie Vander Haegcn, 
president of the Catholic











CERT. PICT. FRAMER 
. /OWNER
Whon quality & croalivily aro important to you, thon bo sure to consult tho 
friendly people at tho VILLAGE GALLERY. They hove served Peninsula People 
lor over fifteen years with the largest selection of picture framing products in 
town. They are competitively priced and offer on exceptional five year 
guorantoo. At tho VILLAGE GALLERY they depend on sallsfiad customers and 
Invito you to bo one.
Sale ends Jan. 31/88
TRUCKLOAD SALE 
OF






39" SINGLE .  ................ RCO. 499.00 SALE 219“
«S4" DOUBLE .....................ROO. 599.00 SALE 209*
60" QUEEN............ ...........Rog. 099.00 SALE 310“
VELVET SLEEP UNITS
39" SINGLE....................... FOCI- 600,00 SALE 295*
64" DOUBLE  .............. Rog. 700,00 SALE 349*
60" QUEEN ....................... P0t)< 800,00 SALE 399“
MARK I UNIT/720 MULTI COIL
54" DOUBLE......... ......... Rog. 660,00 SALE 499*
60" QUEEN.......................Rog. 000.00 SALE 549“
MARK II UNIT/720 MULTI COIL 
54" DOUBLE Rog, 1040. SALE 570 
60" QUEEN . Rog, 1200. SALE 649 
MARK 111 UNIT/720 MULTI COIL 
54" DOUBLE. Rog. 1140. SALE 570 








SOLID PINE your choice of dark or honey pine 
*5 dr. chost 177"*. Bookcase headbr./w 
*6 dr. dble. dresser 197"" mirror ■ 167"*
‘hutch mirror 127“" Footboard w/rails 87“*
‘wing mirror 137*" Nito tables 07""
PAY-LESS FURNITURE 
with 2 locations to serve you better
1612 Island Hwy. 
at 6 mile market












LIMITED QUANTITY OF APPLIANCES
All priced to cleans pieces of fridges & ranges
COLWOOD LOCATION ONLY
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fVietropolitan Life 
helps those 
with plans for 
the future.ff
When you’re 
planning for the 
future, Metropolitan 
Life can guarantee 
your interest. On 
RRSPs, that is.
We guarantee the 
annual interest rate 
your money will 
earn. Plus we 
guarantee all the 
money you pay into 
the fund for the full 
life of your RRSP. 
That's on top of our 
variety of retirement 
payment plans.
So call your 
Metropolitan Life 
sales representative 
today. We’ve got 
great plans for your 
future.
Celebration
Continued from Page B5
EVE LEE-THOMPSON
1007 FORT ST. 
VICTORIA, B.C. V8V 4T7 
OFFICE 382-9165 HOME 655-1994
SET MET. ITPAV5.
^tropoiitan Life
' AND AFPILIATEO COMPANIES
• Metropoidan Lila Insura'^ce Corripany. 
Canada
Women’s League, for founding 
Friendly Hours, which provides 
a light lunch to the poor, lonely 
and troubled in the community.
Al Wardle, on behalf of 
Royal Canadian Legion Branch 
37, for the Legion’s many years 
of sponsoring a wide variety of 
team sports.
Lucy Whitehouse, Scottish 
country dance teacher, for 
entertaining the community 
with her friendly out-going 






More than a dozen Central 
Saanich residents were honored 
by council in a special ceremony 
last Monday evening as 
Celebrations ’88 certificates 
were awarded.
The following people were 
given certificates for 
demonstrating characteristics 
which are in keeping with the 
Olympic spirit — hard work, 
determination, moral character 
and dedication to community:
TIPS » SCULPTURED NAILS » SILKS 
MANICURE > REPAIRS
HOUSE OF RUSSELL 656-1522 SIDNEY CENTRE
RON'S 
DISPOSAL
5th Year of Service *
652-6242
Ruth Arnaud, former aider- 
man, for her 20 years of service 
with the Victorian Order of 
Nurses, for founding the B.C. 
Homemakers’ Association, and 
for serving Central Saanich on 
council and as a volunteer for 
many organizations.
Penelope Bernhold, for more 
than a dozen years of work with 
the Peninsula Players. She has 
been a major factor in the suc­
cess of the community theatre 
group, said the awards commit­
tee.
Donald Facey, for 37 years of 
volunteering with the Central 
Saanich fire department. Facey 
was a founding member in 
February 1951, and with an 
eight-year term as chief, served 
continuously until his recent 
retirement.
John Harrison, for a long­
standing dedication to the 
development of tennis. Har­
rison, as an organizer, teacher, 
coach and volunteer, has always 
encouraged the values of fair 
play and good sportsmanship. 
He has led with patience and 
good humor, said the awards 
committee.
Merrill Harrop, a volunteer 
firefighter for 10 years, for 
spending many hours helping 
young people in recreational 
and equestrian activity. Harrop 
is perhaps best known as the 
horseman who has quietly but 
steadily served the community 
and horse owners even before 
Central Saanich was in­
corporated.
Kathleen Maule, for her years 
of unselfish dedication to youth 
through the 4-H organization. 
A talented and knowledgeable 
woman, Maule has been 
associated with children and
agriculture all her life.
Shirley Mearns, for 
demonstrating the Olympic 
spirit in her participation and 
achievements at all levels of 
horsemanship, including com­
petitions at local, provincial and 
national levels.
Elsie Mahon, a Saanichton 
resident, for 15 years of con­
tributions to the Sidney Silver 
Threads Centre. Mahon is a 
dedicated volunteer and a good 
representative of the 150 
volunteers who support Sidney 
Silver Threads.
Robert Marks, for his work 
with Central Saanich Little 
League and for his personal 
dedication and continuing will­
ingness to be the first to offer 
help. Marks has helped build 
facilities, has assisted at 
coaching clinics and has always 
helped in any way he could.
Ivan Morris, Sr., for his great 
devotion to the sport of canoe 
pulling. Morris has been active 
in the coaching and counselling 
of youth for years, and has 
turned out man champion 
teams. He is a respected 
member of the Tsartlip band 
council.
Garry Wake, for his constant 
support of youth as a member 
of the Central Saanich Little 
League organization. Wake has 
spent countless hours on 
various projects, served on the 
executive and as president and is 
a fine example of community 
service, said the awards com­
mittee.
Bill Kempster, for his service 
as a knowledgeable volunteer, 
educator, judge and supporter 
of horticultural societies locally 
and internationally. Kempter is 
a founding member and driving 
force behind the Horticulture 
Centre of the Pacific, a large 
scale demonstration and train­
ing garden.
Ron Cunningham, for his 
work in the formation of minor 
hockey on the Peninsula. He 
has served as a director, divi­
sional manager, consistent 
volunteer and dedicated and ef­
ficient organizer.
Claude Bulter, posthumous­
ly, for many years of unselfish 
volunteering. Bulter was a foun­
ding member and later chair­
man of the Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital Board. His certificate 
' will be picked up by his widow, 
former Central Saanich mayor 
Jean Bulter.
MANY HANDS reached out to touch the torch as it 
went through the hundreds of people on Beacon 
Avenue for the Saturday afternoon ceremonies. The 
torch was running a little behind schedule due to an 
unscheduled stop at Elk-Beaver- Lake to honor * two 
UVic rowers who drowned recently. Despitethe short­
ness of time, admirers had plenty of opportunity to 
feel the real thing.
Continued from Page B3
Don and Roberta Hay, 
owners of Sidney Bakery, were
honored as top North Saanich 
sponsors. They have sponsored 







I'nlil thi.s year. shorl-U'rni insurance was 
available only for "seasonal use" vehicles, 
Bui in 19S8. owners of mosl vehicles may 
purchase policies coverint* periods from six 
to eleven muni Its. Many drivers may find if 
convenient to pay for their insurance and 
licence for periods of less than a full year,
Limited
Depreciation Policy
protects new car investment
The new Limited Depreciation Policy pro­
tects owners of new vehicles who also have 
Own 1 tamaife coverage, from the hiffh rate 
ol depreciation during the first two years of 
the vehicle's lile. I'or new vehicles in certain 
rate categories, this policy ensures that de- 
precial ion will not affect most damage 
claims ami lofal loss settlements.
Other 1988 Autoplan Changes
Premium Costs Driver Point Premiums
All drivers will pay higiier pVemitiros in 
!!)8S. Average increase: .'idll). The reasoii for 
tliis is file steadily increasing luimher and 
costs of vehicle insurance cl.iims, The cost 
of injury-related claims increased hy '2<\ per­
cent for the first 10 months of 1‘I87 over 
1080. Ivvcryone conirihiites to the insurance 
pool to p.'iy for the misfortunes of a few.
Beginning in l!'88, driver.swilfi penalty 
points ag.'iinst their licences will pay Driver 
Point Premiums based on points iiccurmn 
laled in one ye,a' only, This new, simplified 
system will affect lliose drivers willi five or 
more iioinis. A lid'Oe sluiwing the premiums 
for different points levels is provided on 
p.'ige’d of Ihe 1088 Autoplan Motorist Kit,
A.nk Your Auloplan Agent
Auloplan agents h;ive free copies of the 10,88 
Motorist Kit oulliningAuloplan coverage. 
They also have the knowledge and 
experience to help you select the coverage 
you need, 'ndv.' a few extra ininute,', to make 
sure you're fully protected,
A Reminder for Seniors,..
I 'rivers ;igi‘d (Lo or />!der \Vhr, uic their vehi- 
cle.s unlv for pleasure driving may (jualify for 






Sidney Bakery can always be 
depended upon for bakery 
donations to local churches and 
groups, said the awards com­
mittee.
Jack Magi has been named 
top coach in North Saanich. He 
teaches at Parkland Secondary 
School and coaches the Track 
and Field Club and the Cross 
Country club.
“Magi’s recogintion of 
fairness and sportmanship and 
utmost,” said the awards com­
mittee.
Frances Blaine wa.s recogniz­
ed as top volunteer in Sidney. 
She’s been president of the l.ii- 
lie League As.sociation since 
1980, having .served as president 
from 1974 to 1976.
Al Cross was named top of­
ficial in Sidney. A coach oTtwo 
teams of boys and girls. Cross 
has been on the executive of 
minor soccer associations for 10 
years.
Cross is also on the executive 
of Track ’86 and of the Sidney 
Twirlers marching unit.
Len, Edna, Gary and Gavin 
Bland, owners of Harvey’s 
Sporting Go.ods, have been 
named top spoirsors in Sidney. 
They were given a Celebrations 
’88 medal for being generous to 
all teams and Ic,agues in the 17 
years they have been in 
business,
Terry Mcrkell is Sidney’s top 
coach. He’s coached little 
league baseball for 26 years and 
acted as Santa for 15.
474-5145
35"" 6 MONTHS-WEEKLY PICKUP 
23"" 6 MONTHS BI-WEEKLY PICKUP
V.' Tr V,- 3 CAN LIMIT L,' ',V Vr
NOW THAT THE COMPETITION 
HAS ARRIVED IN SAANICH YOU 
WILL NO LONGER HAVE TO PAY 
INFLATED PRICES FOR 
GARBAGE PICK-UP 
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Central Saanich police report 
several incidents of crime for 
the period from Jan. 16 to 24. 
VEHICLE BREAK-IN 
About $350 , worth of mer­
chandise and $200 damage was 
done to a 1980 Ford Capri dur­
ing the night of Jan. 21/22. The 
car’s side window was broken 
and various items were stolen 
while it was parked in the Llan- 
fair Crescent are of Brentwood 
Bay.
PROWLER DISCOVERED 
A resident in the same area 
(Llanfair Crescent) was 
awakened by noises in the home 
at about 2:30 a.m. on Jan. 16.
The resident made some noise 
and apparently scared the 
culprit away. He had entered 
the home through an unlocked 
door and escaped whne he 
heard the residents awakening. 
Nothing was taken or damaged.
CAR PROWLING 
An unlocked vehicle was 
entered during the night of Jan. 
21/22 in the Meadowland Drive 
area of Central Saanich. Items 
stolen include a Realistic two- 
cassette deck portable stereo, a 
flashlight and several small 
items worth about $300.
PARTYING THIEVES 
Police are investigating the 
theft of a VCR and small items 
worth about $450 from a 
residence on Buena Vista 
following a party held the night 
of Jan.22.
Police had responded to the 
same residence the night before 
following complaints of a loud 
party.
THEFT FROM AUTO 
During the night of Jan. 21 
thieves broke into a 1985 
Toyota Celica parked on 
Kirkpatrick Crescent near the 
Keating Industrial Park area 
and proceeded to steal almost 
$4,0(W worth of interior parts.
The culprits got away with 
the front bucket seats, an 
am/fm cassette player, factory 
car speakers and a car jack. 
Police are continuing to in­
vestigate this incident.
TAPES STOLEN 
An unlocked vehicle on 
Wilcox Terrace was enetered the 
night of Jan. 21. Cassette tapes, 
a child’s stuffed animal and a 
credit card were stolen.
CAR ACCIDENT 
A single vehicle accident dur­
ing the early rnorning hours of 
Jan. 20 resulted in about $5,000 
damagje j to^aoSidneY residents^ 
1987 Pontiac. /n
The vehicle went out of con­
trol in the 7500-block Pat Bay 
Highway, near the Mt. Newton 
Cross Road, at about 1:30 a.m. 
causing it to go into the ditch 
and roll several times. Police are 
continuing to investigate.
STORE ROBBED 
The Brentwood I Hour 
Cleaners was taken to the 
cleaners — by a thief while the 
proprietor was in the back.
The store, on West Saanich 
Road, was open around 11 a.m. 
on Jan. 19 when the person who 
was working went into the rear 
area of the shop. A person in 
the store opened the till and 
escaped with about $400 in 
cash.
WILLFUL DAMAGE 
A late-model pickup truck 
parked in the 1900-block 
Venross Place suffered an un­
provoked attack by someone 
wielding a baseball btit or large 
rod during the night of .Ian. 
16/17.
The windshield of the truck 




The Vancouver Island Indoor 
Model Association will be 
holding il un ill tic demonstration 
of a new tcchniiiue for indoor 
flying at the Sanscha Halh 
Monday.
Local modeller Derrick Rigby 
has rc.surrcctcd some old notes 
on microfilm flying and is going 
to show how it is used,
Microfilm flying was very 
popular in the 19.10’s and the 
Americans still hold annual 
competitions, stiid George 
Sloane.
Many Canadians participtite 
with rubber powered flights of 
40 mimiles tn belter, he said.
Rigby uses ti liquor tmd caster 
oil I mi.xture to cretitc a 
microfilm. He pours the mix­
ture on water, llien lifts the film 
off with balsa frames.
"As you can imagine, this 
process yields a very light pro­
duct, ' bioaac .'.aid.
Rigby plans to fly Ins latest 
micro ship at the Sanscha Hall 
between 7tmd 9 |).m. next Mon­
day.
"This should be an in- 
fonnntivf evening for aero- 
buffs," Slo.me said,
Sidney RCMP report several 
incidents of crime in the area 
for the period from Jan. 17 to 
22.
BARBECUES STOLEN 
A resident of Third Street in 
Sidney reported that her gas 
barbecue was stolen from her 
patio overnight on Jan. 16/17. 
It is valued at $300.
A resident of Fernie Wynd 
Road reported the theft of a gas 
barbecue and propane tank 
from his patio Jan. 19. It is 
valued at $100. Police are conti­
nuing to investigate both in­
cidents.
HIT AND RUN 
A Resthaven Drive resident 
reported that a vehicle had 
knocked down part of her fence 
sometime Jan. 18. The vehicle 
left the scene of the accident.
Damage is estimated at $200 
and police say charges are pen­
ding.
SMASH AND GRAB 
Police responded to an alarm 
at the Factory Sound store on
Beacon Avenue Jan. 20 to find 
that a brick had been thrown 
through the front door and 
thieves had stolen two portable 
sound systems.
A search of the area failed to 
turn up anyone. Persons in the 
area reported they did not see 
anyone. The investigation is 
continuing.
BREAK AND ENTER
A resident of Alder Street 
reported her home had been 
broken into during the day Jan. 
21.
The back door of the home 
had been forced open and a 
quantity of jewelry and coins 





• CARPET CLEANING 
• UPHOLSTERY CLEANING
Owner Will Dorman gives personal attention to all orders 
9570 Northlawn Terrace, Sidney, B.C.
Phone: 656-4754 - 30 Years Experience
wow,' JANUARY IS quite: 
A MOWTH. TWEC GREAT
oppuRTvNiries for the 
friends of smokers.
TAI4UARY I": MEW YEAR'S
resolutions ,
JANUARY SO"-: COLD 
TURKEY day...
AMD JANUARY 27^ ; rye
OFFICIAL ‘‘«ah; sroLD you
SO!” DM.
aSllfHli.
NO. I 3475 QUADRA ST., VIC.
I I M0N.-SAT. 8 A.II.-10 P.H. 
I I SUNDAY 9 A.M.-7 P.M.
NO. I 3400 TILUCUM RD., VIC.
f I MON.-FRI. 9 A.M.-9 P.M. 
11 I SATURDAY 9 A.M.-7 P.M. 
Il I SUNDAY 1CX) A.M.-7 P.M.
PRICES EFFECTIVE: TUES.-SaT., JANUARY 26-30
NO. I 
Iiii i
9819, 5TH STm SIDNEY 
SUN.-WED. 9 A.M.-7 P.M. 
THURS., FRL 9 A.II.-9 PM,
NO. I 7816 E. SAANICH RD.
fir i MON.-SAT. 8 A.M.-9 P.M.
SUNDAY 9 A.M.-7 P.M.
WE mmw THE 8ISHT TB LIIIT PIITITIES WILE SI8CIS LIST
7*^ TUESDAY ONLY JAN. 26













ROAST I ______  .
Cut trom Can. Gr. "A” Beef j Cut from Can. Gr. “A" Beef ..



















WEDNESDAY ONLY JAN. 27 *
CUP AND SAVE — WITH THIS COUPON 
POLY BAG. FROZEN j CAMPBELL’S I U.S.






I oz. tin .
,4-THURSDAY only JAN. 28 tif
CLIP AND SAVE— WITH THIS COUPON 
SLICED j M.J.B. !
END I GROUND |
BACON ! COFFEE i
2 kg 











CUT FROM CAN. GR. "A ’ BEEF
pmmE RIB 
STiAK tn........ lb.
































Tt^FRIDAY ONLY JAN. 29i<'
CLIP AND SAVE — WITH THIS COUPON
CARNATION I U.S.
SAUSAGES I COmE- i XSHBREAKFAST i
Limit 22.18 i 500 g 
k| I jar .... miM 97*kS
FROeii INSTORE BAICEUVii' 









I 2 for .............
■A- PRom rm msmm mu cas^ 'a-
AVAILABLE IN 3 STORES NOW — EXCEPT SIDNEY STORE

































1<7S MOISTTrARC raiA XV....J;0 tritvilll Lllt lVRA ,r.°.
1 m ^ CLOVER LEAF, OYSTER STEW ORi.5t cnos CEHEAL 2.4i CLAM CHOWDER











• Rich Blend ® Viva 0 Colombiii 
Mini 170 Q jar ..........................
DAD’S
COOKIES
OATMEAL, VAIIIETY PACK 
OR OATMEAl 'n CHOC. CHIPS






Sweet Mil. Bnby Dllle 
Of Bread n Bullor 
, 1 litre Jar ................PICKLES
HEINZ PLAIN. GARLIC OR
POLSKIE DILLS 1 (lirejat ....
H MRS. WILLMANS 42.48 S DONETTES X 1.69 
1.88 TOMATO JUICE r. 1.18
CHEF DOY AR DEE
BEEF RAVIOLI, MINI RAVIOLI 
BEEFARONI, SPAO. wKh MEATBALLS tm. °
ARMSTRONQ,PROCESSED




CHEDDAR SLICES x° 3.18
ARMSTRONQ, MILD, MED,, OLD, MARBLE jf%CHEDDAR CHEESE 2 OUARKKSPRHiE





















3,04 1 IIkg I Ibi
SALADA 1 KELLOGG’S
TEA BAGS RICE KRISPIES
Orunoo Pokoo 144’b box | Coroffll, 3S0 g box
3,38 I 1.68
KELLOGG’S': ^ - ' Jl 1
1 iiii 1 
IpUifli I lllf 1
vmm Ml Iii il iMT HiliQ JHPBk H iffiHlk lic| i||rr^ I ffiim |
67S g box ...... 1
KRAFT FINE PRODUCTS
KnAFr& WITH CHEESE 'iMaa ■
MACARONI DINNER
22G 0 pku. ................................................... ......... W TOP
JH tJA KRAr'T.RlO.OnUTE2.19 3 J
KRAFT, RLfi., WTO g jar WBlW.'j
DRESSIHQf AH /|||
lOKi iSlAliD H tjASee lU
KiWTfiki.OftUTt - ^ amm,Kr ifig 1,58
1 500 ml. jar .... :t60 g pkg. . .BNl|{Pl0f
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» 1 panel replaces 100 tiles
® 100% waterproof 
® Embossed space-age finish 
® Designer patterns 
® Easy to install
® Easy to clean 
Ceramalite panels - the smart 
do-it-yourself solution for bathrooms, 
kitchens, laundryrooms.

















MCwBCn O* TlM-t«l-MAAT& LTD
2030 MALAVIEW AVENUE 
SibNEY — 656-1125
ON THE HIGHWAY NEAR SANDOWN RACE TRACK 
iWSOfy—QAT 7-‘?n-e:-'5n & QMM Q-'Jn_A-'5n














FREE LOCAL PRESCRIPTION DELIVERY






's as easy as 1-2-3
Get a Big Bonus Bingo card from any participating merchant. No purchase 
ra necessary. Limit one card per merchant per day.
Read The Review every Wednesday and check the Big Bonus Bingo numbers 
against your cards. Remember the colour of the card changes each week with 
the start of a new game.
If you have a winning card bring it to The Review before noon the Monday 
following publication of the bingo numbers. YOU QUALIFY FOR THE BONUS IF 
YOU ARE A SUBSCRIBER.
■-iV
PLUS PLUS A BONUS
mercliaridlse gift certificates 
ff you are a Review subscriber
CB iDier^oBKJicro ooblbb le subscription call 656--1151 today and you’ll be eligible for the subscriber
bonus next week. Subscription rates $1.50 per month or $12 for 15 months.
liillii
fKl>
'’>1' ' I .1



















,,. OUT THAT, NEW SOFA, CHAIR,' WALL,
UNIT. TABLE, DINETTE, DRAPERY," 
MATTRESS, SECTIONAL, RECLINER. UMP 
OR SOFA BED AND JUST WALK OUT j 
WITHOUT PAYING! NO MONEY DOWN 
- NO INTEREST - NO F’AYMtNTS 
UNITL JULY 20, 1988.
Palllfior conlornprary Blylwcl T.V, vidoo 
'V unit in oak soi;ds and venotus.
Fnaluras alaari door, adlufilablo 









Monday - Saturday 9 • 5:30 THRIFTY FOODS IN THE MARINER MALL
iMW










Mon. to Fri. 9-9 
Saturday 9-8 
Sunday 11-8









• 0-1300 RPM, Forward 
or Reverse
• High Torque Double 
Reduction Gearing
• 360° Assist Handle 
for Added Control
• Powerful 3.2 Amp 
Motor














2046 Keating X Rd. 652-1121
Pick up your FREE Bingo card at 
the merchants on these two 
pages. No porchase necessary!
THIS WEEK’S NUMBERS ON THE MOSS GREEN CARD
N-44 B-4 0-72 0-62 N-41 G-59 G-54 N-43
0-70 B-3 0-71 i-16 G-4g B-8 B-14 N-36
0-73 0-75 B-11 1-24 B-9 f-23 0-68 0-65
G-51 B-12 G-48 N-40 G-47 I-19 B-10 N-38
B-5 1-30 B-7 G-58 G-52 1-27 0-66 0-74





B-15 0-67 1-18 1-20 0-64 B-13
You’re invited to watch numbers being drawn at Saanich 
Peninsula Community Bingo Ha!!, 3rd Street, Sidney 
every Monday at 11:00 a.m.
Saanichton won $250'’“
[ She did not qualify for bonus.
What happens if there’s no winner?
The Jackpot for the following week will remain at $250.00 in gift certificates, however, the 
subscriber bonus will increase. Note that the prize for each week’s game will be clearly stated.
Should I do anything if I don’t win?
..;|wvBis.^8pnijs.4Bingo cards may be obtained from any 
participating Iia^;ipn;4|||pse^^y^p^pa9es...^^
pOrchase i§ necessary anffv®u"cafrplaY‘asm^^^ 
as you wish each weekjrhowever, only one Big Bonus 
Bipgo card may be requested per day trom each mer­
chant.
2. Big Bonus Bingo card colours change each week, so 
be sure to check The Review lo make sure you have the 
correct colour. Each week is a new game.
3. Big Bonus Bingo numbers will be published each 
week in The Review on these pages identifying the cur­
rent colour Big Bonus Bingo card they are valid tor. The 
numbers will appear trom left to right in the order they 
were drawn.
4. Check your personal Big Bonus Bingo cards against 
the numbers published in The Review and you could be 
a Big Bonus Bingo winner.
5. To win a Bingo, you must have a full card. (All 
numbers on your card must have been called.) In the 
event ot two or more winners declaring a Bingo, the win­
ner will bo the one who has the earliest number drawn
ori; their card. If there is more than one„,winning,card,
winners will divide the $250.00 in gift certificates equal- v 
Iy. Subscribers of The-Review qualit/lfbr the bonus'”4
$750.00 in gift certificates. Should more than one winn­
ing card be held by a subscriber, the prize will be shared 
equally.'-
6. To qualify tor the subscriber bonus, you must be 
listed as a paid subscriber, either monthly or yearly, as 
of the date that the numbers are publish^ in The 
Review.
7. All winning Big Bonus Bingo cards must be turned in 
at The Review, 9781 - 2nd St., Sidney, by noon Monday 
In order to claim their share of the prize. This is the Mon­
day following publication ot the bingo numbers.
8. In the event ot question ot the Big Bonus Bingo card 
authenticity the ruling ot the judges will be final.
9. Employees of Island Publishers, their immediate 
families, participating Big Bonus Bingo merchants and 
their employees and Immediate families are not eligible.
10. Merchandise gift certificates are redeemable In 
merchandise only. No cash value.
YES. Put your name, address and phone number on the back of the Big Bonus Bingo card and 
mail it to The Review, P.O, Box 2070, Sidney, V8L 3S5 or
drop it at The Review office, 9781 - 2nd Street, Sidney, You could be one of the players drawn lo 
play off for any unclaimed prizes at the end of the ten weeks. THE TOTAL $10,000.00 IN PRIZES 
WILL BE AWARDED. Watch The Review for further details ot a special Bingo to be held at the end 
of the program.
Game Eight will be played on the Tan 
cards, available Saturday, January 30th
mmsm
Shop & Compare
AND DISCOVER THE 
BENEFITS & SAVINGS 
OF SHOPPING
FOOD STORE SAANICHTON
PRICES EFFECTIVE JANUARY 27th TO FEBRUARY 2nd.
BEEF STANDING MR. NOODLE INSTANT I
RIB ROAST NOODLES
I Cut from jnik ii n
Can. Gr. A
j Beef ^ ^
3o..6o51H
j 5.47 kB MM lb. Pkg. i j
B.C. NO. 1 NESCAFE INSTANT
OARROT*?1 1 1 Hi 1 ■ nnFFPP- % Jr 1 Br , lO; '
L 68*^ Rich Blond ^ ^ ^Viva or iM jCl'CI
j Bag 170g Jar , ™||i
M




JAN. 27th to FEB. 3rd
25% OFF... Up to





30 Appliance Services 
103 Autobody Repairs 
100 Automotive
18 Babysitting Services 
143 Beauty Salons 
175 Births 
110 Boats & Marine 
135 Building Materials 
155 Business Opportunities 
165 Business Personals
23 Business Services 
ISO Cards of Thanks
31 Carpenters
32 Catering Services 
10 Church Services
33 Cleaning Services 










142 Furniture for Rent
139 Garage Sales 
^ Gardening
55 Glass
140 Groceries, Meat & Produce
19 Help Wanted 
203 In Memoriam
60 Janitor Services 
205 Legal Notices 
150 Lost & Found
61 Masonry
202 Memorial Gifts 
201 Memorial Trusts 
120 Miscellaneous For Sale 
99 Miscellaneous Services 
125 Miscellaneous Wanted 
215 Mobile Homes 
101 Motorcycles 
63 Moving & Storage 
@2 Music 
195 Obituaries 
65 Paint & Painting 
67 Paving 
^ Personals 
63 Pest Control 
144 Pets & Livestock 
70 Plumbing & Heating
212 Real Estate for Rent 
211 Reai Estate for Sale
213 Real Estate Wanted 
105 Reereation Vehicles
72 Refrigeration S 
Air Conditioning 
75 Secretarial Services 
'80 .Signs.^ '
85 Small Engine Service 
168.-Travel 
88 Tree Services 
90 T.V. & Stereo 
126 Used Clothing & Furniture 
95 Watch Repairs 
185 Weddings 
137 Wood Heating 
20 Work Wanted
Ho ? WORK . on APPLIANCE 1 R pft
0 BABYSITTING 1 WANTED 01 SERVICE 1 ^ ELECTRICAL 0
LOVING DAYCARE in my home. Large 
fenced yard. Playroom. Full or port 
time. Mrs. Rourke, 655-1357. 02/04
WILL BABYSIT IN MY HOME. Inf^
baby preferred. 656-2548. 04/04
BRENTWOOD - LTL SPROUTS^^^re.
Licensed. Semi-structured day in worm 
family environment. Non-smoking. 
652-6177.04/05 
LOVING DAYCARE PROVIDED in my 
Saanichton home storting Feb. 1st. 
Stories, walks, outside ploy, nutritious 
meals and snacks. Also available 
weekend doy/night core. Excellent 
references available. For more info, 
coll Connie, 652-5327.
MOTHER OF TWO will give quality core 
to o child in my home, near Tanner 








9776 - 4th St. 
Sidney, B.C.
MASON FOR HIRE. Stone, brick, 
ceramic tile. Reasonable rotes. Coll 
Gory, 595-3652. 03/06
COMPLETE PRUNING, spraying of fruit 
trees, roses, clean-ups, hauling. 
O.A.P. discount. Phone Mike, 656- 
8730. OIZP"*
DUTCHWAY. Windows/gutters clean­
ed. Insured. Reasonable rates. 655-
7065.___ 01/04
MR. C's TRUCKING. Hauling gravel, 
rock, topsoil, etc. 656-4191 or 652-
2601.___  _____________ ___01/_13
YOUNG AAAN will do gardening, han­
dyman work, and other odd jobs. 656- 
1^087, piprie 6-9 p.m. 02/05
CARPETS 1 NSf ALLED, REfTtTEd" 
restretched, repaired. Free estimates. 
Coll Brion, 655-1408. 04/07
IS houseclea^Ting GETriN’o^^^^^
down? No free time? Let me help you. 
Experienced in all aspects of home 
core. Resaonoble rotes. References. 
652-0244. 04/06
LOOKING FOR’XJoB^MiTrjdb^Tsk
for o resume. Coll 655-1571 for help, 
typing 8 photocopying. 04/07
OUT OF WORK DAD specializes in wir­
ing and renovations. Rob offers 15% 
off this week. 652-5032. 04/04
Westlake Appliance 
Repairs
Repairs to most major 




SUN MOUNTAIN CARPENTRY, Interiors 
and exteriors, roofing (hot tor and 
shingles), renovations. Skylights, 
soloriums and sundecks. Complete 
home maintenance. Free estimates 
and guaranteed workmanship. Coll 


















MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPE 
AAAINTENANCE. Lawn care. Complete 
Service. Certified Pesticide applicator. 
Free estimotes. 652-4688.  39/tf
SCREENED TOPSOIl” $14.00 per yard,
delivered. Minimum load six yards.
656-3159._______________________ 12/TF
PRUNING, sproying, clean-ups, haul­
ing, new lawns. Tree work, gross cut. 
Controcts. O.A.P. discount. 656-8730.
01/04
HELP WANTED 
Only one position left to com­
plete our team. Applicant 
must be capable of providing 
excellent customer service in 
our extensive FABRIC Dept. 
An interest in all aspects of 
retail sales necessary, ex­
cellent on the job training pro­
vided. Please apply in person 
to;
CAPITAL IRON SIDNEY 
2353 Sevan Ave. 
Closing date for applications 




THURSDAY 3 PM 
WORD ADS 
FRIDAY 5 PM
Ads are accepted Monday 
through Friday, from 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m.
656-1151
NOTICE OF COPYRIGHT 
Full complete and sole copyright 
In any advertisement produced 
by Island Publishers Ltd. is 
vested In and belongs to Island 
Publishers Ltd., provided 
however, that copyright In that 
part and that part only of any 
such advertisement consisting o1 
Illustrations, borders, signatures 
or similar components which is or 
are, Buppllod In finished form to 
Island Publishers Ltd. operating 
as the Review by the advertiser 
and incorporated In said adver- 
tlBomont shall remain in and 
belong to the advertiser.
WARNING 
No material covered under the 
copyright outlined above may bo 
used without the written permis 
Sion of Island Publiahers Ltd.
A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEVE. IN. 
Comelion Hosiery is seeking indepen­
dent soles representatives to market 
our luxurious run resistent pantyhose 
directly to., the. .consumer.. .Great „ 
business. Coll 478-0701 anytime. If no 
onswer please leave name and phone 
number. 33/If
RELIABLE HOUSECLEANERS required
for port-time work on Peninsula. 
Mothers — earn money while children 
ot school. Extro Hands, 656-4425.
02/05
ARE YOU RETIRED with some spare 
time and looking for an interesting 
way to increase your income. Coll 
Eloine Fronds, 652-6163. ^52/05
PART TIME JOB, includes cleoning, 
waiting tables, some food prepara­
tion. Prefer quick mature person with 
family cooking and baking experience. 
No night work. Apply Canoe Cove Cof­
fee Shop, 2300 Canoe Cove Road,
Sidney,_________ _____ 02/04
AAATURE, EXPERIENCED~weekend help 
wanted in coffee shop, Glen Meadows 
Golf & Country Club. Apply in person.
• ......
WE REQUIRE o cleaning iody on call, 
must have own transportation. For in- 
formation, 655-706S. _ 03. 04
CANOE COVE coffee shop taking ap­
plications from experienced grill cooks 
(permonont part-time), no night work, 
2300 Canoe Cove Rd., Sidney, No 
phono calls, please. 03 04
lTvE OUT 'nanny REQUIRED near 
Broniwood Bay, Mon, thru Fri., 10:30 
a.m, to 5:30 p.m. Suits N/S married 
lady with car. Roferencos required. 
Coll 652-3157, 04/04
WEEKEND' front DESK CLERK for 








ClQSsIflod Rate: let insertion 
15c a word, minimum charge 
12.50. 2nd and subsequent in- 
aertlons - 10c a word per inser- 
lon. minimum charge $105, 
merge orders by phone add 
$1.50 per ad. Box number — 
$2.00 per ad.
OAVt: TIMt; AUD M0f4EV ir\ your ml iitKl
ui» your VISA or MASTtflCAHl)
SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
Annual:















lA NAME YOU CAN TRUST!
CALL TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION:
656-8876





Auto" Residential ■ Commercial 
(Bonded, Licenced, Locksmith) 
115-10025 GalaranRd. 655-3535
IF WITH GARDENING youVo had your 
fill Call Bill. 656-2774 mornings, 
Mon,-Fri, Wooding, gordon cltion-ups 
and othor chorcf*. Sidney arwa oniy,
02'05
HOMiREPAiRS.l(irge'or’«rnoii, Qiiolity 
workmanship. Lois ol local ruleruncet,. 
iJoBt pricrr oround, Brian Nash, 652- 
05W, 02/05
EXPERT’ rRUNING" "■' TRIMMItJO ond 
general gordcrnlng. Roasonablo rotes, 
Coll656 5302after 6 (3.m, 3.3 TF
nS YOUR WINDOVVS WASHED? For 
0 quality job coll Blaino at 656-1476, 
Most houses $17.00, Oulsido or inside 
windows. 33f'TF'
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPING AND 
GARDENING SERVICE. Corlified 
Peslltido oftpllcalof. Frou oslitnatos. 
652.4608, 33/TF
HAILING, CLE AN.IJPS, YARDS, 
bosements, eavestroughn, etc. Hedges 
IfImiTied, windows cloorred Inside nr 
out, Fainting or any job you don't find 
linw h. Jo. 65^0722. . 22, TF
HOlisr^LCANING getting you down'? 
lei u« look tiftor your Individual luteds. 
CollDIrlawHy , 652 06.44, .1? IF
TRACrOR.'WORK,^ i»n»l 'linle dlgar'r,'
Hydraulic post pounder, lences insloll 
wd, Flowing, Rolotllling, Coll Fd for 
quote, 652.2333, 658-‘J'749, 45,-04
husband'AND wife" team' ot4» '"look. 
,1 Itig for commercial innltoriol ornploy* 
meni. Pleose coll Rose Ann at r452' 
6063,..... .............................. ., .........
NOT TOO HANDY? Coll i.r>rm'one who 
enjoyi *oHlr»B 'Ihlnos urnlght, t tam­
ing, file work, wlmiever ... we II vvnrk
it oul logettrer. Popeye C,onsltutli(:)tr, 
655; 1633 oyerdngs,................ _ 04 ('-■
TUTORING nil ntridemic '.ul./ied:,. 
Senior, Middle and F.lomontary levels, 
Varying rates, Some rumociial pro- 
gratris, (552-0749. 37/tl
HOUSECLEANING. FAST, uKiciont, 
(riendly tuarns dudicated la llrr.) busy 
home. Dlrtaway - 652-06.14, Com- 
pllmontory (lowerr.. 42.11
WITH MARY KAY Cosmetics, skin care 
Isn't jur.t nomuitiing you buy. Il's 
something you learn, I'tjr appoinlmonl 
call, Hecrtliet, 652.5836. 02,05
WANT TO TAKE a carolioe votolion, 
Proleusional Iody will housmsit, walk 














Excavating & Tractor 
Service Ltd.
» BACKHOE SERVICE 




• Stumps * Sewer Storm Drains 




EARLY BIRD LANDSCAPE 
MAINTENANCE. Quality residentiol- 
/commercial service. Professional fruit 
tree pruning. 652-4879. 01/04
BERTUS LANDSCAPING. Maintenance 
contracts, new or renovations, seed or 
sod, clean-ups/pruning, fruit-ornom., 
sprinkler system, patios - walks - 
sheds. 655-7065,01/04 
PRUNING. BOOK NOW — free 
estimates. General clean-up, year 
round grounds keeping. 652-4776.
03/06
MAN WITH TRUCK WILL HAUL 
whatever; odd jobs: gutters cleaned; 
yard work. 655-3694.  04/07
PRUNING SPECIALIST. Free estimates. 




Specializing in waterproofing 
basements & buildings 
SUNDECKCOATiNGS 
656-0242
Si GARDENING n HEALTH &31 NUTRITION
HOME RENOVATIONS 
AND ADDITIONS

















Doors & Drawers 
’ONLY3DAYS^
. BRIAN McKAY 
652-3603
Renovations Unlimited
- Household improvments 
• Business Lease Improvements 
-Specializing in 
Bathroom Renovations 
-References - Free Estimates 
Phone 656-8960 ^
RO-IN CONSTRUCTION. New construc­
tion, renovations, repairs, and addi­
tions, No job too small. Free 
estimotes, 656-8911. 46/tf
HOLCAN CONSfRUCf 
Homes and interiors. Complete 
building service. Renovations and 

















• We Load pickups & trailers 
MON-SAT 8 am-5 pm
2070 KEATING X RD. 
652-2614 652-3684
(yard) (eves)
HERBALIFE DISTRIBUTOR - Elaine Fran­
cis for products or business opportuni- 
ty. Coll 652-6163. 01/04
SERVICES
:©UTCHWAY; 'The*'6b\TipiytiM'HdhVe- and
office cleoning service. Insured, licens­
ed. Bonded. 655-7065. 01/04
MABOmY
*011:101:10 Natux'al @>lnnD
High Quality Masonry Work 
fireplaces, facings exposed aggregate 
brick patios repointing
Ail Work Personally Guaranteed By:
WILL LOVE 655-3448
DRAPERIES
C.K. DRAPERY. We make it fast and 
right, free estimates, custom made 
drapery alterations, phono 655-1487 
oyonings and Saturdays. 02/26
II DRYWALL
COMPLETE DRYWALL SERVICES, Pain­






■ Toppino tor Sofoty
• Prtjiilnp Trivon/Shruhfi/Hntraorv
> Clonn Up & Hnullng
> Landacapo Ronouatlona
■ Brush Cuttino A Lot Cloiirlnq.
MALCOLM RICHARDS 






Alter 5 p.m. ,,
FERNANDO 
MASONRY LTD. 
Specialising in all typos 




EFFECTIVE PROGRAMS FOR: quitting 
smoking, welgitl malnlationco, anxio 
1y. Adriadno Sawyer, M,A, Pi.ych, 
Clinical HypnosH/656-31 44 merisafim.,
.......  03-'06
DEEP COVE/LANDS END ro!.idontr, 
looking lor Avon quality guatoniood 
products? PleosB coll llarbora Cundill, 
b-SS-aH/l (or biDcliiuos now avoiloblu,
03/06
SHUT IN? LET ME HELP, My children 
have grawn and Drawn. ( am tiytn- 
pathetic, enorgiMir., well read, I will 
look Ciller elderly lady or gonllomon 
and be good compnnlorr, Rato and 
hours nogcitlable. Ficit aid certilirale, 
Mobile. Call Ms, Watson ott 6S6'6664 
alleidp.ttr, ; 04.04
BFliri/F YOUR CIRISr: wUI, 
ology, 6,56-6792, 04. 07
SEAMSTRESS - 652-1008 •« no job loo 







9813 Third St., Sidney
656-2945
• t>HOr't.MTY NERTOnATION 
tQArrOI/N MAINTENAtDCt 
•f'f.HTILIZATION 
•nnwNiNO ■ Br'iiAYiNQ 
•I.ANDBRAAir PCHiaNO
• HAUUNO




ROCK WALLS, LANDSCAPING. Special 
PrIcoB. Joe, 652-36B6. 02/04
mason' for EURE. Slone,....brick'





In all instruments 
Lloyd & Diana Engjlish 




RESIDENTIAL NEW WIRING 
RI-WmiNr. • EXTENSIONS 
E. PLUS ELECTRIC HEATING 
ALSO COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL 
CALL JOHN -- 655-7100
HARDY LAWN CARE







PROFESSIONAL MUSIC INSTRUCTION "
All ages and levels, piano, organ A 







PERSONAL INCOME; TAX 115, nook- 
keeping, poyroll, T.<'(k, A, R, A P, Small 
buBine&B returnr. my specially, 2489 
Ilevuii. kidney. cS6 0:i43, .......... D!. 13
T.R, SKITT
ELECTRICIAN
2b years experience 
Reoldeiriial, Industrial 
Corrimercifll





“Buy direct from a grower’'
. fruittrees
(1 yf, whl|v) *7®|«, S w mtii# *6*S., 
•House Plants •Primulas 
•Peronnlala •Forgol-Mo-NolB 
•Mouther •Eng. Daisies 
APPLES
304WaIto»iPL 650-5800
PIANO LESSONS. Roginilor now for spr­
ing. Highly i,kj|lod oxporluncnd 
toticher has a f«'w opaninqii, ClasBical 
(jncl/tur populor. All tnulhnds including 
R.C.M, or SuiukI, Mm, Doniiy, 6(16-
4060,^................ ...................... ......... 02/OS
PIAfsib LESSONS from quallflnd por- 
lormoi / iMutltij) lot all l»v«lti. 
f<«fll»t«r now (or wlntor / Bpr ing twrm, 
Introductoty iwiBlon free. Sidney 
atudlo Contact Mognml Olont 6SS- 
,317S. 03/06
PRIVATE ORGAN LESSONS in your 
homo ol your convenience on your 
own initrurnent, AHunit nupplmd. Coll 
Hob Turner, 6!)2!947(), 04. 07
Wednesday, January 27, 1988 THE REVIEW 9781-2nd St., Sidney B.C. PaaeBll







FOR SALE us BUILDINGMATERIALS
'70 DODGE DART. Excellent 
mechanical condition. Body good. 
Tope deck. $800.00. 652-1668. 04/04
WIN ^10°°® BP i a I ^ gift certificate
REVIEW SUBSCRIBER BONUS 
if you are a Review paid subscriber you will be awarded a 
bonus $20.00 gift certificate, making your prize a total of 
S30.00 in gift certificates.
1978 DODGE OMNI. 4 dr., automatic, 
recent transmission, cylinder head and 
carburetor. Runs well. $1100.00. 652- 
1668. 04/04
NEWPORT FURNITURE (1987) LTD. We 
buy ond sell quality estate furniture, 
antiques, and collectibles. 1161 
Newport Ave. (off Ook Bay Ave.) Free 
approisals in your home. 590 1454.
46/04/88
GENDRON BABY BUGGY — converts 
to stroller. Excellent condition, $50.00. 
Three single quilted bedspreads, good 
condition, $15.00 each. 656-4505.
04/04
MOTORCYCLE
TRACTOR WORK. Post hole digger. 
Hydraulic post pounder, fences install­
ed. Plowing, Rototilling. Call Ed for 
quote. 652-2333; 658-5749. 45/04




ANTIQUE SUZUKI — needs work, 250 
c.c. Phone 656-3751. 04/04
GLASS FRONT 4-drawer black walnut 
buffet; two 3-foot black speakers, $75 
pr.; obo. Phone 478-1056 evenings and 
weekends. 50/05
KIMBALL SWINGER ORGAN, os new, 
paid $3,000.00 — sell $2,000.00. 4 yr. 
652-1593. 04/04
Unscramble the seven words below in the boxes on the right. All 
seven words are linked to the same theme + take the letters 
















YOU CAN'T LOSE. Lets get together to 
sell your R.V. unit. If we can't sell it 
we'll buy it. Free appraisal and pickup 
anywhere. Lantzville Recreation Cen­
tre Ltd. Toll Free 1-800-663-4234 . 49/08









24 VOLT SCREW SOCKET SOW light 
bulbs, $2 each; olso pin socket bulbs, 
.75 each. Canon sureshot telephont 
and wide-angle lenses with case; new; 
both $25. CB antenna, $8. Radial tire 











f»4-6809 KIRKPATRICK CRES. 
R.R.#3 VICTORIA B.C. V8X 3X1
1983 AIRSTREAM SOVEREIGN, approx. 
5000 miles. Air. furnace, 3 piece bath, 
reorbdrm., stereo, sink, stove, fridge 
- 3 way, lots of cupboard space, load 
lever hitch, 2-30 lb. propane tanks, 
wrap around windows, zipper awning, 
rubber like new. Top condition, asking 
$26,950,383-1369 03/05
NEARLY NEW SOFA & CHAIR, 
table, remote 26" stereo T.V. 
lomps and shades, birdcage, fireplace 
insert with glass door. Moving 656- 
6218. 02/05
G.E. DRYER. Good shope, $50. Chest 
freezer, 19 cu. ft. A-1 condition, $200. 
O.B.0.655-3694. 04/04
BOATS
WROUGHT IRON SPIRAL staircase, 8 ft. 
X 20", 11 in. steps, 8 in. rise. 656-9759.
_________ _03/04
SOLID ROUND PINE “ gg "
$150.00 firm. Humidifier, drum type, 
$50.00; Mustang floater jacket, 
medium (new), $60.00; Danforth an­
chor ond chain, 7 lb., $30.00 firm; flex- 
steel chair, $100.00; custom mode 
pleated sheers, two panels, 6’ wide, 
39;; deep (off white), $60.00/pr. 656- 
9953. 03/06
WHITE 3-DRAWER DRESSER, stroller, 
carseat, car bed, bicycle child carrier, 
walker, toys, box of children's clothes,
cheap^i^5-3825.______ 04/04
APPLES — REFRIGERATED large Spar­
tan. Goldens Gala. Fresh juice. Open 
daily. Beor Hill Orchard, cor. Bear Hill
arid Oldfield Rds. 653-3097.___  04 .05
GOOD QUALITY FURNITURE. Living 
room set, bdrm. set, kitchen set, 
refrigerator, lamps, etc. 5 spd. boy's 











Drop your entry off at Tanner’s. The first correct entry drawn at 
noon the following Monday will win a $10.00 Tanner's Gift Cer­
tificate. if the winner is a Review paid subscriber a bonus $20.00 
gift certificate will be awarded.
12 FOOT BOAT, TRAILER, 20 H.P. Volvo 
motor, gas tank and spore wheel for 
troiler. Info, coll: 656-9620. 02/05
CHRYSLER CROWN MARINE 







□ lam a Review paid subscriber.
□ I am not a Review subscriber.
□ I wish to become a Review 
paid subscriber.
Please drop your entry off at:
FIBREGLASS FISH HOLD hatch box. In­
sulated. 60" X 55" X 40". $500.00. 655- 
1802 evenings. 04/04
MEN'S SKI BOOTS, Kastinger, size S'/j. 
C^od condition. 652-0188. 03/06
J. WOOD ELECTRIC hot water heater. 
40 gallon, two elements, each 3,000, 
one year old, $100. 655-4046. 03/04
MISCELLANEOUS
WANTED
NANCY'S MOBILE HAIRDRESSING will 
do your hoir in your home at your con­
venience. Mondoy-Friday, 9-5. Call 
Noncy anytime, 384-6190. 03 06
SeLLY FROAA SIDNEY will do your hair 
in your home. Mon.-Fri. 9-5. For ap­
pointment, please call Noncy, 384-6190 
anytime. 04/07
TEAKWOOD TABLES, 4 chairs and buf­
fet. Asking $450^^0^83-1369^ 03/05
WANTED — IF YOU HAVE a tea wagon 
or an exercise bike that you are no 
longer using, our Seniors could use 





LEARN COLOR ANALYSIS. Earn $15 - 
$30 an hour. Call for information, 656- 
7940 or 388-5869. 03/04
KENMORE RANGE, good condition, 
gold, $275.00. 656-3653 after 5 p.m.
03/04
WANTED TO BUY: Royal Doulton 
figurines, jugs, animals, etc. Will pay 
cash. Phone Dave Lack, 652-3558, 652-







OLD COUNTRY RENTALS 
9773-5thSt. 656-5541
WASHING A/LACHINE for sale, runs 
well, $225. or offer. 655-1430 after 6 
p.m. 03/06
BENCH GRINDER, landscape rake, 
lawn roller, fertilizer broadcaster. 652- 
1969. 04/04
FOR SALE: TWO fibreglass shower 
stalls and fixtures, $375.00 each. Crib, 
highchair, and deep freeze. 655-1927.
03/04
RELIABLE SIX CYLINDER, 4 dr. car 
wanted. No Rust. Reasonable priced. 
"Low miles". 652-1509. 04/05
AMERICAN COCKER SPANIEL puppies, 
registered, excellent temperment. 
652-2645. 02/05
A BOOK STOBE & MOEE
Jan. 13 winner of a $30 gift 
certificatge was Carol A. 
MacKenzie of Sidney. 
ANSWERS: BRAVE, HEROIC, 
WARTIME, SELFLESS, COURAGE, 
DANGER, MEDAL 
SOLUTION: HEROISM
WANT TO INCREASE YOUR MARKET? 
For $129. per week we con place your 
Classified Ad in more than 70 popular, 
well-read community newspapers 
which are delivered each week to 
more than one million homes 
throughout B.C. and the Yukon. Simply 
coll our Classified Department at 656- 
1151 for details. 11/tf
GOOD QUALITY CHILDRENS clothing 
for sale, newborn to size 2, very 




LAB CROSS PUPPIES, 
home. 656-1858.
Ready for a 
03/05
FOUR EDWARDIAN DINING chairs, 
cane seats, two piece rust chesterfield 
and chair, size 10 ladies ski suit. 656- 
7698. 03/04
MOVING SALE, Interesting items, 
Saturday, Jan. 30. 10-2 p.m. 11320 
Pacheno Place, off Piers Rd., off Land- 
send. No eorly birds. 04/04
LOST ^ 
FOUHD
DO YOU HAVE trouble getting in and 
out of the bath, or off the toilet? Let us 
install a grab rail. Free estimate.
CURVED CEDAR BAY WINDOW. Glass 
to floor. Approx 2'x8'. $4000.00 value 
for $2300.00. 652-9221. 04/05
FOUND: GRAY, SHORT-HAIRED male 
cat, while bib, belly and paws. Third 
St., Sidney. 655-3864. 02/04






FOUND ON CANORA RD. Thurs. night: 
a block kitten with white paws, white 





ADVENTURE ON HORSEBACK. Guided 
trail rides. Open year round. 
Rockhaven Ranch. Reservations, 478- 
3023. 15/tf
LITTON MOFFAT MICROWAVE oven, 




10% O.A.P. DISCOUNT 
, New Gonstrucilon, Color Changes,,
FREE ESTIMATE ~ RESIDENTIAL- 
& COMMERCIAL Hank — 652-1724
44/51
O 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
CLAIR DOWNEY
Service
LAZERWORLD COMPACT DISC and 
Nintendo video game rentals and 
soles. Londmark Bldg., 656-1215. 03/TF
SOLID WOODEN DESK, $90.00; solid 
maple table and four chairs, $200.00; 
white single canopy bed, c/w canopy 
cover and spread, $200.00. 655-3501. 
Call after 5 p.m. 04/05
HARDWOODS 
PLYWOOD 




HAVE YOU SEEN LOUISE and Mary — 
Muscovy X ducks —- mottled 
brown/white? Last seen flying from 













• LICENSED MECHANICS 9
• 5 BAYSTO SERVE VOU * .
« TUNE UPS • BRAKES ° LUBRICATION 9
• TIRES • BATTERIES
• SECURITY MUFFLER ®
• PROPANE CONVERSIONS ^
• PROPANE SALES *
FOR SERVICE CALL «
656-2921 or 656-0434
9429 Canora, Sidney .
CYRIL PRIMEAU —OWNER 9




Complete Engine Service, 
Gas A Diesel. 
Exchange Cyl. Heads 
Automotive, Marine, Industrial
655-3737
10124 Mcdonald Park Rd.





25 words for SI 29 will reach 
more than 690,000 homes 
through more than 70 community 




RO-IN PAINTING. 656-8911, 48/TF
PROFESSIONAL LADY PAINTER, serv­
ing Sidney and districts. No job loo big 
or small. Call now! No obligation 
estimate, 727-0527. .02/05
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL pain- 
ting. 656-4264 after 5 p.m.  0^£lf




•4 Licensed Mechanics 
•Complete Overhauls 
Lifetime Warrantys 
BRAKES, MUFFLERS & 
SHOCKS
Plus We Have Budget 
Exhaust Systems
Buy/L.ease any gas, diesel 
car or truck, new or used. 
Direct from volume factory 
dealer. Call (or pre-approved 




BUSINESS PERSONALS FOR SALE MISC. HELP WANTED
Lease/Buy direct from fac­
tory fleet broker, Speciali­
sing Ford Trucks. Low Pay­
ments. Easy Terms OAC. 
Cash back lor trades. Call 
Doug Perry Collect 327- 
0431, DL5662,
BERTMORREY
PLUMBING & HEATING 
New Construction and Repairs




252B Bov*n Ave., Sidney
Lease/Buy, Ncw/Used Ford 
trucks direct from factory 
fleet broker, Easy terms 
immediate delivery O.A.C. 
Cash for your trade. Call 
collect now, 872-7412. 
D6102,
Cash In - Cash Out, Coke, 
Pepsi, Libby's, Heinz - 
world famous drinks. You 
will refill in your new, uni­
que cold pop/juice vendors 
wiifi separate price setting. 
Minimum investment 
$11,980 secured as we sup­
ply freight, equipment in- 
stallined in locations, pro­
duct fills, supplies, etc. Own 
your own business, your 
choice, part or fulltime. 
Call/Write (?4 hours) for 
brochure. Solar Business 
Centres, 100 East Drive, 
Suite 200, Bramalea, Ont. 
L6T 1B3, Mr. Halbot 1(416) 
761-5705.
Win Cash - Trips - Prizes 
Galore! Learn how. Proven 
method. Send SASE for free 
information on Book, “How 
To Enter And Win Con­
tests". Hope Shaw, P.O. 
Box 80465, South Burnaby, 
B.C, V5H 3X9.
Lighting Fixtures. Western 
Canada's largest display, 
Wholesale and retail. Free 
Catalogues available, Nor- 
burn Lighting Centre, 4600 
East Hastings Street, Bur­
naby. B.C, V5C 2K5, Phone 
1-299-0666.
Sexuar Penpals, Kinky cor­
respondence with all types 
of men and women. Send 
SASE to: P.O. Box 1267,




SUN MOUNTAIN ROOFING. All typos
of foBidontial roofing. Free ostimaloB. 







AUTO MOTIVE • INDUSTRIAL 
• MARINE







Engines Rebuilt for Cars and 
Trucks from $825 Five year 
100,000 km. Warranty. Bond 
Mechanical 872-1523; toll- 
free 1-800-663-2521; even-
ings 534-5113, _____ _ ___
$1 Down leases a new car or 
truck, Seven Year warranty, 
F’ayments from $139/mo, 




Custom Picture Pram inq 
Business For Sale - lot the 
creative side ol youl Will 
1ram. Call (604)774-2273 
evenings, Box 1020, Fort
Make More Money! Learn 
Income Tax Preparation or 
Basic Bookkeeping. Free 
brochure, no Dbllgatlon, U & 
R Tax Services, 205 - 1345 
Pembina Hwy., Winnipeg, 
R3r 2B(i. (204)284-1806, 
Franchises available,
A Free Hunting, Fishing, 
Camping Catalog ($6.00 
value). Send your expired 
hunting or fishing license 
(Photocopy acceptable) and
5.1. R. will mail a free 410 
page (over 6,500 items) An­
nual Sportsman Catalog.
5.1. R, Mall Order, DepT, 
194, 1863 Burrows Avenue, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R2X 
2V6, Oiler expires February
Credif/Office Manager, Pre­
vious experience indirect 
contact collection & equip­
ment financing preferred, 
Terrace/Houston area. Must 
be willing to relocate. Re­
sume & expectant salary: 
Inland Kenworth, 1679 Ken- 
worth Street, Terrace, B.C, 
V8G 3Y4, Attention Brian 
Miller.
2Bi,,19Q8.





Overweight? Ground Floor 
opportunity all Canadian 
products, Open House aem- 
Inars in major centres across 
Canada during January. Call 
Calorad Business Oppor- 
lunlly 1(416)332-5000 lor 
'lines- dates and places.___
TYPING SERVICES, lyplng, typer,etiino
& word procwBuing, RoBumes, letters, 
1o monuBcriptB & books, RoaBonable 
rotofi, or ivmciHt vvo do th*>m oil,
656-6466. , , ......
DEPENDABLeIyPING'service, 10 yr«. 
oxparienco, lolfert,, conIracfB, report#, 
roBumen, guoronfeud 24 hour turn 
oround fimo. PItk-up and delivery for 




NEED EO MAKE A STAIEMENT? Gt-o
dtriHiiofu? Add oflwoik la
your detorofing Idwdii? , ■ , Illy RlHy 
Sigrr Shop can help you, All tuind let-






BRITISH EUROPEAN MOTORS, Ports 
ond Borvico for all imporlB, 10124C
McDonald Parl/Rd._655-1 \51,, ...J9/TF
'l 9B5OlOSMd'BlL'F 'Vb Ragon’cy 
Brougham. Immciculote, lolly equip- 
pud, 40,000 krn. Extondod worronty 
until 1909, $17,000.00 firm. 656-45<'2.
.................. ,..,.,„„..,„92/05
73'AUS'iriN'MARlNX
dord, rodioU, radio, 9/10 In ond ouf,
85,000 mllw*. $695,00655-1727, 02/04„
Clovolond, nuor new RV rodloli, dual 
biiltur dual tonki, halogen 
huodllght*, AM/FM tasiuaflu. uxcup- 
fluuully lew mlleoge, limited ufu, beH 
oiler on $4900. 652 4991 after 4:30 
p-rri, EI3/06




and Fabricating Shop in 100
Milo House, Prime location, 
on Hwy 97, witli or withoui 
equipment, suitable lor 2 
welder fabricators. Phone 
(604)395-4067 or (604)395- 
3130,
Huntr/rline 
expanding its ma ts and 
requlroa leinso operniors to 
pull company B/traintr in 
Canada and 45 ft, tlatclecks 
In Canada ond U.S. We ulfer 
steady year round hauling 
will! good revenue, Fuel 
accounts aro supplied. 
Plait,« and Insurance can bo 
finant,5ed. Truck,s are paid bl- 
monthly. If you have a trac-, 
tor that wlli notis the B C, 
Safely Inspection please con- 
loci Owen, Norm, or,Harvey 
at the Salmon Arm Olllce. 
1'800-C03>4010 betwrjon liTj 
p.m.__„/
Why Technocracy? Why 
ITIack Monday? Why Price 
System Collapse? VVo need 
Technocracy's Technological 
Social Design! please write 
Technocracy Inc,, 1002 Tilll- 
cum, Victoria, B.C, V9A 
1Z8,
our; triand unitorms, spar­
ring / training equipment, 
novelties at reasonable 
prices. For price list send 
$1.00 to 22986 Storey Ave., 
Maple Ridge, B.C. V2X 
3W1.
Commission Salespersons 
interested in addiliontal lines 
of domestic, industrial and 
agricultural packaged prod­
ucts. Contact Box f/901 c/o 
The News, 34375 Cyril St., 
Abbotsford, B.C, V2S 2W5, 
staling producls now carried
and tdrrnory covered.............
Reliable live-in housokoepor. 
We have many such posi- 
flonr: open Age no l.icfor. 
Good remuneration guaran­
teed. All replies answered. 
Box 940, Vernon, B.C. V1T 
CM8.
Okamagan Sctiool of Audiorv 
oerlng Spring, Summer & 
Fall classes or individual, 
private instruction. For iri- 
lormatlon phone 768-2'Mfl or 
write Box, 37'7, Wostbank, 
B.C, VOH 2A0.
Well estisbiishod septic tank 
faeanlng servicrs, m opera­
tion tor 20 years, Two tan­
dem vacuum trucks, radio 
tt'lephone, disposal pofd'its. 
Excellent opportunity.
Chel, male/forriale and fully 
equipped restaur ant tor 
lease, Thoroughly cleaned 
and: painted. New carpet, 
chairs fights etc. Plione (604) 
B6.9-99S1 or (604)669-7177,
Free; 1988 guide to siudy- 
«t-homo Dorrrifipondfincrj 
Diploma couistrs for prout- 
Igjous catners; Aocounling, 
Airconditlonlng, Bookkeep­
ing, Businesa, CortmcitDlv’^gy, 
[•Toctronlcs, Legal/Medical 
Sfcreiary, Paychology , 
Iravel, Grwntoii (1A), 1055 
W(!Sl Georgia Street 1/2002,
■ 800-268-1121,
Would like I0 hoar from 
anyone InlorostorJ In Laser 
Video, Send a card I0; Laser- 
vision c/o 5580 - P4Hlh St., 
Aldurgrove, B.C, VOX 1 AO. 
Inleiilvision and Nlniendo 
SysteiTiB and Cartridges All 
the latest games. Used Cole- 
co Gamo.s. Repairs and parts: 
lor all ' synlems. Academy 
Video, 1041B Ridgeway, 
Coquitlam, V3K ISC, tWC- 
0551
G A ri D i n! N a”""”
Greenhouse & Hydroponic 
equipment, supplies. Every- 
thing you need, Best quality, 
super low prlceii. Groen-
Vtmcpu,ver,__1
SpfcciiJiued Trucking Corn- 
pany lor sale. Boat moving
and large tanks Prolilable 
histof V Owner ret Inng 
Contiict D, Clarke 461-0560, 
Suite) 336-720 ■ 6th St , New
Develop a pari-llmo or full- 
lime opportunity that can 
earn you a subsianiiijl mon­
thly Income, Bonuses. Pen- 
aloriii. Box 3634. Courtenay, 





• HitttqvMritn * eintraar • Ture 
I iUiiEEtimw* • * r»*Eim«r
OI'KNMON.TOISAT. 
101.14 Mr.rmnnul Fati, noiBPt
!luM, CaIios, |•>^:,v tlUli;.lvi!l.!,it.ri, t!ir;r,,
bolHrry, brokes. $2995.00 firm. 652- 
1593. ' , , /Of'Oi
K>R' SALEV'‘'W5'mE»c“COMCT~ 6 
P,S., , obsolutaly no roil, wxcwllanf
shape, irngie owner, i/.CklO ottgmol 
milei, Immciculofe, $.2600,00, 479-
2732. . ........:.... 04,;:04
19#3 RLMAUIT tC CAR. Cxceiitml rondli' 
lion, 4 spd., rodlolt. |2»00.i:» OBO, 
656-141^. mprnlna*......................04/05
Of) your own boss, Learn an 
easy irv^do which will bring 
you up To $30,000 plus, Tiro 
cuBloinizino Is the answer!
Ir' .'','rime 111 reqiilff' d Floply
box 241, c/o The Tri-City 
News. Suriei 4102 • 508
Clarke no()it.i, Coquiiiam, 
V31 3Y?
f,Aake Huge Prnlitr. in ynur 
own Ono Mnn or Onti' Wo- 
rrum “Information Selling 
Buiiinenii", Free Delalls:
Oii,i/u:i PEibludiei;:,, Du.- 164.
Port Moody, B.C. V.3H 3E1.
Dipl rj rn i* c 0 r r e s p o n c1 e n c 0, 
rfi!i:i f;Mh)ndar, High School 
upgrading, iu.counling, man- 
a 0 ( ! rn 0111, a d m i ri I s 1 r a 11 cm, 
SBcrelnrial, computnre, Es- 
lahhtihed 1964. National Col- 
ingo, 44.1 Robson, Vancou- 
vei, 680-4913 toll tree 1-800- 
:ia7 U’in, r-i hours, 
EQUIPMENT AND 
MACHINERY
house 1175,, Halides $115, 
Over 3,000 producls In 
stocki Send $2 (or Inlo pack 
14 Frof) rnagazlno to Wostorn 
Water Farms, 1244 SeyiriDur 
St,I Vancouver, B,C, V6B 
3N().1.604-682-6636.
Overseas Positrons, Hun­
dreds of top paying posl- 
llons, Attractive faonefita, 
All, occupt'riions. Free de­
tails. Overseas Employment 
Service!;, Dept, CA. Box 
460. Mount Royal, Quebec, 
H3P 3C7.
PiRSO,NALS ''
Progru'int: A ioving coupfeTs 
eager to adopt and provide « 
home for your unborn child, 
Wcuking with Government 
Licensed Arjency , Call', col-
SeiTilnars at homol Self lm« 
provorvienf, Chart your ful- 
ute. Strongthon cornmufiica. 
Hon, Improve confidence, 
and bft in control, Program 
listing, wnty Training Con- 
sultfiint Ltd,, C30G, 108)
100 Mile House, B,C.HR1
^ VOK 2E0,.,{604)791.645£L
PET.S AND
Tuir, jiuui tiwLLv intu $$$. 
learn an exciting new way 
to sell needlecfaiis, Earn 
high corrtmi«ipn. No inven- 
trjry, no deliver ms Call Shir , 
ley 1.%2,5885l for Informa- 
lion.
Start Your Own Bofuriess, 
Polenilai Net tneomo 
SbUjOOO plus, MiiniiUiclurtit 
ot home decof product is 
looking for exclutiivn dfiahir 
In your area. May bo oporat- 
wa from your , home. No 
invfidoty f.l.iv.is'.un, if'vc',,! 
meni $3950, fhuirm Mr 
Peterti 1 361-0406 Of
(514)387 7,394, Wrrtft Car­
rousel Ihc., 9330 Charles do 
1a Tour. MoniroftI, One. 
H4N :M2.
1971 Inirmnaltonal Single 
A*le Diirnn Truck oniriplele 
with front mounted fihow 
plow, Safely IJqhfB, Tins 
C.hainti, 5 e 2. l"'x>Dopt, of 
Highways. $6300, 748-1754 
Diinran
Curved glaitis patio oxion- 
slona starting at $1,095, 
Hobby groonhousos slartlng 
at $599, Full lino of groon- 
houso acoossorTfus, Call B.C. 
GrottnhaufiiS Huiklors toll- 
tree 1-M0n,?4?-0673 nr write 




1977 Cat 510 Linn Skidder. 
One Owner, 197'7 Konworth 
Logging Truck, ready to 
haul I,lull) in t;,i*.<.«lh!fil UUP- 
fhlir.n Of.isn If, fiffei'f, Ph/.ro 
31,12-3396,
25KW (iert'Kft A/C 
?2b Hrs, • 3fMf 120







it.m I.',I Qualilii.d Dun
,%lors iniwfrtMfid In pun,hast- 
lOQ fully ngged highway 
under a , fUwt pro- 
gram.^ Financing jiacka^o
'*»wtE.;If', i, ,tU,i,,I < I I L ,Li,/eI
lnv0f.Uri«mi reriuhtid. Phono 
Sieve or Granf toHoni iil 
(WJWM-ffll,....... ; ,
Tlitee ■ , (ulHf;rn« xwim 
COSthC!; 'M,rs< 1 ■ Aug 2?, 
Mmimum level one coach- 
(np. pfftviou# ftxperienre 
preterabte, Campbell River 
Uiilmori Kihfjo. DeadliMi 
Feb, IS. Apply 'Box- B'fel,
LIVESTGCK.... .............. :
A k 11 ms J a pa n 0 so“bear’dogs, 
Excolleni, lEimlly pets and 
guard dooB. Reoinlerod pups 
now available from Cham­
pion Stock, .Shots arid tat- 
lODS., Rhone 76C,?282,
SERyiCES''"';'"'’';'' rr’,.!”'"'”
iwllC,. , j/uu UH.'imy tor 
);ei !*i>n.,;il iiiiury? Vancouver 
lttwyi:!f Carity Linde (smeo 
197,2) has Fuki InfDrmalion, 
Rl'iono ?,-6l,i4~7798. .Second 
Opininrnj fliadiy rtUiftn
ICBC ln|ury CUiuris? CbH 
Dam Ci’irrHIiuhs - ;.'0 yr, 
ifuF lawycfi with llvp vear* 
nmoicai schqrd bofote taw, O-rr-n «n;i- ' t ^
periontod m .h«i;«iTn’(urv ami ' 
olhe-r iv'iater claims: Rrsfceni. 
ago Ipftti iivftilflbiii,'
. I
r f oc ftii 'iiiu nuonr
W'inlor Spociftl, .Shcfinrt pei-,' 
son stays irr-e at tiluf 
f-lntel Vanr ftuvor ori / 
tax, ,1.6(Xl'b63-67'i5 or OJi., 
Airport Ir,iiniipaft;tp'0f,|661'I, 
nnl InrTiJd'ed.
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REAL ESTATE 
FOR SALE
GOT A PRODUCT YOU WANT TO SELL 
to the entire province? Through our in- 
novotive Blanket Classified Advertis­
ing program, we con place your 
clossified ad in more than 70 popular, 
well-read community newspapers 
which ore delivered each week to 
more than one million homes 
throughout B.C. and the Yukon. Simply 
coll our Classified Department at 656- 
1151 for details. We con even arrange- 
to have your Classified Ad appear in 
more than 500 community newspapers 
ocross Canoda. Your message will 
reach more than 3.2 million homes.
 11/tf
EARN S10-$20/HR. in your own 
janitorial route. Full or part-time from 
$1800 down O.A.C. Call President at 
385-2555. 02/05
PERSONALS
WOMEN'S SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE 
Crisis Line 383-3232. We offer informa­
tion. support and referrals. 2-4 hours o 
day, 7 days a week. 33/tf
COUNSELLING for fomilies and in­
dividuals of all ages - serving the 
Peninsula. Community Counselling 
Service, 9751 Third St., Sidney. 656- 
0134.3Vtf 
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS. Silver 
Threads Lounge. 10030 Resthaven Dr.. 
Sidney. Mon.'s - 8 p.m. For further in- 
fo. 656-9549 or 474-4353.45/ tf 
SPECIAL, SPECIAL — your individual
complete horoscope. Plonets, ascen­
dant, houses plus your 12 month 
forecast, 18 computerized pages. In­
stead of $25 - now $15. Send birthdate, 
time, ploce and cheque or moneyorder 
to: ASTROCHART, Box 7452, Depot D,, 
Victorio, B.C. V9B 5B8.01/08 
RESPONSIBLE CANADIAN, Oriental; 
females desirous of housekeeping, in 
exchange for accommodation and 
companionship. Age, race, no factor. 
Call 547-2020, anytime (24 hr.), or 
write: Box 429, Lumby, B.C. VOE 2G0
04/07
MALE, 70'S LIKE TO BOARD, rent or 
share home with single Iody. Prefer 
Sidney area but would consider other 
areas. Member of Can. Legion, Army, 
Novy, Air Force, RCAF Ass'n., Dodo 
Bird Club, Silver Threads, V.P.S.A. 
Have O.A.B. disability & superannua­
tion pensions. Local references if re- 
q'd. Can meet your place, my place. 
Silver Threods, over coffee, or? Reply 




■ OPEN i : - 
EVERYDAY
NOON-11 PM 
30 EXTRA GAMES 
FRI. a SAT.
SAT, JAN. 16th 
ROBBIE BURNS 
NIGHT
See the Piping in of 
the Haggis 
Sponsors “
Sons of Scotland 
9D42 3rd Street 
SIDNEY
SAHTLAM LODGE
GIVE-A-WAV — 2ncl nighi FREE 
Lodge accommodation, Sun. to 
ThursI Coming weekends: Murder 
mystery Feb, 26 & Mar, 25; Folk 
weekend Mar. 11 & 12; Arts & 
Crafts Tea Apr. 17; Raku workshop 
Apr. 22 & 23; Frisbie Golt Tourney 
May 15.
FREE Spring calendars available 
phone 1-748-7738.
STEELHEAD NOW!
on the Cowichan PtivDr
BLAINE — Born to Ron and Laura, a 
girl, Brenda Lynn, 6 lb. 15 oz. Jan. 
11/88. New baby sister for Jaylene. 
Special thanks to Dr. Doerffer, Dr. Har- 




SAVE YOUR USED STAMPS, Western 
Square Dance AssocitJtion colIccH all 
uKod Matnps, Proceeds to Concor 
I'ond, Drop them off at The Review,
PENif4SLiLA"cdMlW 
ION THRIFT SHOP. New rmmo • now 
look - same good service VolufMeor 
run. Funds gonerotwcl stay on the 
Penlnsuln to provide services to lotol 
resldonts. The shop appreciotet. your 
donations of furniture, opplioncos, 
household Items, clothing etc. Coll 
656-3511 to arrange convenient pick up 
or deliver to 97S1 3rd St,, Sidney. 
Thank you for your support! A pro- 
grom supporting the Poninsulo Com­
munity Assoclolion, 42 if
ANTIOUB AND COLLECTABLES, Flea 
market, Cobble Hill Hall, Cobble Hill. 
B.C, Fob, 20lh, 9 o.m. to 5 p.m. Ph.
727-62W for (nfo.^ ...............  03/07
OROUPS..now" 'FORMING; Personol
Growth, Effective Communication in 
Relotlonships, Stross Roduttltsn, Pro- 
teisioiiol guidatu.u, 
prolerled Jock Ihornburqh, M.A. 656-
'3037.;; ,v ..................................... .,
ROy"Ai.""'c.A'NAoiAN' COllCOE of 
Orponists Invites rhurrh com­
mittees and musirlont to three dif­
ferent electronic clossico! instruments 
pfogrom* commencing rjt 7:15 p.m. on 
Wedru>»day. Fubruory 3fd for in- 
iuimunun call c-uii Lfi’iu- Ovi-IL*J.
, ;04;'04
'MaACMASiSGE
Inuennting. iftvoilnble now nt Muster 
SHssort' Split Ends and Comeo Beauty 
Saloftt, PI*o6« book m odvanto Dis 







• Your Choice Is Made Free 
From Stress
• Decisions Made Free From 
Time Restrictions
• Survivors Relieved Of Rush 
Arrangements
• Your Wishes Respected
• Funds Held In Trust




.4673 FALAISE DRIVE 




SERVING WITH CARE 
AND CONCERN 
SINCE 1923
not 40. 0*Jt 
buausl pamc r
- ttOVAL OAK 
BU1UAL eAAKa
No Phone or Direct Solicitation
yEMORIAL GIFTS
,: y :
^4 hOURS - 365





P.O. Box 1000, 
Saanichton, B.C. 
VOS 1 MO.
Funds needed to fund costly, 
modern, medical equipment 




NOTICE OF INTENTION TO 
APPLY FOR A DISPOSITION 
OF CROWN LAND
in land Rocording Disiiici ot ViLU'jnn
andBitualod* Plots Island,
Take notice that Mr, Donald R Gard­
ner ol 20 Varsity Place, Calgary, Alber­
ta. occupation Businessman, Inlands 
to apply for a Licence ol occupation ol 
the following doscritied lands, (a) 
Fronting Lot 4, Piers Isirmd, Victoria 
District, Plan No, 37663, containing 
-044 ha and (b) tommenclng at a post 
planledt 4 metwrs Irnm North W<«>i 
Corner ol lot 4 Plan 37063; Ihonce 65 
meters west; ihence 8 mnterti tioulh. 
thence ,55 metnrB (mist; thence fl 
meters north.
The purrwsw tor whicit llie dlr.position 
1®: ,r*Kii,jlred IS} Pormanent Private 
Moorage. Susan Wiiiiamn 
AlltyrKrCoriBiniotlon 
DBl«dDoc,30,1087.
CommnntB concomlng this application 
, may be rnadtJ to ttie MlniiJtrv ol Forociit 
$ Lands. 051 YatoiJ Stioel, Victoria, 
B.C, VOW ;3E7. 367/501T Fll.f- NO. 
1404405,
10 meters north 
meter® aouth west;
LANDACT
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO 
APPLY FOR A DISPOSITION 
OF CROWN LAND
in Land Recording District of Victoria 
and situated’ Satellite Channel.
Take notice that Mr. Harry C, Feme of 
412 Landsend Road, occupation 
Solicitor intends to apply for a Disposi­
tion of the following described lands: 
(a) Lot A, Plan 38303. Section 23, 
Range 3 West, North Saanich District 
containing .025 ha (b) (Dommencing at 
a post plantedt 5.4 meters west of 
North East Comer of Lot A, Plan 
38303, Section 23. Range 3W, N. 
Saanich thence 25 meters north; 
thence 10 meters west; thence 25 
meters south: thence 10 meters east: 
and containing .25 ha more or less.
The purprose for whicn the disposition 
is required is} Seasonal Moorage for 
private use.
Harry Femie
Dated Dec. 30, 1987.
Comments concerning this application 
may be made to the Ministry ot Forests 
& Lands, 85i Yates Street, Victoria. 
B.C, V8W 3E7 387-5011. FILE NO, 
1404466.
'Montreal Trust real estate m DO YOU HAVE A 
DUPLEX LOT?
I HAVE A BUYER.






NOTICF- OF INTENTION TO 
APPLY FOR A DISPOSITION 
OF CROWN LAND
In Land Recording OlBiricl nt Viciriii,* 
amJ Mltuali'd' Plors lainnd Shiiio 
Pa»s«0«,
Tflkd npUci) thnl Mr. Mrs, A Q, Van 
Oykh of l,ongl:v>ach Cfihfomift, oc- 
cup.BlIon Navy Physlclnn. inionds In 
apply far a Licence ol occupmion nt 
the fnllr^wlng dnscnhnd lands (m 
FfpnIlhO l-ol ®. Victoria Disunct Piers 
island Plan No 16304 coritainino OOh 
h« arxJ (b) Cornmnncing at a (wsl
pfhr.twll 'n ■/,,•.■><■< r-n-T. fy.iV'
oait comar of tot 9 iTsn 16304: 
ihonca 55 ri»tr,'t*i riorth tmtit, ihoricri
wofil: thi^nca Jifi 
Itiaincn lO nieters
The purpose for which ihi.i disposition 
I® ftiquifftd is} Pdimaneni P,rivMtB
Mooragp. Al<)»andwa. VanDyko 
. Susan Witimms
bated I>»c, 30,10BT,
OMrmmt. Citwcemirw thig ,»c(p(«c ii-pn 
may bn mur.lf to ihr/Miriit-try nf f mmsic 
ft LsraJ®. iftSI Yates S«r(,ta1, Victaria, 




RETIREMENT AT IS BEST
Over 1300 sq. ft. of first class living space, all on one level. Great 
two bedroom, two bathroom Townhouse in quiet area of Sidney. 
Bright spacious kitchen with skylight and breakfast room. Covered 
parking. Ready for occupancy. $94,500.
BILL MOSHER 656-7117






2489 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, 6 C.
656-5511
NORTH AMERICA’S^^^g^REAL ESTATE MARKETING SYSTEM.
2035 WINMEADOW PLACE $99,900.
Take a drive and see what you think of this offering! The 
location is super, the house is in excellent condition and the 
yard is perfect for gardeners or children. Inside boasts three 
bedrooms, two baths, separate dining room and a family 
room. A skylight, fitted mini-blinds,,fully insulated and ther­
mo windows are a few of the bonuses. Easy shpwings make 
this one a definite for your list of houses to view.
JANET ROOKE 
656-5154 Res.
NRS Block Bros. Realty Ltd. 
656-5584 Off. &24 hrs)
SAVEsiOOO.OO
NOW $72,900
JUST LIKE NEW Sidney townhouse walking distance to 
village. Excellent redecorating with new cupboards and 
carpels. FYivate fenced yard area and extra parking. A great 
way to get started, Venetian blinds will Slav
Choose a Professional 
Over 20 Years,
A Top Producer 
Call MARTEN HOLST 
656-7887







1. Great walcr view frorn this 3 bodroorn, 2 bath, 5pacioi,t,s 
family hotrio wilti ff-intasilc i2 n ,30 tarmly room. Separate 
entry makes ibcasy ic- inoav.', Only $9C,9D0 MlS,
2. Lc)ve!y far3y ho:r;c bat.i:;:; oit to sm./!! p;:irk for tbc \;trnD5: 
in privacy .3 bAdrooms, baths f,atTti!v room and a 
TEvF'tRlFIC OFFICE or Den on entrance ievel, ML$2?8fi9






Remornber me? I work for 
Free until your house is sold.
“PERFECTION”
This “Perfect" 3 B.R. split-level is only 6 years old, features 
3 baths, huge family kitchen, airtight in fam. rm., double 
garage, and the “Perfect’’ location at the end of a quiet cul- 
de-sac near marinas, beach, schools and Sidney shopping. 
The yard is even fenced for your pet. Reduced to Si 19,900. 
For quick sale. T#637
BRING YOUR HORSE!
Immaculate 4 B.R. family home on 5 acres, only $184,500! 
The land is level & sunny, part treed, fruit trees, good garden 
areas, barn/workshop, plus garage. The 15 year old house 
has been totally renovated, new roof approx, 3 yrs., new 
flooring, family kitchen, 4 B.R.s, 2 baths, huge rec. RM. with 
wet bar and airtight stove. Loads of sunny deck and privacy! 
Cal! now to view the “one-of-a-kind” Hobby Farm. T#670.
PAM OR BOB KING 
656-3257




PRESTIGIOUS TURGOOSE POINT ESTATES
Nestled among laii !ir.s and spieading Aibuius itees is 
Turgoose Point Estates with a commanding view of 
Saanichton Bay and overviev/ of James Island and Haro 
otrad. lilts sli'ala tiliu Ued<,-ii fiiyift ttofui* iids ait Uie lufilutes 
you need for comfortable and secure living A lovely ocean 
view greets you from the master bedroom, living/dining 
rooms and private patio, A warm fireplace cheers the room 
on a cold winter's day, Features include 3 pee. ensuita. 
large den, spacious entry, double enclosed garage and con- 
venieni kitchen with all appliances Al.so included ate 
washer/dryor and all draperies Access to breach is just 
steps away and surnertime boat moerage is possible, Foi 
thr# best of all worlds call Michael Emerson 6rj6-5!‘>84 tor an 
appointment lo view. New MIS,
CUTE AND COZY
Fresh ori the rnarket and fiesh ,as a daisy, Supei 'Jani'M /'.-f 
retlroment home within walking riistririce to Main Si 
Superbly iandstaped yard with howor beds, grorfrit'i(M.jr.('.*, 
ccilen! veggie gaidon,, v/orkshixJ actd htany. iiiiwoimg 
2 bedrooms have rtew tloniinq r«ier: hoatinQ and appHanren 
and draperies .irici. Call mo now for an ar'ipointirienii m view 
New MLS,





656-5584 — 655-1495, 
Pul 19ye«rnof Real Eslwie 
Exporlonce lo woik for you.
Wednesday, January27, 1988 THE REVIEW 9781-2nd St., Sidney B.C.
I d REAL ESTATE 
FOR SALE 212 REAL ESTATE FOR RENT REAL ESTATE FOR RENT 21 REAL ESTATE FOR RENT
LOVELY ONE bdrm. condominium lor 
sale in Blue Waters, Sidney. $63,900. 
Wrile P.O. Box 6061, Station C, Vic­
toria, B.C. V8P 5L4 or call collect 642- 
3766 (no agents). 01/04
for”SIDNEY TOWNHOUSE FOR SALE. 3 
bdrm.. VA baths, workshop, fenced 




New super deluxe 2 BR suites on the 
ocean at Saanichton. Age 45 and up. 
On site tennis courts, swimming pool. 
$950-$1200.
Bill Middleton at 3BO-6400 
Weekdays.
ADULTS ONLY
Retire in Comfort at 
BRENTWOOD 
TOWER APARTMENTS
2 BDRM. SUITE 
1 BEDRM. SUITE
SPACIOUS EXECUTIVE SIDNEY 
townhouse, approx. 2,000 sq. ft., 3 
bedrooms, double attached garage, 
privote landscaped garden. Stove, 
fridge, dropes supplied. Non-smoking, 
no pets. $750.00. Available March 1st. 
655-1121. 03/04
IN DEAN PARK. Open Daily 
from 1-3 p.m. 8574 Kingcorne Cres.
04/06
lOBO SQ. FT. TOWNHOUSE with private 
fenced-in yard. Three bedrooms, 1 Vj 
baths, fridge, stove, washer, dryer in­
ch Children & pets welcome. $69,900. 
655-1975. _ 04/11
SIDNEY MODERN 2 BDRM. and den 
bungalow, 4 pee. bath, dbl. corport.
SIDNEY, FURNISHED ROOM to rent, 
9601 - 7th St. at Ocean St. $185. p/m, 
includes utilities, and is across from 
park. 49/08
t t REAL ESTATE 
FOR SALE
Rent includes heat, T.V., 
parking, sauna, swiiipooi, 
biiiards. and workshop.
10 min. to Sidney. 20 min. to 
Victoria. 90 suite complex on 4 
acres. Extra parking available.
Mr. & Mrs. Reeves
DRIFTWOOD APARTMENTS — one 
bdrm. suite. Available Feb. 1/88. 
$400.00. Adults. No pets. E. Besser, 
656-5251. 04/05
IDEAL FOR retired" COUPLE. Modern 
one level. 3 bdrm. home in Sidney. Ap­
pliances and ground maintenance in­
cluded. March/S650.00. 656-7028.
04/04
sea glimpses. Steps to the beoch, 
minutes from all amenities, quiet cui 
de SQC in t ip top neighbourhood by an­
nex. $109,000. Phone 656-8861. 04/04
SIDNEY, 2 BEDROOM RANCHER, six 
months old, 1 '/j baths, huge kitchen, 
fireplace, fenced yard, on quiet cul-de- 
sac, $89,900. By owner, 655-3928.
04/05
PENINSULA PROPERTIES
t) PRIVATE OCEAN VIEWS S189.000 (MLS22009) 1481 
Howerest. Watch the boats and the eagles soar from this 
modern retirement home on l acre. 3 bedrms, 3 baths, family 
room, shake roof, cedar siding, double garage.
2) “TWINS OAKS” AFFORDABLE LIVING $86.500 (MLS 
21854) 2070 Amelia. Sidney's most popular retirement com­
munity. Friendly, secure, worry-free living in this 2 bdrm, 1 level 
townhouse, across from recreation centre.
3) ESTATE SETTING-DEEP COVE $239,000 (MLS21051) 1020 
Hillgrove. Fabulous 3400 sq. ft. Country home with 2 commer­
cial greenhouses. Near horse, cattle & sheep farms and dost 
to French immersion school,
4) RUSTIC LOG HOME - 2.4 ACRES DEEP COVE. $175,000 
(MLS 21309) 11343 W. Saanich Rd. Surrounded by nature, this 
“Lodge” is perfect for large families. 6 bedrms, 3-4 pee. baths, 
and loads of charm & character.
5) SIDNEY RETIREMENT RANCHER $94,500 (MLS22331) 
9589 Iroquois Way. Walk to everything! You must see inside 
this 1985 custom built 2 bedrm home, double garage, RV park­
ing, easy-care lot, attractive, quiet street.
6) WATERFRONT IN SIDNEY $169,900 (MLS22658) 10245 
Resthaven Dr. Popular Roberts Bay area. Marine life abounds. 
Keep your boat in your backyard! 3 bedrms, 3 baths, potential 
in-law suite.
SMALL, FURNISHED OFFICE (or rent in 
centrally located building in Sidney. 
Answering service and word process­
ing also avoiloble. No smoking. 656- 
431_1 Mon.-Fri, 9-3 p.m. 02 04
DELUXE IN-LAW SUITE, 2 bedroom, 
fireplace, dishwasher. carport 
storoge area, $525.. includes all 
utilities. Non-smoking, No children, no 
pets. Avoiloble Feb. 1st. 655-1068,
02, 05
SPACIOUS, CLEAN ONE BEDROOM 
suite. Seoview, w'-v.^ caipels. tiieplocr?, 
non smoking person, Avciioble Jan. 30
HOUSE TO SHARE, Brentwood Bay. 
$375.00 including utilities. Phone 652- 
0847 after 3 p.m. 04/04
BACHELOR, WATERFRONT, basement 
furnished suite, $450.00. Call 656-4014 
after 5 p.m. 04/04
SHARE LARGE HOUSE? Washer, dryer, 
bedroom with bothrooin off side. 
Prefer femole. $300 includes utilities. 
652-5320 after 8 p.m.. John. 04/05 
INN MOTEL, next to Butebort
or Feb. 15.656-6375, 03/04
NICE 3 BDRM. up. plus fam. rm. down. 
Two level home. Unfurnished. Close lo 
all tronsportation ond school. N S, No 
pels, 656-6091. 03 04
ECHO
Gardens, Furnished one bdrm. oporl- 
mc-nts, $500.00: bochelor, $450.00. All 
utilities inci, 652-2234. 04/07
2 BDRM, HOUSE — Hreplace, close to 
beach and Beacon. Avail. Feb. 1 — 
S550, mo. 656-4837. 04/04
small. PRIVAfE 'CO^UNTRY ”co 
Close lo amenities, N/S. Suit moture 




4 i REAL ESTATE 
FOR SALE
REALTY WORLD SIDNEY REALTY
izAB Beacon Avenue, Sidney
656-3928
REALTY WORLD
BUYIMG, SELLING, OR JUST PLAIN 
TALKING REAL ESTATE
7) BRAND NEW-WATERVIEW $147,000 (MLS22974) #2-9512 
Lochside Dr. Across from the Anacortes ferry dock in Sidney. 
Quality built, 2 storey, new cul-de-sac. A must see!
8) DEAN PARK-WATERVIEW LOT $69,900. (NEW MLS) Corner 
Tumbo Place &. Cresswell Dr. Just up the hill from Panorama 
Rec Centre. Ocean & Sidney views. Perfect for level entry ran­
cher with basement.
MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE
make it
mM msmts peopie:
9) 8 NEW RETIREMENT HOMES-SIDNEY From $127,500 to 
$157,000. Proudly built by Kipot Construction using “Nascor” 
wall systems. Easy care vinyl siding, 3 bedrms, double 
garages. 5 year New Home Warranty. Close to buses & wafer- 
- front inSidney.







...9 a.m. -5 p.m. Monday thru Friday
9 a.m.- 4 p.m. Saturday
PEMBERTON
HOLMES'^'®"'^”LTD
READY TO BUILD ON LOTS ~ 
CLEARED, LEVEL, SERVICED.
1. NORTH SIDNEY 50’x 123’
— ASKING $42,700
2. CENTRAL SAANICH 78'x 150'
— ASKING $44,500
ANNE NORBURY — 656-2376
, : msT 4 MM..k
f M V J





Political solution is answor 
for access, court rules
Willis Point residents lost 
their court bid last week for 
unrestricted access along Dur- 
rance Lake Road through 
Heal’s Rifle Range.
B.C. supreme court justice 
Patrick Dohm ruled he had no 
jurisdiction to hear the com­
plaint. “I think your answer is a 
political solution,” he told 33 
Willis Point residents gathered 
Friday to hear his decision.
Willis Point juts into Saanich 
Inlet, across from Brentwood 
Bay. The smoothest approaches 
via Durrance Lake Road, 
although it can be reached by 
following Millstream Road 
through the Highlands.
Residents filed their lawsuit 
after failing to reach an agree­
ment with the Department of 
National Defence, which closes 
a portion of Durrance Lake 
Road for 30 minutes each hour 
while conducting e,xercises on 
Heal’s Rifle Range.
It’s a classic case of the B.C. 
supreme court having no 
jurisdiction, Dohm said, ad­
ding, “I’ve had enough to do 
with this same sort of activity 
you are talking about here.”
The federal government ac­
quired the land in 1913 and
subsequently used it to train 
armed forces personnel to use 
guns. Court heard a trail was 
blazed through the property 
around 1915 or 1916, without 
federal permission.
A road was built by a private 
contractor in 1922. He led peo­
ple to believe he had permission 
when he did not, argued Mel 
Hunt, the federal government’s 
lawyer.
The federal government once 
offered to supply land for a new 
road, said Hunt, adding 
residents rejected it because the 
route passed a garbage dump.
Defence lawyer Jack Wood­
ward said the federal govern­
ment did not have title to the 
road. The Crown grant giving 
title to the original owner in 
1897 exempted land for future 
roads, he argued.
Willis Point residents fell the 
case should have been decided 
on rights-of-way, a matter 
within the scope of B.C. 
supreme court. Woodward said. 
“Willis Point is a case about 
lands and highways laws of 
B.C,” he added.
A spokesman for the 
residents’ association could not 
be reached for comment.
Prellmlnarf‘heating wahed
A 19-year-old man charged 
last August with possession of a 
machete for a purpose 




Mature level lot with loads of 
fruit trees. Solid sensible 3 Br. 
Rancher a short walk to shops 






REAL ESTATE SERVICE 




Subdividable properly with 
or without house anywhere 
on the peninsula. Quick 
doci.sion.'}





" GEM OF A PRICE)
Woodland 1oi.j'“SQujn/ tiuntjaiov’. iti sotiudod pnvacy 
riedf’-cordtlng in pjocosa ? stciroy (/xpr'itly pofiitionnd 
on .'3.1 ficit/"!., Single ewnf'i'. Oulf'i Btieel. Qioal lAniily 
Bren, Epaca (ot o.npanr*ion <? iHaplacesk (ainily toonr, 
oal'tn kilchen, <i bodfooni/, ? baths woodburnei, 
finished bliihan'ieiii, woiKr.i’inci, liinrie oeeri, nqutifitflan 
tiaiis. i'liy waic! .''loraeit iV.'K ALSO 'Neat scIksC'Is,
' RFST VAI 1 .tr ori 11(1* RAANIOH Pl'NINSULA, mcwi:' In
new A (t'l'sl hni.'.' ..■ iiu'Vi si'Shyou if'il:-vV
LISTING)
FANTASTIC FAMILY HOUSE
This large foiii bedroom (? up & 2 down) Family home in 
Sidney is in Immaculate condition throughouf and 
awaits your Irmpecfion Cathedral entrance. Knotty pine 
Kitchen cabinets and eating area. Entertainment size L* 
Shaped Llving/Dinlng room v/ith FiP, Cosy Family room, 
wim Frerrch doors and woods love, covered sundeck, 
fully fenced backyard with storage shod.
650-0747 or 656“87S1 
V ■. Ask (or ■'
"■ *'V ' 'JOESTARKE''
PERFECTLY PRICED! '99.900
Co«.y fireplace 'm jutd one iidwaiv./iflo r' 
upkeep, codat tancbim', cul-do-SiA: welhiig. hnn ov/nff 
care, Groai family aiea. elecif,c ht'/h,,f'/tii/niinq: for­
mal (lining room, rTKxletn kitchen, it bedroomr,, trier- 
mal windews, rnreri ipvt/l laundry, cur.u:ir'.'! L/i.'id-',. F.idn 
drive. rminicijf«>d lawn, fui-sy Cittf' land'.ciit/'H), 
unake tool, ALSO ■‘Netn shonti -i ttu/. (iiNi:,.c/i ink 




NRS BLOCK BROS. 
tmAlTY T 
658-5S84 (24 hrs)




Privacy and seclu-slon could be yours when you pur* 
chase this Sutwr Rancher in the Deep Cove area, Thle 
home leaturoE 2x6 outside walks, spacious Livingy Din­
ing room with Brick F.P,., Kitchen with OAK cabinets. 
Patio off the Family room, 2 full taalhroorns with SkvHght, 
fslumorous fruit trees. A great hom« at a groat price. 
.-,W6-074?orl>,56*»761 '
' /"Askfor ■
■ . / : "JOESTARKE''
THINKINO OF BUYING OR SELLING? 
DonM Oelay — phone loday 
Joe Sliifkw S5«.87S1 or 6R6-0747
LISTINGS WANTED
has waived one step of the trial 
process.
Adam William Vipond will 
go directly to trial by county 
court judge, because he has 
waived preliminary hearing. A 
trial date will likely be set Feb. 
9.
Vipond also faces charges of 
dangerous driving and
assaulting Central Saanich 





WANTED TO BUY; Q 2-3 bdrm; home 
with on assumable mortgage. Phone 
, 655-7065.’■■'/■■■",':■’:’/■//;,52/03'.
WANTED TO RENT, 2 bedroom house 
for reliable working couple with 
mature son in the Saanichton/Sidney 
area, ot reasonable rent. 652-5663.
02/09
WANTED TO RENT. For May 1st. Cen- 
trol Saanich/Brentwood Bay. 3/4 
bedroom house with garage. 652-1719.
02/05
WANTED TO RENT or rent to purchose: 
fomily wishes 1, 2 or 3 bdrm. house. 
Must be in North Saanich municipality. 
Handy with tools. Excellent 
references. 382-2789. 02/05
WANTED TO RENT: One bedroom apt., 
unfurnished, by N/S lady. Reasonable. 
655-3761. 02/03
WANTED TO BUY: 2 3 bedroom house 
with high assumoble morlgoge. 655- 
k7065. 03/06
WANTED TO RENT: Furnished one 
bedroom apartment or house lo care 
for. Wanted by married cbupld, active 
seniors.'Sidney. Con move in onytime. 
6.56-1788. 03/03
TO RENT; physicion seeks to rent 2-3 
bedroom chorocler home In rural set­
ting, preferobly near Mt, Newton 
orea. 384-7942. 03/06
WANTED TO RENT: For April 1st In 
Sidney/North Soonlch, Responsible 
locol fomily. Rel. avail, 656-1959,
03/05
TO RENT; Non-imoklng couple with no 
children or pets require a townhouse 
or home by March or April I, oround 
Sidney orea, 1-537.5607. 03/08
Sldney/Norlh Soonlch. Responsible 
locol fomily. Hof, avail. 656-1959,
' ^ ■' 0*^04
fif&pdmmf ■■ woRkiNG'’ ■ coupie
wishing to rent 2-3 bedroom house. 




OPEN MOUSE. Sot , fl. Sim, 2 p.m..4p.m.
2 bdrm, raneher. 2313 Oakville Ave. 
Sidney $73,900, 656..3B66, 04/04
12 pr.'t new pantyhose for 100 prold 
hose. Comelion Hosleiy -• no runs, 
soft, sheer, perfect 111, basic fl (oshion 
colors, perionot friendly service. 
Phone Shoron. 6S5-I250 ofter S p.m,
... ........... ............. ............ ........ 04/04
AVON. EARN |. Territories ond ncm- 
lerrltorlol representotlves needed, in 
Sidney, Deep Cove, Brentwood ond 
Soonichlorr, Invest ■ 110,00,' No"inv»rv " 
torles to purchose. 600 entiling pm 
duets, Coll 477-1393, 0<704
HOtiiCK wift'’"'WAN horn..
'' p.m. Monday 1e» Frtdoy oiler whnnt 
care for two children, 7 ond 10 yeort 
old, ph» houseclrscmlng. Own cor 
necesiory. Ccill between '7-8 p,m, 652.
^ 04/04
HU*t, IsMl;! 44 ' Pontine Grond' Pori- 
sienne, 2 dr, M T.. 400 tu. In, turbo 
irons, Ook tilt-Mp rypewriler desk with 
elertr'lf typewriter; '"' ’O4/04
BAiiviimRiipouirD' '
lor 2 'boys (oges 3H ond 1). Jp my , 
home. Cloeke Mill ar#n, Mours vorled 
65S<7I65, Relerenres." ' ' ''04.,''04
i>ov»"»iack'' mx ■ ftiift';'!'ao"""i'n.
' condition, $40,00 ,, O.B.O., ,65.6-0,6^,'
04/04







FEEDING THE OLYMPIC SPIRIT
Frying
Chicken
Whole. Utility Grade. Frozen.
At this Low Price Limit 6 
with Family Purchase (min. $25.00)



































1.53,4 InchPot . g B^vea.
and the second one is FREE
5 Inch
Pot; ' ■ ^s^?s#ea.
and the second one is FREE
6 Inch
■ Pol y 4,4,;';. B^^^isi^ea. 
and the second one is FREE
6 Inch Hanging Pot
6.49.a
and the second one is FREE
8 Inch Hanging Pot
10.49ea
and the second one is FREE
i! i'f ^
*' Pot B“B'M'ea. 
and the second one is FREE
10 Inch
Pot ffiw g fi) tyr %^ea.
Sir and the second one is FREE
10 Inch Hanging Pot
:13.99ea.::: ; -


















'f ' li ag^ ^ m “?;i9ap^®iaSiiSsL i ...........................J, i ,«! I "f 4 ’I 4E|"'■'W
each
i Snapper Flilets1
1 Fresh or Previously Frozen.
It/ 3 291 » f ij/ lOOg V ® ™ W lb.i ■ '
Hot BBQ Chicken |
■ , 1ZVi-ZVz lbs. average I
weight ^ ^ ^ m t
before |
cooking *# a SO 1
I ■' ■ ' '
1 tmitation Crab Banqyet Hami f
Fletchers. Sliced or Shaved. 1
p ;;.83/ioog:\ 3 is^77ib.: 1.29,.. i
i Whole Whitefish Potato Salad • j
M Previously Frozen. Fletchers. t
^.28/ioog '/laZSlb. ■ 39 sm lOOg 1
Cake Mixes
Duncan Hines. Deluxe.
Assorted Varieties. Min. 500g 1m %iti
At this Low Price limit 3. GEi %iP
Yogoort i
Lucerne. Assorted F #% |
Flavours. Regular ^ 0 %M t
or Diet. 175g Tub. ffim m %# %#
At! Purpose Floor
Or Whole Wheat or Unbleached. Cf ifj?
Robin Hood. 10 kg
At this Low Price limit 1. I# p la# 1#
Peanut Butter
Empress. #%




8 roll/2 ply fc* il la# 1#
Ground Coffee
Edwards. Regular, U"® M jif\
Fine or Extra #1 %||
Fine Grind. 737g 1«# li T*'ll#
: Paper Towels 4
Scott. Big Guy. m# tfTl
2 roll/2 ply. | Iwfl 1m
200 sheets. « ® %# %#
Orange Juice
Bei-alr. Frozen m *4!
Concentrate. i |
















. ..., , ,, .K . ,, . . ;i.=y. !;v:vyf, > ,( ■, « ■■ ■ f ^ i || ■'■'■■'
iiliilf'
Beef
Safeway Regufar Quality. Sold in 10 lb. Pkgs. 
and Over. At this Low Price limit Z pkgs. 
v/lth
family purchase i% -so /
(min. $25.00) &.lo/kg lb.
